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Mobile communications systems have proven to be very popular in the consumer market, 
allowing ubiquitous communications and data transfer. New technologies and techniques are 
being developed for deployment in future generation cellular networks to provide new and 
higher quality services. Of particular importance in future generation networks is actively 
combating fast-fading which causes random fluctuations in the power of a received signal over 
short times and distances. This leads to a property know as spatial diversity where independent 
fading signals can be received by antenna elements separated by a small distance. Combining 
of the received signals can lead to an increase in the information data rate and reliability of 
communications over the wireless channel. 
Spatial diversity can be achieved in a cellular network by sharing information between Mobile 
Terminals (MT5) where one MT acts as a relay supporting the data transmitted from the source 
by forwarding information to the destination. Due to the cooperation between MTs this is 
termed cooperative diversity. Initially this thesis considers the effect of cooperative diversity in 
an environment where MTs are equipped with two antenna elements, effectively combining the 
fast-fading combating techniques of cooperative diversity and multiple-antennas. 
Cooperative diversity transmission can be performed by a number of different protocols, which 
are termed Protocols I-V. Imposing system constraints on the network in order to make a fair 
comparison between the protocols, and in-particular the traditional single-hop channel, allows 
the benefits of cooperative diversity to fully be established. An information theory approach is 
taken using multiple antenna techniques to develop a framework for cooperative diversity. It is 
shown that cooperative diversity can offer significant improvements in terms of probability of 
outage and capacity. In-particular, an adaptive cooperative diversity protocol is developed to 
select the optimal protocol dependant on channel conditions which shows a 4.25dB increase in 
capacity, at the 5% outage level, for a single user. 
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The twentieth century has been one of unparalleled technological achievement and this is 
continuing unabated at the start of the twenty-first century. Technology is a fundamental 
building block to a modem sustainable society and is heavily relied upon for day-to-day life. 
This concept is exemplified by the role of telecommunications in contemporary modern society, 
which are almost ubiquitous in their deployment. At any location around the world a person 
can now expect high quality personal communications, leading to a society which is heavily 
dependant on telecommunications and the wide range of services it can provide. Increased user 
mobility has necessitated the development of radio telecommunications that can provide access 
to these services for those on the move. As consumers demand new and higher quality services, 
technology has had to progress and new avenues of research have opened. 
The transfer of information by radio originated from the theoretical work carried out by 
Maxwell in 1864 [1, p.11, three decades after Morse developed the telegraph. The equations 
developed by Maxwell were confirmed experimentally by Hertz in 1888 [2, p.8], whose work 
in combination with many other researchers in this area inspired Marconi to develop the 
first commercial radio system, including life saving ship-to-shore wireless communications 
equipment. Development of wireless communications gathered pace in the early 1900s once 
it was realised that there was a commercial aspect to the technology, and was further helped 
by DeForest's invention of the triode vacuum tube which offered significant amplification of 
an electrical signal. High Frequency (HF) communications became the standard signalling 
frequency range due to the relative accessibility to the technology available and the discovery 
of ionospheric propagation by Kennelly and Heaviside allowing long distance communications. 
The first land based mobile telecommunications service was installed and operated by the 
Detroit Police department in 1921 [2, p.25-261. The police commissioner at the time believed 
that automobiles had given criminals an advantage in speed and that being able to deploy police 
cars using radio, which operated in the 2MHz band, countered this advantage. Several obstacles 
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were encountered during this early deployment, including the sensitivity of the vacuum tubes 
and the operational battery life. Broadcast radio began to grow in popularity and regular 
programming became commonplace in the 1930's. However, development of commercial 
radio stalled during World War II, during which the military advantage of radio systems was 
aggressively pursued by research and development teams. 
Technological advances made during World War II allowed higher frequencies to be exploited 
for radio communications, leading to the introduction of the Improved Mobile Telephone 
Service (IMTS) by Bell Laboratories in 1969. This system, operating initially in the 150MHz 
band with 11 channels, each with 30kHz bandwidth, offered considerable improvements over 
the original Mobile Telephone Service (MTS) by providing full duplexing support, and full dial 
access to and from the mobile station [3, p.3]. 
As the demand for wireless communications increased in the 1970's the requirements for more 
channels to be made available grew. In response to the fact that the electromagnetic spectrum is 
a finite resource, network designers have sought wireless deployment methods which utilise 
the fixed frequency allocations made by the radio spectrum licensing bodies in individual 
countries as efficiently as possible. First generation (1G) cellular networks were developed 
in response to this concern and were deployed in the early 1980's, where frequency reuse is 
employed to achieve much greater spectral efficiency' [4, p.12]. 1G cellular networks typically 
operated in the 800MHz-900MHz band, allowing a considerably higher number of channels 
to be made available, while still allowing 25kHz-3OkHz of bandwidth per-channel, and were 
based on analogue techniques. There was little co-ordination between the development of 
1G networks, with several companies promoting their own implementation, making roaming 
between networks deployed in different countries a practical impossibility. 
The first generation of cellular networks quickly became very popular and demand for greater 
user capacity was again met by the wireless research and development community. The Groupe 
Special Mobile (GSM) 2 was formed to address the problems with 1G networks, and develop a 
specification for second generation (2G) cellular networks [5]. After several years of discussion 
and technical demonstrations a digital system was decided upon and the first signing of the 
GSM Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was made in 1987 [6]. This was a key moment 
as GSM sought to create a pan-European cellular standard. Using digital techniques GSM 
'Cellular networks are discussed in more detail in chapter 2. 
2 Later known as the Global System for Mobile communications 
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ensures that the frequency spectrum available was employed more efficiently than that used 
by 1G networks, in-particular cell sizes were much smaller allowing for greater frequency 
reuse and the communications data could be compressed using digital techniques. Although 
other 2G networks were deployed (particularly in North America) GSM quickly became a 
global standard due to its popularity in Europe and its scalability. The success of mobile 
communications and GSM is illustrated by the fact that as of June 2006 worldwide GSM 
subscriptions stood at two thousand million subscribers [7]. 
Although 2G networks are well equipped to cope with the subscriber number demands 
placed on the system due to their scalability, consumer demand for higher quality voice 
communication, faster data transfers and new multimedia services has spurred development 
of third generation (3G) cellular networks. Based upon modem Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) and manufacturing techniques 3G developers attempted to recreate the success of the 
GSM global standard through the creation of the International Mobile Telecommunications 
(IMT) family of standards [8, 9]. While generally successful, IMT describes a wide-range 
of standards as patent holders pushed for their techniques and technologies to be adopted. 
30 networks typically operate in the 2GHz band and require a licence to operate. The initial 
expense of this licence was illustrated in the UK where the net revenue for the five available 
licences was £22 thousand million [10]. 3G network cell sizes are reduced, compared to their 
20 counterparts, due to the increased free space loss at higher frequencies as the transmit 
power of the base stations is limited, leading to a large required deployment of 3G base 
stations to meet the required coverage standards expected by consumers. This has lead network 
operators to introduce 20 fall-back from 30 'islands' where a 3G equipped mobile unit will 
use a 2G network if 3G coverage is not available. 
3G networks introduced new services such as video conferencing and internet connectivity due 
to the higher data transfer rates available, however consumer demand has continued to grow 
for high data rate connectivity. The introduction of the IEEE 802.11 wireless specification as a 
short range communications protocol in 1997 and its rapid development thereafter has spurred 
this demand. This has lead research and development teams to consider future generation 
cellular networks, often called fourth generation (4G) cellular networks [11-13] or 'Beyond 
3G'. 
To provide higher data rates to mobile devices future generation networks will see a step up in 
standard carrier frequency, as observed in previous generation networks. It is typically expected 
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that the unlicensed 5GHz band will be used, although use of the unlicensed 60GHz band has 
also been proposed. This step up in frequency will reduce the cell size further from the 3G cells 
due to propagation laws of radio waves, and this problem will be particularly acute at 60GHz. 
Therefore, 60GHz is not likely to be supported by the network operators due to the increased 
number of base stations that would be required for such a deployment. Global standardisation of 
the frequency bands used is an important part of the development of future generation networks 
in order to ensure roaming is possible and to reduce handset manufacturing costs. A meeting 
of the World Radio Congress (WRC) in 2007 will attempt to address the issue of spectrum 
allocation for future generation cellular networks [14]. 
Data transfer rates of up to 100Mbps for moving terminals and 1Gbps for low mobility terminals 
have been suggested for future generation networks [15].  Although these targets may be met 
by researchers they are not likely to translate directly into real world application, as observed 
with the 2Mbps promise of 3G networks [16, p.11]. However, increased data transfer rates are 
a primary goal of future generation networks and significant research is currently being carried 
out in this area. 
As the cell size is expected to decrease with the move to a higher frequency band in future 
generation networks, the cost of deplo'ing the network infrastructure becomes a significant 
concern, particularly in areas of low population density. To address this problem two different 
network architectures have been proposed, both of which are significantly different from current 
generation networks: 
• Relaying 
• High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) 
In a relaying network, multi-hop communications links can occur between a base station and 
mobile devices, thereby increasing the coverage area of a single cell [17-19]. In such a 
network ad-hoc communications without the aid of a base station between terminals becomes 
a possibility, possibly reducing the demands on the base station and also allowing intra-cell 
communications between devices which are geographically close although not in the same cell. 
This is termed fuzzy edge cells. Such a relaying architecture is shown in Figure 1.1(a). 
An alternative architecture to relaying is that of employing HAPs to create very large cells to 
give complete coverage over the area of interest, and deploying hot-spot islands with a more 
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Figure 1.1: Two possible architectures of future generation cellular networks: (a) Relaying 
based architecture to increase coverage area, (b) HAPs based network where wide 
area coverage is provided by a high altitude platform. 
traditional cellular architecture in areas of high population density [20-22]. In such a system an 
unmanned platform would fly at altitudes of 17km-22km, which reduces the latency problems 
that would be encountered in trying to employ Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite communications 
systems as a solution. A broadband link such as a microwave communications channel would 
provide the HAP with a connection to the core network, Figure 1.1(b). 
Both of the considered architectures are likely to use an Internet Protocol (IP) core to provide 
the backbone infrastructure for the network [23]. This is highly advantageous to the deployment 
of future generation networks as fast and reliable IP networks are already in place in many 
countries and it can be used as a gateway protocol to many other services and networks. This 
is illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
1.2 Thesis structure 
This chapter is a brief introduction to the background of wireless communications, highlighting 
the path to future generation cellular networks. The demands that are being placed on 
next generation networks were explored and network architectures which are currently in 
development were introduced. 
Chapter 2 continues the introduction into wireless communication networks by initially 
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Figure 1.2: IP core at the centre offuture generations of mobile communications. 
designers of wireless networks, such as fast-fading, are characterised. Several of the available 
methods that can be employed to provide multi-user duplex access are then introduced. 
Following this, methods to combat fast-fading using the unique properties of the wireless 
channel are presented, including multiple antenna techniques. These techniques are then 
expanded to consider the situation where the number of antennas in a mobile device are limited 
and relaying is explored to combat fast-fading in such a situation. Specifically, cooperative 
diversity is considered. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) techniques are 
introduced as an alternative technique, which can also be employed to combat fast-fading. 
Finally, the aims of this thesis are presented against the background of research currently 
available. 
Chapter 3 initially considers the Shannon capacity benefits of utilising cooperative diversity in 
a network, expanding on the body of work currently available. Cooperative diversity techniques 
in the situation where mobile terminals in an ad-hoc network are each equipped with two 
antenna elements are then explored. Constraints are placed on the networK moaei sucn mat 
the time, power and bandwidth of the transmitted signal are limited to be the same as the 
traditional single-hop transmission. This is done in order to make a fair and direct comparison 
between the techniques used in current generation networks and cooperative diversity networks. 
Several multiple antenna techniques are utilised to explore completely the benefits which can 
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be obtained. 
Chapter 4 is dedicated to developing an information theory framework for the situation where 
mobile terminals are equipped with only one antenna element and introduces the complete 
family of cooperative protocols, extending the system constraints in the previous chapter to 
this framework. Multiple antenna element techniques are employed to explore the different 
relaying methods available and develop an information theory approach to characterise this 
network. Of particular importance in this chapter is the power constraint on the system. An 
analytical approach is taken to optimise the transmit power levels for relaying protocols where 
this constraint is a strong limitation. Finally, a performance comparison between the relaying 
protocols is made. 
Chapter 5 considers two methods to optimise further the performance of the cooperative 
diversity protocols. Initially, the effect of using cooperative diversity over OFDM tones and, 
in particular, the effect of collision in the second phase is explored. This is considered in 
a frequency-selective fading environment and the performance of the cooperative diversity 
protocols in such an environment are considered. Finally, an adaptive protocol is considered 
where the optimal protocol, dependant on channel conditions, is selected for transmission. 
The objective of the final chapter is to summarise the work presented in this thesis and highlight 
its limitations. Future work based upon the information theory framework presented and 
the implications of the results obtained on the development of relaying techniques for future 
generation networks are also discussed. 
1.3 Contributions of this thesis 
The benefits of relaying for future generation cellular networks have not yet been fully 
characterised. Developing a framework which enabled such an assessment to be carried out is 
the primary goal of this thesis, under conditions which make a fair and direct comparison with 
the traditional single-hop channel. The system constraints which enable this comparison to be 
made are central to this thesis and are fully introduced in the following chapter. 
In the following chapter the possibility of using a relay network where each terminal is equipped 
with multiple antenna elements is considered. Such a system offers the joint benefits of spatial 
diversity from multiple antenna elements, but also from the cooperative diversity protocol. 
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A single information theory framework is very important to be able to fully characterise the 
relay channel and the cooperative diversity protocols which it makes possible. This is one of 
the primary contributions of this thesis and is presented in chapter 4. Multi-carrier techniques 
are considered in a cooperative diversity context, in the first half of chapter 5, which offers the 
benefits from both methods and this is optimised by using the framework previously developed. 
Finally, an adaptive protocol is developed and presented, utilising the optimal transmission 
protocol based on instantaneous channel conditions. 
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Spatial diversity for ad-hoc wireless 
networks 
2.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter the need to increase the reliability of communications and the data 
capacity of wireless networks, particularly in cellular systems, was identified. In response to 
this need, it is proposed to 
• Develop techniques to combat the challenges presented by the wireless channel to data 
communications (which is the main goal of this thesis), and subsequently 
• Optimise the developed techniques to maximise the throughput achievable in a practical 
implementation of the proposed techniques. 
The feasibility of this approach can be assessed by developing an information theory framework 
for the proposed techniques, which make use of one of the traditional pitfalls in wireless 
communications, fast-fading [24,25]. Results from this framework are then compared and 
contrasted with traditional wireless communications techniques, allowing conclusions to be 
drawn on the effectiveness of the proposed framework. 
This chapter initiates the development of the proposed techniques by considering the 
fundamental properties of the wireless communications channel. In particular, the traditional 
cellular network is described with a view as to how it could be modified for future generation 
networks. The causes of signal degradation in a wireless network are explored and presented 
with a mathematical description. 
Following this, the next section examines the relatively recent field of multiple antenna element 
transmission and reception systems which can offer considerable increases in the performance 
of a wireless communications channel [26,27]. This method has received a lot of attention 
recently as the benefits it offers come only at the cost of complexity, rather than additional 
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power, time or bandwidth. These benefits come from a property which is unique to wireless 
channels called spatial diversity [9, p.174] which is fully explored in that section. Spatial 
diversity is the corner stone of the work presented in this thesis, as its properties can be used to 
combat problems that fast-fading causes for wireless communications. 
Spatial diversity techniques are then developed for application in a wireless network where 
the number of antenna elements at a transmitter or receiver may be limited. This is done by 
introducing a paradigm shift for mobile networks, away from communication data generated 
by Mobile Terminals (MTs) being shared only with the network infra-structure (as is the case 
in current generation networks), to sharing information directly between MTs. This leads to the 
introduction of ad-hoc wireless networks, and in particular cooperative diversity [28-30]. 
This chapter is therefore structured as follows. 	Section 2.2 introduces the wireless 
communications channel both for the cellular environment and more generally for an 
ad-hoc communications situation. Spatial diversity and multiple antenna techniques are 
then considered in section 2.3 which is then expanded in section 2.4 to consider cooperative 
diversity techniques. Section 2.5 considers multi-carrier transmission as a different method to 
increase the data capacity of the wireless channel and section 2.6 discusses the contributions 
of this thesis. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 2.7. 
2.2 The wireless communications environment 
The wireless channel is a much more hostile environment to communications than the wireline 
channel. Factors which are beyond the control of the network designers affect the reliability 
of the signal at the intended destination, including reflections from possibly moving objects 
and large obstructions such as buildings. In this section the wireless environment is explored 
through current generation wireless systems and fundamental properties of the wireless 
channel. The groundwork is subsequently laid for the consideration later in this thesis of future 
generation networks. 
2.2.1 The cellular environment 
Before considering a more analytical overview of the wireless channel, it is useful to have 
a clear view of how such a system might be used and deployed. As noted in the previous 
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Figure 2.1: Diagrammatic representation of wireless communication architectures. (a) 
Broadcast architecture with a single high power transmitter and a wide coverage 
area, (b) Cellular architecture with several low power transmitters each covering 
a small area. 
chapter, wireless communications have become ubiquitous over the last decade and reliable 
digital communication is expected to be available at all times by the general population. 
Traditionally, wireless systems were used for one way communications, such as television 
or radio. Since these netwOrks transmit data common to all nodes in the network in a 
simplex manner from only one point with a very large coverage area (usually to the horizon) 
they are termed broadcast systems [5],  Figure 2.1(a). Beyond the horizon another broadcast 
transmitter will provide coverage, using a different frequency to ensure that the is little or no 
interference between transmitters. This design requires the use of a high-power transmitter in 
a prominent geographical location (such as a hill top) and is not naturally suited for the two 
way communications required for data exchange. This is due to the low number of available 
channels per unit coverage area, resulting in poor use Of the frequency spectrum available. 
To overcome this problem, the cellular architecture was proposed [2] in the late 1940's, 
although not deployed until the 1980's with the advent of the first generation of cellular 
communication networks. In a cellular network, a large number of relatively low-powered 
transmitting base-stations (typically 20W [31]) are used with a much smaller coverage area 1 , 
where each area is referred to as a cell. The carrier frequency of an individual cell can be 
used by another cell if they cause negligible interference between each other, i.e. if they are 
separated by at least one cell of a different carrier frequency. This is termed frequency reuse and 
leads to the traditional honey-comb pattern associated with cellular networks, Figure 2.1(b). 
The cellular network allows for a low frequency reuse distance 2 making them attractive for 
'Typically several kilometres in diameter 
2The frequency reuse distance is the metric used to measure the distance between cells which make use of the 
same carrier frequency. 
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Figure 2.2: Signal degradation mechanisms in the mobile wireless environment: (a) 
diffraction, (b) and (c) reflection, and (d) long time delays. 
deployment as they are much more efficient in their use of the frequency spectrum, due to the 
increased ratio of the available channels per unit coverage area, than broadcast infrastructure 
networks. Furthermore, cells can be of variable size, so in high population density areas (a city 
centre) the cell size would be smaller than that found in areas of low population density (the 
countryside). This technique is commonly known as cell splitting [32] and shows how flexible 
the cellular architecture can be. 
As previously mentioned, the mobile radio environment is particularly hostile to reliable 
communications. There are many reasons for this, several of which are illustrated in Figure 
2.2 which shows a conceptualised cell in a wireless network [33]. The difficulties that can be 
expected in wireless communications include 
• Diffraction, (a), occurs typically when the radio wave passes over the edge of a building 
or through a small gap. Diffraction can occur multiple times for a single path. 
• Reflection, (b) and (c), is the mechanism of the signal being reflected off surfaces such 
as buildings, buses or trees. 
• Long time delays, (d), leading to a situation where signals can arrive at the receiver 
significantly out of phase causing Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) as information from 
the previous data transmission may arrive at the receiver when it is expecting information 
about the next data transmission. 
The received signal at the destination terminal is the phasor superposition of all signals received 
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from the scattering paths listed above. This effect is known as multi-path propagation. 
2.2.2 Mobile radio propagation 
Using wireless signals for data communications means utilising certain frequencies in the 
electromagnetic spectrum to perform the intended function. The laws of electromagnetic wave 
propagation are well understood due in part to the pioneering experiments of Michael Faraday 
and the all-encompassing theory of electromagnetism developed by James Clerk Maxwell [34]. 
As a mobile terminal moves around in the wireless environment the received signal varies 
significantly. The changes in the environment which cause these variations can be broken into 
four distinct sections which are grouped by the distance of movement that the mobile terminal 
must undergo to observe the effect: 
• Fast-fading is the observed effect over short distances and leads to independent fading 
signals being observed over half a wavelength in a high scattering environment, caused 
by the addition and subtraction of in- and out-of-phase signals at the receiver, Figure 2.3. 
• Frequency-selective fading occurs when the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is 
greater than the coherence bandwidth of the channel or the delay spread is greater than 
the symbol period giving rise to noticeable time delays in the received multipath signal. 
• Shadowing (slow-fading) is the effect on the received signal caused by large obstructions 
such as buildings in the urban environment or hills in the rural environment. This is a 
medium term variation (noticed over distances of hundreds of wavelengths). 
• Path-loss is caused by the dissipation of energy as the distance for the transmitter 
increases, and as such is observable over large distances (several hundreds of 
wavelengths). 
A number of deterministic and empirical models have been developed to provide tools for 
simulation of the wireless environment. The following sections describe, mathematically, the 
above causes of signal degradation at the receiver. 
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Figure 2.3: Typical observed signal power at a receiving terminal showing the effect of 
fast-fading. 
2.2.2.1 A mathematical description of fast-fading (quasi-static fading) 
As previously considered, fast-fading is caused by the super-position of the received signal 
which has taken different paths (rays) between the transmitter and receiver. Fast-fading can be 
considered to be quasi-static fading (i.e., constant over the time period of a single symbol) when 
the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is less than the coherence bandwidth of the channel or 
the delay spread is less than the symbol period. A mathematical model was proposed for this 
super-position of N complex (phase difference) waves at the receiver, where the received signal 
is given by 
Z = 	
A je_vt 0 	 (2.1) 
where A 2  is the complex amplitude of the ith multipath component. k = 21r/A is the 
wavenumber. V is the velocity of the receiving mobile terminal and ai is the angle between the 
direction of movement and the azimuthal arrival angle of the ith multipath component. The 
received signal can be expressed as a Fourier series by using the substitution Ai = R2 + jS2 as 
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Z = X+jY (2.2) 
where 	X 	= (Rj cos e+S sin Ei) (2.3) 
Y 	= (ScosE—Rjsin6) (2.4) 
ei 	= 	kvt cos c (2.5) 
where the real and imaginary parts of A (R and Sirespectively) are random variables. 
The magnitude of the received signal (2.2) is therefore 
Izi = /x2 + Y2 	 (2.6) 
As a consequence of the central limit theorem [35] for large N the two components X and Y 
can be considered to be Gaussian random processes [36]. Therefore the Probability Density 
Function (PDF) of the magnitude of the received signal (2.6) as the joint PDF of X and Y is 
given by the Rayleigh distribution function as 
—x2 
xe 2a2 
f(x) = 	 (2.7) 
a2 
That fast-fading can be effectively modelled by the Rayleigh distribution has several empirical 
studies to back this claim up [37, 38]. Other fast-fading models also exist including Rician 
fading [39], which is similar to Rayleigh fading but has a strong Line-Of-Sight (LOS) 
component and Nakagami fading [40], of which Rayleigh fading is a special case. Nakagami 
fading is a useful model as it can fit a wide variety of fading statistics, such as multipath 
scattering with relatively large delay-time spreads, however it is harder to justify physically 
than Rayleigh or Rician fading. The primary aim of this thesis is to combat fast-fading and 
therefore an accurate model is required. Due to the supporting empirical evidence and relative 
simplicity of the Rayleigh fading model, this is the model that this thesis will consider. 
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2.2.2.2 A mathematical description of frequency-selective fading 
Frequency-selective fading occurs when multi-path signals are spread significantly over time 
as well as space such that strong component signals with a significant time delay are recorded 
at the receiver after their transmit symbol period has passed, which gives rise to ISI. Wireless 
communication protocols are designed with this effect in mind and typically the symbol period 
of the network is designed to be longer than the expected delay spread of the transmitted signal. 
Therefore the received signals caused by time spreading have insignificant power and their 
interference effect can be discarded for the next symbol. However, this is not always the case, 
particularly in environments where large delay spreads can be expected and a short symbol 
period is used. 
Frequency selective fading can be modelled by summing the received signals from all paths 
taken between the transmitter and receiver. This is the same as integrating over the power delay 
profile at the receiver, models for which are given in COST-207 [41, p.  137]. For example 
COST-207 gives the power delay profile for the typical rural (non-hilly) area as 
I e 9 	for 0 < T <0.7 
P(r) = 	 (2.8) 
1 0 	elsewhere 
where r denotes the time delay. 
To reduce the computational complexity of simulating a frequency-selective fading channel, 
a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter can be used with a set number of taps to simulate the 
recorded time delays, and tap weights to reflect the strength of the recorded signal, such that 
P(r) = * r) (2.9) 
where P(T) is the total received power, r is the delay, I is the number of taps, LT is the 
time spacing of the taps, P is the ith tap weight and 6 is the Dirac-delta function. It should 
also be noted that each path in the multi-path propagation environment will undergo individual 
quasi-static Rayleigh fading. 
More complex models have also been developed, as well as more environment specific models, 
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such as indoor models at particular frequencies [42]. 
2.2.2.3 A mathematical description of shadowing 
Medium term variation in the power of the received signal at a mobile terminal is termed 
shadowing due to the effects that cause it. Shadowing arises due to obstacles in the path 
of the radio signal's propagation such as hills, buildings and trees. Shadowing is also often 
referred to as slow-fading in literature due to the similarities to fast-fading, but is observed over 
longer distances. At 900MHz the effect of shadowing can be seen over distances of around 
25-100m [43]. The effect of shadowing on a received signal depends heavily on the frequency 
of the carrier wave. For example, a communications signal using a low carrier frequency might 
diffract around a building giving the receiver a strong signal, however a signal using a much 
higher carrier frequency would not diffract around the building giving a poor received signal. 
Empirical results have shown that the mean received power at the mobile terminal, m(t), 
follows a lognormal distribution, i.e., R logm(t) is normally distributed with a standard 
deviation of approximately 6-8dB for an urban environment [9,24, p.121]. The PDF of the 
lognormal distribution can be expressed as 
= 	
1 e—(lnx - 	 (2.10) 
where p and a denote the mean and the standard deviation respectively. 
2.2.2.4 A mathematical description of path-loss 
Long term variation in the received signal power from the transmitter can be attributed to 
path-loss, which is caused by the dissipation of the transmitted signal as it radiates out from 
the transmitter in free-space. The free-space path loss is well known to be [43] 
LF = ()9T9R 	 (2.11) 
where gp and 9R  are the antenna gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas respectively, 
A is the wave-length and d is the distance from the source. Expressing this in logarithmic terms 
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gives the path-loss (PT - PR) as 
LF = —101oggT - 101oggR + 2O log f + 2O log d - 20 log -s-- 	(2.12) 4ir 
where PT and PR are the transmitted power and received power respectively and c is the speed 
of light. 
There are many combinations of the above phenomenon, and multiple models for each. Due to 
the complexity of the wireless environment it is not possible to simulate every possible path 
in the multi-path scenario, leaving statistical analysis as presented above as a requirement 
to develop simple simulation models. This provides a very accurate method of ensuring 
simulations are realistic, assuming correct models for the environment are chosen. 
2.2.3 Signal duplexing 
To facilitate two way communications, wireless networks can either employ Frequency 
Division Duplexing (FDD) methods or Time Division Duplexing (TDD) methods. In FDD 
the channel is split into two distinct sub-bands, where one is assigned to be the uplink band, 
and the other is the downlink. This assignment does not necessarily have to be symmetrical, 
and often this is not in the case where data communications suggest that more data would be 
transmitted in one direction. An example of this is the viewing of web-pages. In this case 
a request for the web-page is made by the client to a server, which requires very little data 
transfer. The requested data is then sent from the server to the client, requiring large amounts 
of data transfer relative to the original request. 
In the case of TDD all sub-bands will be assigned for uplink data at one time instance, and then 
downlink the next. This requires high precision timing synchronisation between the BS and all 
mobiles in the network. Like FDD, TDD can also be assigned to be asymmetric. 
2.2.4 Multiple access methods 
Mobile radio networks must provide services for multiple users to be able to simultaneously 
connect to the network for data exchange, either between mobile users in the same cell, or to an 
external cell or network (such as the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). There are 
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three fundamental methods which can be used to provide Multiple Access (MA) to the network 
[44]: 
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 
. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 
. Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) 
2.2.4.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access 
In FDMA systems the available frequency spectrum is sub-divided into contiguous frequency 
bands which are then allocated to the mobile users as required. A small gap, called the guard 
band, is left between frequency bands such that they do not interfere with one another. FDMA 
is illustrated in Figure 2.4(a) [5]. 
2.2.4.2 Time Division Multiple Access 
A TDMA system assigns the entire frequency spectrum available to a single mobile at any one 
time and rotates access between the mobiles in the network by allowing each terminal to access 
the network for only a limited time, Figure 2.4(b). Similar to FDMA, TDMA systems require 
a gap between the multiple access data carriers, in this case called a guard time. 
2.2.4.3 Code Division Multiple Access 
The CDMA system is significantly different from FDMA and TDMA as it allows multiple 
users to utilise the same carrier frequency at the same time, Figure 2.4(c). Although this 
appears initially counter intuitive, by modulating the transmitted signal using a high speed 
'chip-code' to spread the signal over a wide frequency range 3 , as shown in Figure 2.5, it is 
possible to use the inverse of the chip-code to recover the signal of interest at the receiver, 
with limited interference. This provides limited inherent security, since the original code is 
required to receive a single signal. For this reason CDMA initially found application in military 















Figure 2.4: Multiple access strategies for Al users: (a) FDMA, (b) TDMA, (c) CDMA. 
communications, particularly missile/torpedo control [45]. There are a number of methods 
which can be employed to accomplish CDMA including, but not limited to: 
• Direct Sequence (DS) spread spectrum - A data signal is spread over a wide frequency 
range by modulating it onto a carrier frequency with a Pseudo-Random (PR) high speed 
chip-code. 
• Frequency Hopping (FH) spread spectrum - The available bandwidth is sub-divided into a 
large number of contiguous frequency bands similar to FDMA techniques, and the carrier 
frequency for a single data signal is changed rapidly between different frequencies in a 
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Figure 2.5: Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access spread spectrum method to 
combine the high speed chip-code with user binary data resulting in a coded high 
rate data signal. 
PR fashion. 
Time Hopping (TH) spread spectrum - A short data pulse is transmitted having either a 
PR pulse duration or the data pulse is transmitted in a random time position relative to 
the input bit period. 
2.2.4.4 Space Division Multiple Access 
SDMA systems exploit the fact that transmitted signals have a limited range by assigning the 
entire frequency band that is available to a single node, which is separated by a large enough 
distance that its signal will not interfere significantly with other nodes. In practice this means 
that only one transmitting terminal can be located in an area, typically several kilometres 
in the case of GSM transmission. Despite this SDMA is a natural phenomenon in wireless 
communications, and allows frequency reuse, as discussed in the previous chapter. 
2.2.4.5 Practical implementation 
In practical deployment no single one of the above systems is suitable on its own, rather an 
appropriate combination must be developed into a standard protocol for deployment. GSM is 
an excellent example of such a system which has been very well received in the market place. 
In a GSM network FDD is used to provide two way communications, where approximately 
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25MHz in total is dedicated to both the uplink and the downlink separately  [31]. The link in 
each direction is then divided into channels of 200kHz in an FDMA fashion, each of which is 
then further divided into eight TDMA slots, each of which is 0.577mS long. This allows GSM 
to provide data-rates of up-to 13kbps for voice data. There is also considerable overhead used 
in the GSM system for timing synchronisation and resource allocation. 
Newer networks such as 3G systems employ FDMA and TDMA techniques similar to the 2G 
GSM system, however they also provide access protocols for CDMA techniques, due to the 
flexibility it provides for the network operators, and the potentially increased efficiency of the 
use of the radio spectrum available. 
2.3 Spatial diversity 
As the previous section showed, one of the pitfalls of wireless communications is fast-fading, 
where the characteristics of a received signal can change dramatically over short distances and 
short time intervals. Although this effect can cause considerable problems for the designers of 
wireless communications systems and their protocols, it can also be leveraged to the advantage 
of communications as the signals that are received are separated in both space and time. 
This leads to independent signals which can be received by use of multiple receive antennas. 
Similarly multiple transmit antennas can be used to help mitigate the multi-path fast-fading 
effect and the two methods can also be combined in space [26,27,46] and space-time [47,48] 
techniques. The use of multiple antennas at either the transmitter or receiver if often referred 
to as smart antennas due to their ability to use diversity and also potentially use interference 
cancellation techniques [49]. This phenomenon is termed spatial diversity. 
The use of multiple antennas to achieve diversity dates back to Marconi and the early radio 
pioneers, however it was World War II which, as an engine of change, drove considerable 
research into the area of using antenna arrays for radar systems to exploit spatial diversity 
[50, p.1-8]. The 1970's saw a further interest in multiple antenna systems with the advent of 
DSP technologies, which helped to dramatically improve diversity and interference cancellation 
techniques [51]. The deployment of GSM in Europe in the 1990's and then around the world 
saw a large scale deployment of smart antennas where two transmit antenna elements are often 
4This discussion assumes that the 800MHz GSM band is being used. 900MHz and 1900MHz bands are also 
available for use in GSM networks. 
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used at the base-station to achieve spatial diversity. At the time, the extra cost and complexity 
was considered to be more affordable at the base-station than on a small mobile phone handset 
[49]. Recent advances in both the field of DSP and manufacturing mean that this is no longer a 
necessary constraint. 
Importantly, to achieve spatial diversity and take advantage of the benefits offered by multiple 
element antenna arrays, the antenna elements must be separated by a large enough distance to 
ensure that the signal received by each element has no correlation with that received by the 
other elements. To ensure this independence of the received signals it is typical to space the 
antenna elements by several wave-lengths [28], although this independence can be obtained 
over half a wave-length in a high scattering environment. Therefore the required distance 
of separation changes with frequency. For the expected carrier frequency of 5GHz for next 
generation networks, this translates to a required separation of 2.5-10cm for 0.5-2 wave-length 
spacing for the MT antenna elements 5 . 
2.3.1 Exploiting multiple antenna systems 
There are multiple configurations which can be used in multi-antenna element systems. 
Single-In Single-Out (SISO) is the traditional wireless link between a single transmit antenna 
and a single receive antenna. In the literature the Single-In refers to the transmitted signal 
which is injected into the wireless channel, and the Single-Out refers to the received signal 
coming out of the wireless channel. This is often referred to as a lxi channel to reflect the 
number of antenna elements. The capacity of the SISO channel was found in the landmark 
paper by Shannon in 1948 [52] as 
I = 10(1 + pIh5DI2) 	b/s/Hz 	 (2.13) 
where hSD  is the normalised complex channel gain between the transmitter and receiver, and 
p is the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receive antenna element. Note that under the 
assumptions made in this thesis, the capacity of a communications channel can be termed 
either Shannon capacity or bandwidth efficiency, and both terms are regularly used in the 
5The MT can be assumed to be in a high scattering environment while in an urban location, however a 
base-station is usually located at the top of a building or spire, leading to reduced scattering at the base-station. 
In such a case the required separation will be on the order of 5-10 wave-lengths (25-50cm) 
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literature. Therefore, since the terms are mathematically identical in this thesis the terms are 
used interchangeably. 
A Single-In Multiple-Out (SIMO) system has multiple receive antennas (MR) and a single 
transmit antenna and is referred to as a MR  1 channel. A SIMO channel has a capacity of 
MR 
I= 1092 ( 1 + P>I: hsD1I2) 	b/s/Hz 	 (2.14) 
j=1 
where hSDi  is the channel gain for antenna i. In this case increasing MR results in only a 
logarithmic increase in capacity. 
A Multiple-In Single-Out (MISO) system has a single receive antenna and multiple transmit 
antennas (MT) in a 1 x MT system. The capacity of this configuration is given by [26] as 
MT 
I = 109(1 + 	j2 hsJ) 	b/s/Hz 	 (2.15) MT i=1 
where the normalisation by MT ensures a fixed total transmitter power. As can be observed, 
(2.14) and (2.15) are very similar, with the addition of the transmit power constraint in the 
MISO case. This constraint ensures that additional transmit power at the transmitter is not 
used, when compared with the single antenna case. 
The Multiple-In Multiple-Out (MIMO) system has multiple receive and transmit antenna 
elements in a MR x MT configuration. The MIMO capacity equation is found [26,53] to 
be 
'EP = 1092 (det (IM, + MT 	
b/s/Hz 	 (2.16) 
)) 
where * denotes the transpose-conjugate and H is the MR X MT channel matrix. 'EP  denotes 
that in (2.16) Equal Power (EP) is used at each transmit antenna element. Note also that the 
assumption is made such that the covariance matrix of the transmitted signal matrix x, Rxx = 
E{xx' } must satisfy Tr(R) in order to constrain the total average energy transmitted over 
a symbol period. Foschini [26] and Telatar [27] demonstrated that the capacity of the MIMO 
channel (2.16) grows linearly with min(MR,MT) as shown in Figure 2.6. Figure 2.6 also shows 
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Figure 2.6: MIMO bandwidth efficiency for various SNRs against the number of antenna 
elements in the transmitting and receiving arrays (MR = AlT). 
the very large capacities which can be achieved with MR = MT. Part of the challenge now 
facing the wireless communications community is how these capacity benefits can be realised 
for mobile communications. 
In summary all four antenna configurations are shown in Figure 2.7. 
The benefits offered by the use of multiple antenna elements are due to 
• Array gain 
• Diversity gain 
• Spatial Multiplexing Gain 
• Interference Reduction 
These four topics are now discussed in more detail. 
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Figure 2.7: Multiple antenna transmit and receiver configurations, with a maximum of two 
transmit or receive antennas. 
2.3.1.1 Array gain 
Array gain refers to the gain that can be made available in SNR at the receiver due to signal 
processing at both the transmitter and receiver due to a coherent combining effect. For example 
in the SIMO channel, signals arriving at the receive antenna array have different amplitudes and 
phases. The signals can then be combined coherently so that the resultant signal is enhanced. 
For system architectures with multiple transmit antennas, knowledge of the channel is required 
to exploit the array gain, which implies feedback from the receiver in the transmission protocol. 
2.3.1.2 Diversity gain 
As has been previously discussed in this chapter, signal power at the receiver in a wireless 
system fluctuates randomly (Rayleigh fading). By using multiple antennas, information can be 
transmitted over MR x MT independent fading channels. The probability of all channels being 
poor decreases as the number of antenna elements considered increases, leading to improved 
communications reliability. Assuming that the MR x MT channels can be suitably combined 
at the receiver, the variability of the received signal's amplitude is greatly reduced, leading to a 
MR x MTth  order diversity gain. Extracting spatial diversity using multiple transmit antenna 
elements, with the absence of channel knowledge at the trarfsmitter, is possible using suitably 
designed transmit signals known as Space-Time Codes (STC). Due to the potential benefits 
from realising such codes, STCs have attracted a lot of interest from the research community 
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[54-57]. 
23.1.3 Spatial Multiplexing gain 
As demonstrated previously in the discussion of the capacity of the multi-antenna element 
configurations, the MIMO system can offer a linear increase in capacity as the number of 
transmit and receive antenna elements increase. This is termed the spatial multiplexing gain and 
can be realised in the MIMO channel, with no increase in transmit time, bandwidth or power. 
This is one of the main reasons why multi-antenna systems have attracted intense interest in 
previous years, due to the extremely high capacities that can be achieved (2.16). 
In systems which employ Spatial Multiplexing, the bit stream to be transmitted is demultiplexed 
into MT half-rate information streams (assuming MT transmit antenna elements), and then 
modulated and transmitted simultaneously from each transmit antenna. The receiver can then 
extract both signals, and with knowledge of the channel conditions fully separate them and 
reconstruct the original information stream [51]. 
2.3.1.4 Interference reduction 
Co-channel interference exists in wireless systems due to frequency reuse. Using multiple 
antenna techniques the receiver is able to differentiate between the spatial signatures of the 
desired signal and the co-channel signals using knowledge of the desired signal. Subsequently 
the receiver is able to reduce the interference from other users of the wireless network [58]. 
2.3.2 Practical implementation considerations 
It is important to note that it is not possible to exploit all four of the above mentioned benefits 
of MIMO transmission at the same time due to conflicting demands on the degrees of freedom 
that are available (MT x MR). The designers of a wireless network must select an appropriate 
combination of techniques based on the requirements of each individual network. 
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2.4 Cooperative diversity 
In the wireless communications market, device size is an important constraint to be considered 
since the consumer must carry their device with them. Therefore a maximum of two antenna 
elements might be used on a device the size of a mobile phone at the target carrier frequencies 
(5GHz) for future generation cellular networks. A laptop computer or similar sized mobile 
device might be equipped with up to eight antenna elements. The challenge presented to 
designers of mobile networks is how to translate the advantages offered by multiple element 
antenna arrays into practical benefits of a deployed network where the number of antenna 
elements are limited. 
Mobile terminals situated in different geographical locations are each able to receive the same 
signal and process it independently 6 . Although each terminal receives a different independent 
fading signal they have no method by which to make use of the diversity that exists between 
each terminal. By sharing information about the received signal between terminals, the benefits 
of spatial diversity can be utilised. For example, one MT might be in a deep fade in the signal 
sent by the original transmitter, and another might not, therefore enabling the second MT to 
forward the information on to the first. This effectively creates a Virtual Antenna Array (VAA) 
[59, 60]. The sharing of information represents a paradigm shift in cellular communications, 
since MTs can currently only communicate with the local base-station. Due to the sharing of 
information between MTs to benefit from diversity, this technique has been termed cooperative 
diversity [28, 29]. 
The sharing of information between MTs cannot be readily implemented in a cellular network 
for several reasons which need to be addressed by the research community. In-particular the 
benefits of deploying a cooperative diversity network in a situation similar to a cellular network 
must be fully quantified, which is a primary goal of this thesis. Battery life issues must also be 
considered since MTs acting as relays for other MTs will be required to transmit extra data, as 
well as their own, which is a battery intensive process. The extra transmission of shared data 
between MTs will also create extra interference which is an important consideration. Finally, 
the sharing of information between MTs implies that security must be an important factor in 
any cooperative diversity network. 
6Current generation wireless protocol inhibit this ability due to obvious security concerns 
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2.4.1 Cooperative relay channels 
The basic relay channel, and its extension into multiple supporting relays, is central to the 
study of cooperative diversity. The relay channel was originally introduced by van der Meulen 
[61,62] has subsequently been studied by several other authors and is shown schematically in 
Figure 2.8. In the general relay channel the relay supports the source by recording the signal 
sent from the source, processing that signal, and then, possibly, sending some information 
to the destination. By necessity, cooperative diversity is split into distinct two transmission 
phases, each of which occurs at a different time giving rise to the term time split in cooperative 
diversity literature. This is required as the relay initially does not have information to share with 
the destination. In the first phase of transmission the source communicates with the relay and 
potentially with the destination. Following this in the second phase the relay will support the 
source in one of several configurations, while the source may potentially communicate with the 
destination7 . Although it is possible to develop transmission protocols with higher numbers, of 
transmission phases, the work in this thesis is generally restricted to two transmission phases, 
although this restraint is relaxed for discussion in chapter 6. 
Cover and El Gamal [63] consider three configurations in which the relay can support the 
source: 
. Facilitation: The relay assists the source by minimising the interference it creates in the 
received signal at the destination. 
• Cooperation: The relay fully decodes the transmission from the source and re-transmits 
7 Note that this gives rise to several possible transmission protocols which are described fully in Chapter 4. 
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some information about that signal to the destination. Specifically, the relay encodes the 
bin index of the previous source message, from a random binning of the source messages. 
The destination then suitably combines the two sets of information, coherently combining 
the received identical bin indexes. 
• Observation [64]: The relay transmits a quantised version of its received signal and 
forwards it to the destination, which then averages its two received signals to reduce 
the noise of the received signal. 
These three relaying techniques are fundamental to all methods which are used in the present 
literature. In the facilitation case the relay does not actively transmit to the destination, therefore 
this is effectively the traditional single-hop channel previously considered in this chapter. In the 
cooperation method the relay will decode the source message, potentially process the data and 
then transmit information on to the destination. This information may simply be a re-encoded 
version of the original source signal which would effectively remove the noise in the received 
signa1 8 . Alternatively the relay could transmit parity bits on to the destination [63]. This type of 
relaying is broadly referred to as Decode-and-Forward (DF). The final method of observation, 
as termed by Laneman [64], comprises of the relay simply conveying a representation of its 
received signal on to the destination. This might take the form of quantising the received signal, 
amplification and then forwarding the signal [65], or possibly compressing the received signal 
before retransmitting it [63]. Of the observation methods, amplification is the most popular for 
implementation due to its simplicity, and is therefore known as Amplify-and-Forward (AF). 
Each of the DF and AF methods has its own advantages and disadvantages. DF is popular as 
it removes the noise from the relay's received signal, ensuring that each signal the destination 
receives will only have noise induced by a single-hop channel (source to destination and relay 
to destination). However this gain comes at the cost of processing power at the relay as it is 
required to fully decode and then re-encode the signal. 
The AF relaying method does not have this disadvantage, as it simply amplifies the received 
signal, which can readily be done. However, it does imply that any noise in the received signal 
at the destination is amplified and then forwarded to the destination. If the channel noise of the 
source to relay channel is very low compared to the relay to destination this is an insignificant 
should also be noted that while removing noise, it could also be enhancing noise if data corruption has 
occurred between the source and relay 
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factor and AF might be the preferred method. However, this is not a suitable assumption to be 
applied to the study of a wireless network where a relay may potentially move geographically 
as much as the destination terminal. 
As DSP tools and processors become more effective and cheaper to install, the disadvantages of 
the DF method decrease. Furthermore, there has been some work on the relative merits of AF 
and DF relaying modes [30,66] and combinations and adaptive protocols of such [30,67]. DF is 
generally shown to offer a small advantage over AF, depending on the environment considered. 
Therefore, this thesis will concentrate primarily on DF methods. 
2.4.2 Decode and forward 
The information transmitted from the relay to the destination does not have to be exactly the 
same message as was decoded from the source, as previously mentioned. Hannerstroem et al. 
[68] considered Alamouti's Space-Time Block Code (STBC) [56],  which has proven to be a 
popular avenue of research for cooperative diversity. Differential modulation techniques were 
considered by Tarasak et al. [69], and Chu et al. [70] developed relaying techniques based 
upon sending parity bits to the destination. One of the most promising areas of research stems 
from the land-mark paper by Berrou et al. [71] which introduced error correcting codes called 
Turbo Codes (TC) which could achieve near Shannon capacities in a communications channel. 
Due to the time split between the source and relay transmitting in cooperative diversity, TCs 
are a natural application to the encoded data the relay sends, and this has been the subject of 
extensive research [72-74]. 
In this thesis no assumption is made about the data which is transmitted by the relay, instead 
focusing on the Shannon capacity limit of the channel, to fully characterise the possible gains 
from utilising cooperative diversity. Not only are there different methods for which information 
the relay is to transmit but, there are also two different methods by which the relay can be 
selected to actively support the source: 
Laneman et al. [30, 75,76] which requires a particular information rate to be received at 
the relay. 
. Nabar et al. [77,78] which uses the relay at all times, limiting the initial rate to be the 
poorest of the source to relay link or the source to destination link. 
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2.4.2.1 Laneman et al. - Required Rate DF 
The DF scheme proposed by Laneman et al. and used extensively in literature, requires that the 
relay (or set of relays) be able to decode the signal from the source in the first phase in order to 
repeat the information to the destination in the second phase. If a relay cannot fully decode the 
source's signal (i.e. the source to relay link is poor) the relay does not actively transmit in the 
second phase. In this thesis this method of DF is termed Required Rate DF (RRDF). 
The basic cooperative diversity protocol which was considered by Laneman et al. [30,76] is 
where the source communicates with both the relay and destination in the first phase, and then 
remains silent in the second phase. The relay transmits in the second phase. This is only one 
protocol of the complete family of cooperative diversity protocols presented by Nabar et al. 
[77], however it is the most popular in literature due to the fundamental work carried out by 
Laneman et at. The complete family of cooperative diversity protocols is considered further 
and extended in Chapter 4. 
For this discussion of DF type relaying methods it is assumed that there is only one relay 
available to support the source. Furthermore it is assumed that all channels are quasi-static 
Rayleigh fading channels with fading coefficients being circularly symmetric zero mean 
complex Gaussian random variables. Finally, perfect timing synchronisation is assumed 
between transmissions and that the two transmission phases are equally split. Under these 
conditions the Shannon capacity of the source to relay link in the first phase is given by 
Laneman et al. [76] as 
ESR  
'SR = log2 (i + - IhsRI 2) b/s/Hz 	 (2.17)No  
where Ixy  is.the mutual information exchanged between the transmitter X and the receiver Y, 
Exy is the average signal energy over one symbol period and the scalar hxy is the random, 
complex-valued, unit-power channel gain between the source and destination terminals. In this 
case X = S (the source) and Y = R (the relay). The factor of 1/2 arises from the two equal 
duration time phases employed in cooperative diversity, since the source can only transmit 
information for exactly 1/2 of the total time available. 
Rearranging (2.17) to give the condition of the relay being able to decode the first phase 
transmission, and substituting the mutual information 'SR  for the required rate, R, gives 
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2 
SNR 
2R - 1 
IhsRI 2 > 	 (2.18) 
where ESR/NO = SNR. In the remainder of this chapter it is assumed that all network channel 
links have the same SNR, specifically Exy/No = SNR to simplify presentation. The case 
where the relay is able to support the source in the second phase is denoted ö, while the opposite 
scenario is denoted S. 
1092 (SNRIhSDI 2 + SNRIhRDI 2 + 1), o 
'RRDF = .19) 
1092 (SNRIhsDI 2 + 1),  
where D denotes the destination terminal. 
2.4.2.2 Nabar et at. - Minimum Rate DF 
Nabar et al. [77,78] consider a different approach to DF relaying, where the relay is always 
active in the second phase. In this case, the source to relay link quality becomes a second 
limiting factor, as the transmission rate from the source cannot be higher than that which is 
supported by the source to relay link. The source to destination link quality in the first phase 
is the first limiting factor where the source cannot, transmit at a rate higher than the source 
to destination link can support. For this reason the Nabar method of DF relaying is termed 
Minimum Rate DF (MRDF). 
The Minimum Rate DF scheme can readily be shown to have a Shannon capacity of 
'MRDF = min 	log2 (SNRIhSDI 2 + SNRIhRDI 2 + 1), 1092 (1 + SNRIh SR I 2 )} 
(2.20) 
2.4.2.3 Comparison of DF techniques 
As this thesis considers DF as the primary relaying technique it is important to consider the 
advantages and disadvantages of both the RRDF and MRDF schemes. This has not been 
covered in literature to date, therefore results are presented for the bandwidth efficiency of each 
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Figure 2.9: Simulation results for the bandwidth efficiency of RRDF and MRDF relaying 
methods where SNR is equal at all receivers. The traditional single-hop channel is 
also shown for comparison. 
DF relaying technique for various SNR. As previously noted, the SNR for all channel links are 
assumed to be the same, and only Rayleigh fading is considered. The results are presented in 
Figure 2.9 where the required rate for the RRDF method is lb/s/Hz. 
From Figure 2.9 it can be seen that at low SNR both RRDF and MRDF give similar performance 
results, due to the poor relay channel. However at higher SNR, where the relay in the RRDF 
scheme starts to actively support the source as the source to relay link is strong enough 
to support the required rate. RRDF offers a higher capacity than the MRDF method. It is 
interesting to note from Figure 2.9 that the bandwidth efficiency of the single-hop channel is 
constantly greater than either cooperative diversity method. This is in part due to the factor of 
1/2 required for cooperative diversity in (2.17) and (2.20). Furthermore the single-hop channel 
outperforms the cooperative diversity methods as the bandwidth efficiency curve does not show 
the effect that the diversity offered by cooperative diversity has on the capacity of the link. This 
is fully explored in subsequent chapters. 
In terms of practical deployment of each scheme the RRDF method is simpler to employ in a 
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Figure 2.10: Cooperative diversity methods shown in space/time with J available relays: (a) 
Repetition based cooperative diversity, (b) STC based cooperative diversity. Each 
block represents a transmitting terminal. 
networking protocol as the source does not require forward knowledge of the source to relay 
link as it does in the MRDF case, reducing the required information overhead of the protocol. 
In light of these results, RRDF is the DF method considered in this thesis. 
2.4.3 Active research topics in cooperative diversity 
As cooperative diversity offers the potential to combat Rayleigh fading in the wireless 
environment it has attracted considerable research and development interest since the work of 
Sendonaris et al. [28,29] and Laneman [64]. One particular area of research interest lies in 
using multiple relays to support the source's communication with the destination. This was 
considered by Laneman et al. [76] where two methods were proposed for multiple relays. 
The first is termed repetition cooperative diversity where the transmission time is split equally 
between all transmitting terminals, Figure 2.10(a), and each terminal transmits only once in a 
designated time slot when no other terminals transmit. 
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In such a situation, if there are J transmitting terminals, the source is able to transmit for only 
11J of the available time, limiting the amount of information the source can transmit. To 
overcome this [76] also proposed an STC based cooperative diversity where the entire set of 
supporting relays would support the source at the same time and in the frequency band, Figure 
2.10(b). The properties of STCs would then allow the receiver to fully separate the received 
signals and process them accordingly. This method allows both the source and relays to transmit 
for exactly half the available time over the two time slots. 
Due to this advantage that the source can transmit information for exactly half of the available 
time STC cooperative diversity has been the main avenue for research and considerable 
effort has been expended in developing suitable STCs for the distributed environment of a 
cooperative network [78-81]. Furthermore, only STC cooperative diversity is considered 
in this thesis, although the single relay case can potentially be considered to be repetition 
cooperative diversity. 
A research topic which is closely related to cooperative diversity is MIMO relay networks 
[82-84]. A MIMO relay network is a two-hop network (i.e. similar to a cooperative channel 
where the source has no direct communication link with the destination) where transmitting 
and receiving MTs have multiple antenna elements. This is important to cooperative diversity 
as the information theory frameworks introduced for MIMO relay networks can potentially 
be developed to include support for cooperative diversity networks with multiple transmit and 
receive antenna elements. 
2.5 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
As Rayleigh fading has such a significant impact on communications in the wireless 
environment it attracts a lot of attention from the research community. Relaying and multiple 
antenna element arrays are just two of the methods which have been proposed to combat this 
problem. Another method is to transmit data over multiple independent carrier frequencies. 
The concept behind this is very similar to the cooperative diversity method such that if the 
signal carried by one of the carrier frequencies is in a deep fade at the receiver, others might 
not be due to the frequency selective nature of the channel. Modulating data onto several 
carriers was used 60 years ago in the Collins Kineplex [85] system which used four-phase 
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Figure 2.11: OFDM multi-tone carriers (a) Individual tones, (b) Resultant frequency spectrum. 
rate of 3 kb/s. 
Until recently multi-carrier transmission has only been of peripheral interest due to the 
guard-bands which were required to ensure Inter Channel Interference (ICI) did not occur. 
These guard bands were effectively wasted bandwidth which could not be used effectively 
[86]. Recent research has proposed a multi-carrier OFDM transmission system whereby the 
carrier frequencies are narrowly spaced such that the modulated data overlaps in frequency as 
shown in Figure 2.11. The carrier frequencies are selected to be orthogonal, such that, despite 
the overlapping of the spectra, detection of the signal in a single sub-channel gives no output 
from any other sub-channel, therefore achieving full separation [47, 87, 88]. 
As well as effectively combating Rayleigh fading, another attraction of OFDM is that it 
is possible to modulate each carrier with different data, giving a multiplexing gain. Due 
to its similarities to the MIMO system, OFDM in the context of spatial multiplexing has 
been proposed in [47,87, 89,901. An extensive study of the capacity of the OFDM spatial 
multiplexing system was carried out by Bölcskei et al in [48] which showed benefits from both 
diversity and multiplexing gains. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the wireless communications environment and shown how this 
hostile environment causes problems for designers of wireless networks. In-particular, Rayleigh 
fading was considered as the result of multi-path fading, which is a problem inherent in wireless 
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communications. Recently, spatial diversity techniques have been introduced to combat this 
problem and have lead information theory to show that dramatic increases in the available data 
transfer rate between terminals can be achieved using multiple antenna systems such as MIMO. 
Antenna elements in a multiple antenna element array must be spaced by several wavelengths, 
leading to the fact that only two antenna elements could be used on a device the size of a mobile 
phone. This has lead researchers to develop cooperative diversity relaying techniques where a 
number of relays are able to support the source's transmission to the destination. There are a 
number of ways in which the relays can do this, and in this thesis Decode-and-Forward using 
the RRDF method will be used due to the relative benefits these techniques offer over the other 
methods as shown in the literature and in this chapter. 
The benefits of a cooperative diversity network are explored in detail in the following chapter 
to characterise the potential benefits of cooperative diversity to a network where all terminals 
are equipped with two antenna elements. In the following chapters an information theory 
framework is developed, under the required system constraints, to fully explore all methods 
of cooperative diversity where multiple relays are available. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter introduced cooperative diversity in a relay network. As was noted, 
cooperative diversity is based in the theory of spatial diversity and it therefore makes sense to 
apply other spatial diversity techniques to cooperative diversity to maximise the performance 
of the system. This chapter develops cooperative diversity strategies for the relay network with 
multiple antenna elements at each transmitting and receiving MT. 
The first part of this chapter is devoted to expanding the work presented in [75] on MTs 
equipped with single antennas to include capacity measurement metrics. The main contribution, 
in the second part, is to introduce two methods for performing cooperative diversity in an 
environment where all mobile terminals are equipped with two antenna elements. These two 
methods are then analysed and compared to the basic direct transmission method, using the 
extended metrics, culminating in a method which can offer both reduced probability of outage 
and higher Shannon capacities. 
This chapter is structured as follows: section 3.2 introduces the system model, the constraints 
placed upon it and the direct transmission method. Section 3.3 then presents single antenna STC 
based cooperative diversity, which will be used as the basis for comparison between the single 
antenna and dual antenna cases. Section 3.4 introduces two different dual antenna techniques 
which can be used for transmission in an STC cooperative network. Section 3.6 presents results 
and draws comparisons between the different cooperative diversity and transmission schemes 
and finally conclusions are drawn in section 3.7. 
3.2 System model 
To analyse the different relaying techniques, consider a wireless network with a set of 
transmitting terminals denoted J = 11, 2, ...,j}. A source terminal, S E J has information 
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(a) 	0 	Pasel 
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the two phase cooperative diversity method. In the first phase (a) 
the source transmits information in an omnidirectional manner to all terminals. In 
phase two (b), those terminals which can decode the signal then relay the signal 
on to the destination. 
to transmit to a single destination terminal D 0 J, potentially using terminals IJI - { S} as 
relays to perform cooperative diversity, where IJI is the cardinality of the set J. Therefore 
IJI - 1 terminals may co-operate to support the source. The subset of J - { S} which can 
decode the signal according to the RRDF method is defined as U(J), with cardinality I9(T)I. 
The method described here of implementing cooperative diversity consists of two transmission 
phases, shown in Figure 3.1. During the first phase the source will transmit information to 
all available mobile terminals in the network. Those terminals will then attempt to decode 
the signal, and if successful they will take part as the decoding set in phase two, transmitting 
information to D. 
In the system model below, (equations (3.2)-(3.4)) hxy denotes the effects of multi-path 
fading between transmitter X and receiver Y. Statistically, hxy is modelled as a zero-mean, 
independent, circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with variance )' xy , 
so that the magnitudes jhxy l are Rayleigh distributed and the phases Lhxy are uniformly 
distributed on [0,27r)'. Furthermore, the coefficients fly [n] are modelled as zero-mean 
mutually independent, circularly-symmetric, complex Gaussian random sequences with 
variance N0. The scalar fly[n] captures the effects of receiver noise and other forms of 
interference in the system. Also note that n denotes the time index. In this chapter it is assumed 
that quasi-static fading occurs where the fading coefficients are constant over the considered 
time and frequency. The scenario presented in this chapter assumes the fading coefficients are 
'Note that this notation indicates that 0 is inclusive in the set of random numbers, while 27r is not, ensuring 
uniform circular symmetry 
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known to the appropriate receivers but not known, or exploited, by the transmitters. 
To make a fair comparison between the network models using cooperative diversity and the 
direct transmission between source and destination MTs, several constraints are placed upon 
the cooperative diversity model: 
• The time used must not exceed that used by the direct transmission case (1 unit) 
• The total of transmit power of the complete system (power used by source and the power 
used by the relays) must not exceed that used by the direct transmission case (1 unit) 
• The bandwidth used must not exceed that used by the direct transmission case (1 unit) 
The effect of the time and bandwidth constraints is that the transmission of the two phase 
cooperative diversity must take place in the same amount of time as the single-hop transmission. 
As noted in the previous chapter this usually involves a factor of 1/2 when considering the 
capacity of the system 2 . An important point that arises from this constraint is that the Rayleigh 
block-fading that is considered is now assumed to be quasi-static over the two time phases i.e., 
the fading coefficient is simply hSD  with no phase index. This is a reasonable assumption 
since the time constraint divides the transmit time of the original signal into two, which would 
otherwise be considered as quasi-static fading. 
The power constraint, in the situation where this is a single relay supporting the source, has little 
impact on the transmit power levels of the source and relay. This is due to that fact that both the 
source and relay transmit for exactly half of the available time, ensuring only one transmitting 
antenna active at any one time. The transmitter can therefore transmit at full power (unity) 
during its allotted time slot. In the case where there is more than one supporting relay, the 
transmit power is shared equally among the relays in the second phase. Therefore each relay 
transmits with a power factor of 1/(YI - 1), since the source is not a part of the second phase 
of transmission 3 . 
2The capacity of the system refers to the system Shannon capacity (also termed bandwidth efficiency as noted in 
the previous chapter) rather than another measure of capacity such as number of supported users. This qualification 
is carried though this thesis unless stated otherwise. 
3 ldeally the power constraint would be 11(IaJI - 1), however this is not possible as it would require the relays 
taking part in the second phase to know how many other relays are also taken part in the second phase, which cannot 
be known instantaneously. Rather a higher level protocol will govern how many relays may transmit in the second 
phase. 
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3.2.1 Channel model 
The data signal transmitted by the source during the first and then by the individual relays 
during the second phases are denoted as xS[m]  and xR2  [n], respectively. In the remainder 
of this chapter, symbol-by-symbol transmission is considered, subsequently the time index n 
of the transmitted symbols can be dropped, and are simply denoted xS and XR. The signal 
received at a destination terminal is given by the general expression 
yY = /Ehxyx + ny, 	 (3.1) 
where Exy  is the average signal energy received at the destination terminal, Y, over one 
symbol period from the transmitting source, X, having accounted for path-loss and shadowing, 
hxy is the random, complex-valued, unit power channel gain as discussed in the previous 
section and rly CAI(O, No) is additive Gaussian white noise at the receiver Y during 
transmission phase i. 
Specifically, during the first phase, each potential relay R3 e J - S receives 
YR, = N/EsRj 	+ nRl ,, 	 (3.2) 
where yR, is the received signal at R3 during the first phase and 	is additive Gaussian 
white noise at the receiver at relay R3 in the first phase. If the relay can then decode the source 
transmission, R will support the source in the second phase, such that R e 0(J). 
The destination MT receives signals during both transmission phases. During the first phase, 
the received signal is modelled at D as 
YD1 = 	 + riD1 	 (3.3) 
in the appropriate channel, where YD,  denotes the received signal by the destination in the 
first phase. During the second phase, the equivalent channel models are different for repetition 
based cooperative diversity and space-time coded schemes. For space-time coded cooperative 
diversity, all relay transmissions occur in the same channel and are combined at the destination, 
such that 
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YD2 = 	\/hRD1 XR + nD2 	 (3.4) 
R, € 8(J) 
in the appropriate channel, where YD,  denotes the received signal by the destination in the 
second phase. 
Two important parameters of the system are the received signal-to-noise ratio, SNR (dB) and 
the bandwidth efficiency, B. (b/s/Hz). It is natural to define these parameters in terms of the 
continuous-time channel with non-cooperative diversity as a baseline. In this chapter, the 
simplistic ideal of normalising the attempted rate to 1 b/s/Hz, and assuming that all mobile 
terminals are equidistant from one another is assumed. This of course is unrealistic, but it serves 
as a baseline for comparing the results. All transmission schemes are constrained to transmit at 
a maximum power of unity, and transmit period T in line with the system constraints introduced 
in the previous section. 
3.2.2 Direct transmission 
In direct transmission, no extra mobile terminals are available to relay the signal in the second 
phase. This is termed the classical scheme, where the source transmits information at full 
power for all of the available time slot, Figure 3.2. The classical case is included to act 
as a baseline reference, for comparison of the advantages and disadvantages offered by the 
cooperative diversity schemes, with and without relays being able to support the source. The 
Shannon capacity of the direct transmission case is given as [52] 
'dir = 1092( 1 + 
ESD
—f-IhsDI2) b/s/Hz 	 (3.5) o 
3.3 Cooperative diversity - single antenna 
To be able to add additional MTs to the network to act as relays for a particular target MT 
there is a need for a method which allows this addition to the network without sacrificing the 
amount of information which can be sent, while also meeting the time constraint. Figure 3.3 
shows a network with three relay terminals contributing to the signal received at the intended 
destination, D. As introduced in the previous chapter STCs can exploit spatial diversity, which 
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Figure 3.2: Classical single-hop direct transmission between a source and destination 
terminal, each utilising a single antenna element. 
enables information from several sources to be transmitted to a single destination. The receiver 
can then combine the received signals to retrieve the original information. Since STCs use 
spatial diversity, all transmitters can transmit on the same frequency with the same modulation 
scheme at the same time. 
It is not essential for STCs to be utilised for the destination to receive information from all 
of the relays. However, in order to fully exploit the spatial dimension cooperative diversity 
makes available and to facilitate the following analysis, it will be assumed thought out the 
remainder of this thesis that STCs will be employed in the second phase where more than two 
terminals transmit at the same time. Furthermore, note that rate 1 STCs do not exist for complex 
modulation schemes where more than two antenna elements are used. This leads to practical 
implementation issues in a network where more than two terminals transmit at the same time 
in the second phase, and must be considered in future work. 
Using STCs for transmission during the second phase the relays transmit for T/2, however they 
are limited to transmit at 1 / ( .7 - 1) of full power due to the power constraint. The relays only 
retransmit the information that they received from the source, if they are able to decode the 
signal as required by the RRDF method. The mutual information for the STC signal antenna 
element case was derived by Laneman et al. [751. 
With these constraints imposed on the STC case, STCs allow the power, time and bandwidth 
system constraints to all be met, while also allowing information from the source to be 
transmitted for half of the available time. Each transmission scheme is termed either full-time 
or half-time depending on how much of the information the source can transmit compared to 
the direct transmission case. For example, if the source can only transmit half the information 
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Figure 3.3: Cooperative diversity model where multiple relays are available to support the 
source's transmission to the destination by transmitting information in the second 
phase, each utilising a single antenna element. 
the direct case would for a particular scheme, it will be termed half-time. 
3.4 Cooperative diversity - dual antenna methods 
It is likely that in future wireless systems it will be possible for mobile terminals the size of 
current hand held mobile phones to have two antenna elements, each of which will receive an 
independent signal from the transmitter in a high scattering environment. In the following two 
cooperative diversity schemes it is assumed that all MTs have two antenna elements available 
for transmission and reception, including the source. With MTs which are equipped with 
two antenna elements, transmission between MTs and between a base-station and MTs can 
use spatial diversity transmission techniques to help improve performance. Two different 
space-time transmit schemes are evaluated in this chapter for the dual antenna cooperative 
diversity case: 
• Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) [56]. 
• Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time Architecture (V-BLAST) Spatial 
Multiplexing (SM) [91]. 
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In the proposed cooperative diversity schemes the same transmission technique is used in 
both phases, i.e. the STTD scheme uses STFD to transmit from the source to the relays and 
destination during phase one, and also from the relays to the destination during phase two. 
During phase two, STCs are used in a similar way as in the single antenna case to allow all 
relays to transmit at the same time, in the same channel. 
3.4.1 STTD Half-time STC cooperative diversity 
STTD is a multiple antenna transmission and reception technique which is used to provide 
robust communications channels. The information to be transmitted is split into two streams 
which are initially identical to the original information stream, each of which is then encoded 
to make them mutually orthogonal. In the two antenna STTD transmission case, the receiver 
will record 
	
y1 = h1xi+h2x2+ni 	 (3.6) 
Y2 = h1x - h2x + 2 	 (3.7) 
in both phases at each antenna (i  and y2).  Here hi is defined as the channel coefficients, x 
the data symbol and ni the additive noise. Note that as previously stated, symbol-by-symbol 
transmission is considered, subsequently a time index n is not shown in (3.6) or (3.7). 
Each relay can then attempt to decode the STTD signal for retransmission. If it cannot decode 
either signal it will not take part in the second phase. In retransmitting, a relay will use STTD 
to transmit the two orthogonally separated information streams on to the intended destination, 
in combination with using its own STC to allow it to transmit at the same time as the other 
relays, Figure 3.4. 
The mutual information for the channel is given by an extension of the mutual information 
equation derived by Laneman et al. [75] as 
'sttLstc = log2 (i 
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Figure 3.4: Cooperative diversity model with multiple supporting relays, where each terminal 
is equipped with two antenna elements, using half-time S7TD multiple antenna 
element transmission techniques. 
where 
2 2 h 2 
ah=> X2Y 
1 Y= I 
The scalar h 1  defines the channel coefficients between the xth transmit antenna element and 
the yth receive antenna element. In this case both x and y are limited to 2 since only two 
transmit/receiver antenna pairs elements are used in each MT. 
In this scheme, the information between S and R for independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) complex Gaussian code-books for each space-time coded information stream is given 
by 




Under this rule the probability of a relay being able to decode the information stream as 
22R_1 1 
Pr[decodel = Pr [ah> ESDJ/NOj 	
(3.9) 
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Figure 3.5: Cooperative diversity model with multiple supporting relays, where each terminal 
is equipped with two antenna elements, using full-time SM transmission techniques 
to allow different information to be sent from each antenna element. 
3.4.2 SM Full-time STC cooperative diversity 
Although STTD cooperative diversity, using two transmit antennas, can dramatically reduce the 
outage probability at the destination due to the increased SNR. it suffers from the fact that the 
source can only transmit information for a limited amount of the time. This leaves the direct 
transmission scheme with a distinct advantage, because it can always transmit new information, 
unless it needs to retransmit due to data-loss. In order to transmit all of the information that 
can be transmitted in the direct case, during phase one, it is possible to employ SM, Figure 3.5. 
Utilising SM in a MIMO relaying network has attracted considerable interest by the academic 
community [83, 84,92]. In the following the current body of work is expended to consider the 
cooperative diversity scenario considered in this chapter. 
Using SM, the original source data stream is demultiplexeci into two data streams, which are 
each half the rate of the original. Each stream is then transmitted from a single antenna element, 
and received via the two antenna elements at the receiver. This transmission technique is known 
as V-BLAST. The mutual information channel average of a V-BLAST system, at the receiver, 
is given by [93] as 
	
IT=2* min (I1,12) 	 (3.10) 
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where min(Ii, 12)  is the minimum mutual information of the two information streams, IT is 
the mutual information of the V-BLAST channel and 
ESR3,1 hsR,1J2) It = log(1+ 
No 
ESR,2 IhsR,2I2) 12 = 1092(1+  No 
where 
ESJ.,k 
 denotes the SNR recorded from source S at destination R3 for each spatial No 
multiplexing data stream k (k = 1, 2,..., N). N is the number of transmit and receive antenna 
elements used, in this case N = 2. The notation for the channel fading is similarly extended, 
hxyk, for spatial multiplexing. 
The destination will receive both information streams during the first phase, as will all relays. 
The sum capacity of each source to relay link is not calculated by the individual relays 4 , rather 
the relays simply decode the received spatial multiplexing data streams, if it is possible to do 
so, and transmit the two separate spatially multiplexed information streams on with as high a 
rate as possible. Limited feedback is required to allow the relay to make the decision of which 
data stream should be transmitted from which antenna. In keeping with the RRDF protocol, if 
a relay cannot decode the transmission from the source in the first phase, it will not take part in 
the second phase transmission. This is done on a per stream basis (for example a relay might 
transmit both information streams received from the source, just one, or none). 
It should be noted that the channel rate measurements would be made during a link set-up phase 
and this simplification was made for capacity calculation simulations. It is also noted that using 
min(Ii , 12) of V-BLAST channel capacity reduces the feed-back required to the source from 
the destination, as the same modulation and coding is used for both antennas. This also reduces 
complexity in the relays since the same decoding and re-encoding is used for both information 
streams. However, using this V-BLAST algorithm reduces the link capacity as described in 
[94]. 
During the second phase, assume that the destination monitors the channel strength received 
from each transmit antenna and periodically uses limited feedback to the source and relays to 
4Calculating the sum capacity of the source to relay information streams would make it possible to recombine the 
information at the relay and then distribute it optimally between the antenna elements for second phase transmission. 
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allow them to choose which information stream to transmit from each antenna element. The 
relay will transmit the highest capacity stream it receives on the highest capacity link it has to 
the destination. The lower capacity stream will be transmitted on the slower link. If a stream 
cannot be decoded, like all the other cooperative diversity networks discussed in this chapter, 
it will not be transmitted on to the destination. In this case, to keep the scenario simple, no 
information is transmitted from the antenna element that would have been used if decoding was 
successful. 
In a similar manner to the second phase in the half-time schemes, here MTs participating in the 
second phase will only be able to transmit at 1/1(1.71 - 1) of full power. Again the source does 
not take part in the second phase. 
For the SM full-time case the information capacity is given by 
'smstc = 2 * min (18m 1,15m 2) 	 (3.11) 
,1 SD i 1 2  + 	
1 	 ERD,2 
= log2 	
ESD (i + N0 Ih 
, 
IhRD , 1 I 2) 	 (3.12) 
(1.71 - 1) R3 Ea(J) No 
'sm = log2 (i + 
ESD,2 
 IhsD , 2 1 2 + 	1 	 ERD3,2 IhRD,2l 2) 	(3.13) 
(1.71— N0 
	
N0 	 ')  R3 E8(J) 
The probability of each information stream being decoded is an extension of the direct 
transmission method. Since the realised mutual information between S and R3 for i.i.d. 
complex Gaussian code-books is given by 




Under this rule the probability of a relay being R3 e a(.7) is given by 
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3.4.3 Extensions to the proposed schemes 
It is possible for the full-time scheme to be extended so that the source transmits different 
information to every relay in the network. This would allow the MIMO capacity limits to be 
approached, and will subsequently be termed max-time. However this would require that the 
both the source and destination have a number of antenna elements equal to the number of 
potential relays in the network, 1JI. As previously discussed this is not possible due to the size 
constraints of mobile terminals, and the requirements that antenna elements must be at least 
half a wavelength apart to maintain independent fading channels. 
The max-time scheme would be applicable to mobile terminal where more than two antenna 
elements could be deployed, for example laptop computers or a remote fixed relay. 
One possible extension of all the cooperative diversity schemes discussed above, instead of the 
relays simply decoding the information and then retransmitting it to the intended destination, 
is that the relays could transmit different information such as parity bits calculated from 
the received signal. Turbo coding [95] is also an option due to the parallel nature of the 
relaying signals. This could potentially dramatically decrease the probability of outage at the 
destination, however it is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
3.5 Results and analysis 
In order to discover the performance properties and practical suitability of the different 
cooperative diversity relaying techniques, Monte-Carlo simulations are presented, based on 
the capacity equations for each relaying scheme. The capacity of each is analysed in three 
different ways: 
• Outage probability against SNR (required bandwidth efficiency fixed at 1 b/s/Hz) 
• Bandwidth efficiency against SNR (outage fixed at 5%) 
• Outage probability against bandwidth efficiency (SNR fixed at -5 dB). 
Each combination of the three communication link characteristics has been included since 
analysing them all leads to a deeper insight. For example, the outage probability is expected 
to drop significantly for the repetition scheme when compared to the classic case. However, 
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it would also be expected that the bandwidth efficiency of the link would drop significantly 
since redundant information is being transmitted. To readily present numerical results, in the 
remainder of this chapter it is assumed that all network channel links have the same SNR, 
specifically ESR/NO = ERD/No = ESD/No = SNR. 
For each relaying scheme, the results are compared directly to the single-hop single antenna 
direct transmission case, and then indirectly between each other. For the case where the 
bandwidth efficiency is fixed, 1 b/s/Hz has been chosen in order to make the calculations 
simpler, since it is a reasonable practical value. Note that this value is simply the threshold 
for outage in these results. Where the outage level is fixed, the 5% level has been chosen since 
this is likewise a practical value in a wireless communications network. Although a number of 
values for the case where the SNR at each receiver is fixed could have been selected, -5 dB was 
chosen since it is in the middle region of signal quality. Results for networks with up-to four 
relays in it (IJI = 5) are presented. Note that where each terminal is equipped with a single 
antenna element J = 1 is the equivalent of the classical link as no relays are able to support 
the source in the second phase. 
3.5.1 Single antenna STC cooperative diversity 
In single antenna STC based cooperative diversity, as the number of relays in the network is 
increased, although the transmit power for each relay is reduced to meet the power constraint, 
another spatial degree of freedom is added. It is clear that as the diversity degrees of freedom 
increase with IJI the probability of outage will reduce, Figure 3.6. This is clearly seen in 
Figure 3.6 where the SNR required to achieve a probability of outage of 0.01 changes from 
15.4dB for a single relay to 10.8dB for four available relays. Due to the deceased transmit 
power as 1JI increases, diminishing returns can be observed as more relays are added into the 
network. Note that at low SNRs Figure 3.6 shows that the classical scheme performs better. 
This is due to a combination of the time constraint, the power constraint and potentially poor 
source to relay link in the first phase 5 . If the source to relay link is poor then the relay will not 
be able to decode and transmit the information in the second phase, therefore the power of the 
transmission that would have been used by the relay in phase two is not used at any point in the 
transmission. 
5 Note that this is equally likely as a poor source to destination link and a poor relay to destination link since it is 
assumed that all MTs are equally spaced. 
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results for single antenna STC based cooperative diversity scheme 
where the spectral efficiency is fixed at 1 b/s/Hz. SNR and outage probability are 
compared for I J I = 1, 2...5. 
Figure 3.7 shows that the single antenna STC based cooperative diversity scheme offers 
improvements in outage probability when dealing with low Shannon capacities, compared 
to the classical case. This is due to the fact that redundant information is transmitted, and 
therefore is more likely to be received successfully. However, at higher capacities the classical 
transmission case begins to outperform the STC based scheme. 
This effect is clearly seen in Figure 3.8 where at low SNRs the single antenna STC based 
scheme offers improvements in capacity over the classical case. However, at higher SNRs 
again, the classical case offers improved capacity. 
3.5.2 Dual antenna STTD cooperative diversity 
The dual antenna STI'D half-time case builds on the single antenna cooperative diversity by 
adding another opportunity to use spatial diversity for transmission. The effect of using STTD 
on the probability of outage is clearly shown in Figure 3.9 where it can be seen that dual antenna 
STTD transmission greatly decreases the probability of outage at higher SNRs. Again there is 
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results for single antenna STC based cooperative diversity scheme 
where the spectral efficiency is fixed at 1 b/s/Hz. SNR and outage probability are 
compared for 1 ,71 = 1, 2...5. 
Figure 3.7 shows that the single antenna STC based cooperative diversity scheme offers 
improvements in outage probability when dealing with low Shannon capacities, compared 
to the classical case. This is due to the fact that redundant information is transmitted, and 
therefore is more likely to be received successfully. However, at higher capacities the classical 
transmission case begins to outperform the STC based scheme. 
This effect is clearly seen in Figure 3.8 where at low SNRs the single antenna STC based 
scheme offers improvements in capacity over the classical case. However, at higher SNRs 
again, the classical case offers improved capacity. 
3.5.2 Dual antenna STTD cooperative diversity 
The dual antenna STTD half-time case builds on the single antenna cooperative diversity by 
adding another opportunity to use spatial diversity for transmission. The effect of using STTD 
on the probability of outage is clearly shown in Figure 3.9 where it can be seen that dual antenna 
STTD transmission greatly decreases the probability of outage at higher SNRs. Again there is 
a region at low SNRs where direct transmission is preferable. 
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Figure 3.7: Simulation results for the single antenna STC cooperative diversity scheme where 
the SNR is fixed at -5dB. Outage probability and bandwidth efficiency are 
compared for I  I = 1,2...5. 
The much lower probability of outage that dual antenna STTD can offer translates into being 
able to handle higher data rates than the classical and single antenna cases at a given outage 
probability, Figure 3.10. Figure 3.11 shows that the capacity of a cooperative diversity network 
with dual antenna STTD transmission also benefits. It is interesting to note that Figure 3.11 
shows that using direct STTD transmission from the source to the destination is preferable 
over using one relay at low SNR. However, adding more than one relay into the network gives 
performance benefits over the direct STTD transmission case. This does not hold true at high 
SNR where the direct STTD transmission case out-performs the relay configurations, due to 
the split time phases required for cooperative diversity. 
3.5.3 Dual antenna SM cooperative diversity 
The dual antenna ST1'D half-time scheme suffers from not being able to transmit the same 
amount of original information over the same limited amount of time as the classical case. 
Full-time SM cooperative diversity attempts to overcome this problem by using SM from the 
source in the first phase as well as from the relays in the second phase. Two co-operating 
sub-sets are then created to perform the phase two transmission. This is done at the cost of 
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results for single antenna STC cooperative diversity scheme where the 
outage level is fixed at 5%. Bandwidth efficiency and SNR are compared for IJI = 
1,2...5. 
splitting the available transmit power at the source between two antenna elements. 
Figure 3.12 clearly shows the huge benefit to the probability of outage offered by the full-time 
scheme. There is still a small region at low SNRs (lower than 5dB) where classical transmission 
would be preferred. This is due to the full power transmission that the source uses in the 
classical case. Again the diminishing returns for higher number of relays, due to the relay 
power transmission being constrained by 1/(IJ I - 1), can be observed. 
When the outage probability against the bandwidth efficiency of STTD, shown in Figure 3.10, 
is compared with with the results obtained for SM, Figure 3.13, it can be seen that the half-time 
dual antenna STTD scheme offers large improvements when compared with the SM dual 
antenna case. However, when attempting higher capacities, direct transmission using SM would 
be preferred. This is again due to the split transmission power at the source. 
Despite this, when the capacity is compared with the SNR in Figure 3.14, it can been seen that 
the full-time cooperative diversity scheme matches or betters the classical transmission case, 
and offers large improvements at SNRs lower than 15dB. 
The results presented in this chapter confirm the results of [96] where it was found that STI'D 
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Figure 3.9: Simulation results for dual antenna S7TD STC based cooperative diversity scheme 
where the spectral efficiency isfted at 1 b/s/Hz, with the single-hop single antenna 
classical link included for comparison. SNR and outage probability are compared 
for IJI = 1,2 ... 5. 
transmission can be preferred to SM transmission under certain circumstances. 
3.5.4 Degrees of freedom 
One result that can be observed from the calculated results is that the largest performance gain 
does not necessarily come from the addition of the first relay in the next work, rather it comes 
from the first additional degree of freedom introduced to the network. The degrees of freedom 
considered in this chapter, due to the three constraints imposed on the system, come from 
spatial diversity. This can be spatial diversity introduced by using multiple antenna elements 
at the transmitter and receiver or it could stem from using other MTs as spatially separated 
relays for cooperative diversity. The results presented show that additional degrees of freedom 
that are introduced to the network give diminishing returns in performance, as previously noted 
for additional relays. This can be observed from all of the results of the scenarios presented, 
however, it can be seen particularly well in Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 where the 
first degree of freedom (using STTD transmission instead of the classical scenario) provides 
the biggest performance increase. Using cooperative diversity to add additional degrees of 
Multiple-antenna cooperative diversity 
iii 
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Figure 3.10: Simulation results for dual antenna S7TD STC based cooperative diversity 
scheme where the SNR is fixed at -5dB, with the single-hop single antenna 
classical link included for comparison. Outage probability and bandwidth 
efficiency are compared for JJJ = 1,2...5. 
freedom, although it increases the performance of the network, does not provide significant 
additional performance. This would explain why STUD provides the best results, as it has the 
highest degrees of freedom of the scenarios considered in this chapter. 
3.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has introduced dual antenna elements for MTs in a cooperative diversity network 
and presented two different schemes for using the antenna elements to benefit wireless 
communications. Through Monte Carlo simulation utilising the derived capacity equations for 
each scheme it was observed that, as expected, the use of two antenna elements in MTs can 
add considerable capacity and outage benefits over the single antenna case. 
Cooperative diversity is intrinsically limited by the need to have two transmission phases, and 
the limit of two antenna elements in any hand sized mobile terminal. Using the two antenna 
STTD or SM techniques presented in this chapter it is possible to overcome these problems 
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Figure 3.11: Simulation results for dual antenna S77'D STC based cooperative diversity 
scheme where the outage level is fixed at 5%, with the single-hop single antenna 
classical link included for comparison. Bandwidth efficiency and SNR are 
comparedforljl = 1,2..5. 
of outage and potential spectral efficiency STTD based cooperative diversity is preferred over 
SM. It is also noted that the largest gains come from the first supplementary degree of freedom, 
and diminishing returns are observed for additional degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3.12: Simulation results for dual antenna SM STC based cooperative diversity scheme 
where the spectral efficiency is fixed at 1 b/s/Hz, with the single-hop single 
antenna classical link included for comparison. SNR and outage probability are 
comparedfor 1,71 = 1.2...5. 
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Figure 3.13: Simulation results for dual antenna SM STC cooperative diversity scheme where 
the SNR is fixed at -5dB, with the single-hop single antenna classical link included 
for comparison. Outage probability and bandwidth efficiency are compared for 
J=1,2...5. 
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Figure 3.14: Simulation results for dual antenna SM STC cooperative diversity scheme where 
the outage level is fixed at 5%, with the single-hop single antenna classical link 
included for comparison- Bandwidth efficiency and SNR are compared for I J I = 
1.,2 ... 5. 
Chapter 4 
Relay network frameworks 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter made use of a single relaying protocol to perform cooperative diversity. 
Clearly other relaying protocols are possible in the three terminal ad-hoc network, consequently 
Nabar et al. [77,78] introduced two additional relaying protocols to complete the family of 
cooperative diversity protocols where one supporting relay is considered. 
This chapter develops a framework for three available cooperative diversity protocols using 
principles and techniques from MIMO and introduces two new protocols to the relay network 
to be used as performance comparisons; the two-hop relay channel and the single-hop channel. 
The two additional relaying protocols are important as they can show whether the cooperative 
diversity protocols offer performance benefits over the current paradigm of non-cooperative 
communications. It can then be determined if the cooperative protocols are suitable for 
inclusion in future generation wireless specifications. 
All relaying protocols in this chapter are subject to the system constraints introduced in 
the previous chapter to ensure that a fair comparison is made between each protocol, and 
specifically the single-hop link, although the power constraint is relaxed for discussion in 
section 4.2.1. Furthermore RRDF is employed as the relay forwarding method. Each protocol 
is considered in terms of MIMO (where possible) and MISO based transmission techniques and 
the developed framework is able to support both transmission types. The developed framework 
includes multiple cooperative relays which can assist the source in its communication with 
the destination, expanding on previous work in this field to consider multiple relays for all 
cooperative protocols. 
To develop fully the relaying framework, section 4.2 introduces the signal and channel models 
alongside the cooperative diversity relaying protocols. Section 4.3 expands the analysis 
to consider the DF relaying method and investigates optimal transmit power levels for the 
probability of outage of the communications channel. Section 4.4 completes the framework by 
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Figure 4.1: Three terminal fading relay channel. 
analysing the performance of the various protocols in terms of outage, bandwidth efficiency 
and diversity. Finally section 4.5 draws conclusions for the work presented in this chapter. 
4.2 Cooperative diversity relaying protocols 
The dual antenna techniques developed in chapter 3 focused on a single cooperative diversity 
protocol which was originally proposed by Laneman et al. [76]. Two additional protocols were 
proposed by Nabar et al. [78] to complete the cooperative diversity family. In the following we 
extend this family to a generic relaying framework, with several potential relays and impose 
system constraints to provide consistency with single-hop links. 
4.2.1 Protocol descriptions 
Consider initially the fading relay channel shown in Figure 4.1 with three mobile terminals. 
Data is transmitted from the source terminal, S, to the destination terminal, D, potentially with 
the assistance of the relay, R. All terminals in this chapter are considered to have a single 
transmit and a single receive antenna element. Also a terminal cannot simultaneously transmit 
and receive information. 
In each relay assist mode, it is possible to describe five different transmit protocols, each of 
which implements varying degrees of broadcast and receive collision in the relay network. The 
broadcast degree is given by the number of terminals listening to a single transmission at the 
same time (i.e., in the same phase), for example, one if only the destination listens to the source 
in the first phase, or two if both the destination and relay listen. Similarly the receive collision 
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is givefl by the number of terminals transmitting at the same time. The full family of relay 
transmission protocols is now described using the same protocol naming terminology as [78] 
and extending it with two final protocols to complete the family. 
Protocol I: In the first phase the source terminal signals to both the relay and destination. In 
the second phase both the source and relay communicate with the destination. This is the only 
protocol to utilise the maximum degrees of broadcast and receive collision. 
Protocol II: This was the original cooperative diversity protocol proposed by Laneman et al. 
[76], and was used extensively in the previous chapter. The source communicates with both the 
relay and destination in the first phase, but remains silent in the second phase, where only the 
relay signals to the destination. 
Protocol III: The final cooperative diversity protocol to utilise both the single-hop link and the 
two-hop link. Here the source transmits to the relay in the first phase but not to the destination. 
Both the source and relay then communicate with the destination in the second phase. 
Protocol IV/ relay channel: The source never communicates directly with the destination, 
instead transmitting only to the relay in the first phase. In the second phase the relay then 
communicates with the destination. 
Protocol V/direct channel: For completeness of the family of relaying protocols, the single-hop 
channel is included here. The source communicates directly with the destination in both phases 
never utilising the relay as an extra transmitter. 
The protocols described above are summarised in Table 4.1 and are shown diagrammatically 
with further information in Appendix A. Protocol's I, II and III are termed cooperative diversity 
protocols, in keeping with earlier publications in this field, since both source and relay can 
potentially communicate directly with the destination. Protocol IV is termed the two-hop relay 
channel and Protocol V is the classical single-hop channel. 
It is possible to see that each relaying protocol may be preferred under certain channel and 
system conditions. For the following discussion it is assumed that each transmitting terminal 
transmits with the maximum power available to it (for example Protocol I would use 1.5 times 
more power than Protocol V). A tighter constraint is made on transmit power allocation later in 
this chapter. 
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Protocol 
Transmission phase 	
I 	 II 	I 	iii 	I 	iv 	I v 
1 	I S —+R,D I S — R,D I 	S—R I S—R  I S—ID 
2 	IS—D,R-4D I R--+D IS—D,R—D IR-DI S--+D 
Table 4.1: Relay channel transmission protocols. The Source, Relay and Destination terminals 
are denoted by S. R and D respectively. Communication between terminals is 
signified by X - Y. 
As was previously noted, Protocol I utilises the full degrees of broadcast and receive collision 
and would be the preferred transmission protocol if all channels are available at all times. 
Protocol II makes use of the source transmission in only the first phase and therefore the source 
would be free in the second phase to transmit to a different destination terminal in the wider 
network. The converse of this is seen in Protocol III where by the destination terminal might 
use the first phase to transmit to another terminal, which would be useful if it were acting as a 
relay for another cooperative diversity channel, or in a multi-hop network. If the direct source 
to destination channel is particularly poor then Protocol IV might offer the best performance, 
and likewise if either the source to relay or relay to destination links are poor Protocol V might 
be preferred. Focussing on transmission power, it is possible to see that Protocols II, IV and V 
make use of only one transmitting terminal during each transmission phase, however Protocols 
I and III potentially use more than one transmitting terminal in each phase. This suggests that 
Protocols I and III are less power efficient. Note that although Protocols I and III potentially 
use more power than the other protocols, the capacity benefits of such a strategy may outweigh 
the cost in terms of power. However, as previously stated in the system constrains, the transmit 
power of all protocols in this thesis is limited to that of the single-hop case, and a relaxation of 
this constraint is left open for future research. 
4.2.2 Channel and signal models 
For the remainder of this chapter the channel fading model is assumed to be quasi-static 
Rayleigh fading channels with fading coefficients being circularly symmetric zero mean 
complex Gaussian random variables. No channel knowledge is assumed at the transmitters, 
however perfect channel knowledge is known to the receivers for the reverse channel. Perfect 
timing synchronisation is assumed, which is particularly important in the two phase network. 
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The complete signal model for the relay channel depends on the type of relaying used (AF or 
DF), therefore only general notes of the channel model are made here and the full DF mode 
channel is developed later in this chapter'. As in the previous chapter, symbol-by-symbol 
transmission is considered for the data signal transmitted during the first and second phases and 
is denoted x and x2,  respectively. The signal received at a destination terminal during phase i 
is given by 
\/rh 	+ riYi 	 (4.1) 
where Exy, is the average signal energy received at the destination terminal over one symbol 
period through the X - Y link in the i1h  phase, having accounted for path-loss and shadowing, 
hxy, is the random, complex-valued, unit power channel gain between terminals X and Y and 
ny2 - CJ/(O, N0) is additive Gaussian white noise at the receiver Y. 
Statistically, hxy2  is modelled as a set of zero-mean, independent, circularly-symmetric 
complex Gaussian random variable with variance Axy, so that the magnitudes jhxyj l are 
Rayleigh distributed and the phases Lhxy2 are uniformly distributed on [0, 27r). Furthermore, 
the additive noise ny is modelled as zero-mean mutually independent, circularly-symmetric, 
complex Gaussian random sequences with variance N0. The scalar zy is assumed to capture 
the effects of receiver noise and other forms of interference in the system. Finally note that for 
the data symbols transmitted is it assumed that E{x} = 0 and E{Ix12} = 1. 
When considering the complete relay channel signal model, it can be seen that it resembles a 
MIMO system with two antenna elements at both the transmitter and receiver. The fading relay 
channel from Figure 4.1 is redrawn in Figure 4.2 to highlight the MIMO characteristics by 
splitting the destination into the two time phases, and adding an extra subscript to the channel 
notation to denote the phase of transmission. This is a schematic presentation only and the 
destination terminal actually uses only one antenna element. However, its access of the channel 
is split over the two time phases. 
The relay channel, when considered in a MIMO fashion, can be seen to have a similar matrix 
structure of channel coefficients as a 2 x 2 MIMO channel. The primary difference is that the 
1 1t should be noted that it is possible using the material presented here to construct a similar framework for AF 
mode relaying. 
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Destination terminal (D) 
	





Source terminal (S) 	 Destination terminal (D) 
Phase I 
Figure 4.2: Relay fading channel shown as a MIMO channel. 
relay cannot transmit in the first phase since it doesn't have any information to repeat. This 
leads to the MIMO channel matrix having a zero in it for the channel coefficient that represents 
the relay transmission in the first phase. The MIMO channel matrix considers one column for 
each transmitting antenna element, and one row for each receiving antenna element. This is 
extended in this analysis to one column for each transmitting terminal, and one row for each 
transmission time phase, in the case considered this leads to the following 2 x 2 channel matrix 
S—D1 	0 
H = 	 (4.2) 
R--+D2 SD2 
where X - Y denotes transmission from terminal X to Y in phase i, and H is the 
generic channel matrix at the destination for the family of relaying protocols. Furthermore the 
transmitted data is given by the data transmitted in the first phase, x1,  and the data transmitted 





It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that the input-output relation of the relay channel can be 
summarised as 
2 Note that when no information is transmitted in the second phase from the source x2 = 0 
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Protocol 
I 	 II 




R—iD 2 S ~ D2 	 R—iD 2 0 
Protocol 






S—iD 1 	0 
= = 
R—+D2 S—iD 2 R—*D2 0 	 0 	S—iD 
Table 4.2: Channel matrices for the five relay channel transmission protocols. The Source, 
Relay and Destination terminals are denoted by S. R and D respectively. 
Communication between terminals is signified by X - Y, and H denotes the 
channel matrix for channel p. These are the channel matrices that give the received 
signal at the destination terminal. 
y=Hx+n 	 (4.4) 
where y is the received vector by the destination and n is additive white Gaussian noise. Table 
4.2 shows H for  = 1,2...5. 
Of note in the above discussion is that the channel matrix does not consider the source to relay 
link in the first phase and therefore 'assumes that the relay is available in the second phase. 
While this assumption is made here, it does not hold true for all scenarios, and is discussed 
fully later in this chapter. Also of note is that the transmission of the source is not represented 
solely in the first column, rather it resides on the matrix diagonal. This is required due to 
the breakdown of the transmission from the source into two time phases, such that H x Ht 
gives the same channel matrix as the single-hop channel when only the source is considered. 
Furthermore, due to the transmission of information over two phases, when considering the 
capacity 3 of the relay network in a MIMO manner, a factor of 1/2 must be considered. 
As in the previous chapter the capacity refers to the Shannon capacity (also termed bandwidth efficiency) unless 
stated otherwise. 
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4.2.3 Part-time and full-time cooperative transmission 
In the previous chapter, the concept of part-time and full-time cooperative diversity was 
introduced. In part-time transmission, only part of signal that could be transmitted in a 
single-hop case (i.e., exactly one-half due to the equal split of the two transmission time 
phases) is actually transmitted. Similarly, full-time transmission was considered whereby all 
information that could be transmitted in the single-hop case could also be transmitted in the 
cooperative diversity case. The following introduces a similar notion for the single antenna 
case considered here. 
Protocol I and Protocol III offer the opportunity to introduce full-time cooperative diversity 
since the source transmits in both the first and second phase. Rather than having the source 
simply repeating the same data as it transmitted in the first phase in the second phase, it is 
possible to have it transmit different information, thus completing the requirement set out in 
the previous chapter to be considered full-time cooperative diversity. 
When transmitting in full-time mode, Protocol I and Protocol III are termed MIMO cooperative 
diversity due to their similarity to the complete MIMO system. Their counterparts whereby the 
source repeats its first phase information are termed MISO, where by spatial diversity is offered 
by the relay 4 . Note that Protocol II can operate only in the MISO mode since it does not use 
source transmission in the second phase. 
Although full-time transmission through MIMO techniques can potentially offer increased 
benefits over MISO transmission in terms of capacity, it also has higher complexity, 
particularly at the destination. It is possible that for the MIMO system with different 
information being transmitted in the second phase from the source, the destination will require 
two antenna elements to successfully decode both signals. Alternatively, if the destination 
receives information from the source in the first phase (Protocols I, II and V) it might be 
possible to successfully decode the signals in the second phase by using V-BLAST style 
subtraction. Although this is beyond the scope of this thesis, it would be an interesting avenue 
of future research. 
This completes the family of cooperative diversity protocols and their transmission modes. 
4The MISO term comes from considering a perfect source to relay link, leading to two spatially separated signals 
in the second phase to the signal antenna of the destination 
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4.2.4 Relaying system constraints 
One of the aims of this work is to research the impact of using one or more of the cooperative 
diversity protocols in place of a single-hop channel. To make a fair comparison between 
the network models using cooperative diversity and the single-hop case several constraints 
are placed upon the set of relay channel models. These constraints were introduced in the 
previous chapter and ensure that the cooperative network cannot exceed the transmit time, 
power or bandwidth of the single-hop channel. As previously discussed the time and bandwidth 
constraints lead to a factor of 1/2 when considering the capacity of the channel. 
The effect of the transmit power constraint is particularly important when considering Protocol 
I and Protocol III since they use three transmissions (the source in both phases and the relay in 
the second phase) and must therefore have limited power factors introduced. In order to do this, 
denote the transmit power factor from the source in the first phase, the second phase and the 
relay in the second phase by A, B and C respectively, where p denotes the protocol being 
used. This leads to the illustrative channel matrix below 
0 
HP = 	 (4.5) 
C*(R-9D 2 ) B*(S—D 2 ) 
To constrain the transmit power to be the same as the single-hop case, first recall that the 
transmission in the relaying network has been split into two phases, therefore it follows that 
(4.6) 
A transmit power constraint is also placed upon each transmitting terminal such that it cannot 
broadcast with more power than the single-hop case would (unity), i.e., 
AP < 1 
B < 1 	 (4.7) 
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Figure 4.3: Relay fading channel with three supporting relays. 
This gives a optimisation problem for what the optimal values of A, B and C, are, which is 
considered later in this chapter. 
4.2.5 Multiple supporting relay terminals 
As noted in the previous chapter, work by Laneman et. al. [76] has shown that using more than 
one relaying terminal can be beneficial as it provides additional spatial diversity. The following 
extends the channel model framework introduced in this chapter to include multiple supporting 
relays, and also Laneman's analysis to the full family of cooperative diversity protocols. 
In keeping with the MIMO channel model techniques previously used, note that additional 
relaying terminals simply add extra strength to the relay signal in the second phase, Figure 4.3. 
The addition of more than one relay terminal in the network does not alter the relay channel 
family of protocols as all relays have only the same signal to retransmit, thus there are two main 
types of transmitting terminals, the source and the relays. 
As in the previous chapter, consider a relay channel with a set of transmitting terminals denoted 
= {1,2,,..,j}. The source terminal, S E J, transmits to the destination terminal D 
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potentially using IJI relays to support the signal 5 . The channel coefficients for the relays are 
given an additional subscript hy3  to indicate which relay is being addressed, which can be seen 
in Figure 4.3. The subset of J which can decode the signal according to the RRDF method is 
defined as ô(J), with cardinality Ia(J)I. 
The channel matrix can now be considered as a three dimensional structure; the source and 
relays (one column each), number of transmit phases (rows) and number of supporting relays 
(depth). Consider the relay channel shown in Figure 4.3 with I(J) I relays (in this case 3), the 
channel matrix is given by the 2 x 2 x 3 matrix 
H , 1 = 
H,2 = 





Ci(Ri —D2) 0 
o 	0 
C2 (172  - D2) 0 
o 	0 
C3(R3 --4 D2 )  0 
(4.8) 
where Hp ,j indicates the generic channel matrix for protocol p and relay j, R3 denotes relay j 
and Cp ,j denotes the relay power allocation for relay j operating in protocol p with the power 
constraint6 . The channel matrix presented in (4.8) is specifically the Protocol I matrix, however 
the channel matrices for the other protocols can be obtained by zeroing different terms where no 
information is transmitted. Specifically, the Protocol II channel matrix is obtained by zeroing 
the second phase source to destination term (B(S - D2)), the Protocol III channel matrix 
is obtained by zeroing the first phase source to destination term (A(S -+ D 1 )), the Protocol 
IV channel matrix is obtained by zeroing both source to destination terms, and the Protocol V 
channel matrix is obtained by zeroing all relay to destination terms. 
5 1n this chapter it is possible for the source to transmit in the second phase, unlike the previous chapter. 
6Note that to meet the power constraint (4.6) expanded to A + B + r C9 , :~ 2 and also C9 j :~ 1 
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To be able to exploit the maximum order of diversity offered by the multiple relay channel, 
each transmitting terminal in the second phase must transmit a different signal so they can be 
separated at the destination. Since multiple terminals are (potentially) communicating with 
the destination in the second phase at the same time there could be significant co-channel 
interference. Therefore STCs are used to separate (ideally) fully the received signals at the 
destination, similar to the multiple relay case in [76]. Each relay transmits using the signal 
since the source must use the two initial data signals, x1 and x2,  therefore giving 
a multi-dimensional structure similar to (4.8). Again consider the relay channel shown in 
Figure 4.3 with I(J) I transmitters (in this case four), the data vector for each transmitting 














Subsequently from (4.8) and (4.9) the input-output relation of the relay channel with I(J) 
relays can be summarised as 
y= 	H,3x+n 	 (4.10) 
4.2.6 Relay channel capacity 
In the following, an ergodic block-fading channel model with independent blocks is employed, 
and i.i.d. Gaussian codebook with covariance matrix Rxx = e{xx1} = 12 is assumed. Also, 
note again that the destination is considered to have perfect channel knowledge of all channels 
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in the network. The mutual information for the relay channel in MIMO mode is therefore 
obtained from (4.10) and (4.8) as 
1MIMO - 	log2 det 
p 	- (12 + E (Hj) (H)) b/s{z, 	p = 1,2  ...5 No  
JEO(J) JjE8(J) 
(4.11) 
where 1MIM0  denotes the MIMO mutual information for protocol p. It is important to note 
that although (4.11) can apply to all five relaying protocols, only Protocols I, III and V can take 
full advantage of the MIMO nature of the channel, since those protocols are able to transmit 
different information from the source in the second phase. This is not possible in Protocols II 
and IV and when (4.11) is used with the corresponding channel matrix for these protocols the 
vector x becomes the scalar xi indicating only first phase information can be successfully 
transmitted. This distinction is also made clear in Appendix A which shows the relaying 
protocols graphically. The time and bandwidth system constraints applied are accounted for 
by the factor of 1/2 and the power constraint by the power allocation factors introduced to the 
channel matrix (4.5). 
Similar to the MIMO mutual information, the MISO mutual information for the relay channel 
protocols can be defined by the sum of the transmitting terminals, which is given by taking the 
Frobenius Norm of the channel matrix such that 
1MISO = log2 det (12 + III 	(HP )II 2 ) b/sIz, 	p = 1,2 ... 5 	(4.12) p N 
JjEä(J) 
As previously noted, all protocols can transmit in MISO mode, which is shown in (4.12). Once 
more, note that (4.11) and (4.12) assume a perfect source to relay link. This constraint is relaxed 
and fully explored in the following sections of this chapter where the full mutual information 
expressions are explored for each protocol. Finally, it is also important to note that when 
operating in MISO mode, those protocols which transmit information from the source in the 
second phase must use STCs to enable the destination to separate the signals from the relays 
and that from the source. 
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In order to make a direct comparison with the single-hop channel, Protocol V is assumed to 
operate in MIMO mode in the remainder of this chapter, as this is equivalent of the single-hop 
channel. Protocol V in MISO mode is only included here for completeness. 
4.3 Decode and Forward framework 
Following the previous section introduction of a general relay channel framework, this section 
considers RRDF mode relaying. This section initially completes channel model for the DF 
model and then explores the optimal transmit power levels to meet the power constraint for 
ProtocolI and Protocol III. 
4.3.1 Channel model 
The DF mode channel model is now completed based on the general channel model introduced 
in previous sections of this chapter. Consider initially Protocol I as the other protocols can be 
considered to be derivatives of Protocol I. The signal received by the destination during the first 
phase is given by (4.1) as 
liD1 = \/A1ESDhSDX1 + riD 1 	 (4.13) 
Similarly the signal received by each relay terminal in the first phase is given by 
YR3,1 = JA j 	+ riR 	 (4.14) 
where 11R,i  denotes the signal received by relay R3 in the first phase. In the second phase the 
destination terminal receives a superposition of the signal transmitted by the source and from 
all relays in the network which can fully decode the received first phase signal which is given 
by 
YD2 = \/ 1ESDhSDx2 + 	i: + riD2 	(4.15) 
J,Ea(J) 
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where ô(J) denotes the subset of relay terminals which can fully decode the first phase signal 
and are therefore available to support the source in the second phase. In terms of the three 
dimensional channel matrix (4.8), wherever a relay is not able to decode the source's first phase 
information a zero is inserted. 
The general channel matrix for Protocol I with a single supporting relay is then given by 
\1A1EsDhsD 	0 
H 1 = 	 (4.16) 
S/CERD5 hRD 3  VB1EsDhSD 
Moreover, as noted in section 4.2.5, the channel matrix for Protocol II is obtained by zeroing 
the \[B1EsDhsD term since no information is transmitted from the source to destination in the 
second phase. A similar procedure is followed to obtain the channel matrices for the remaining 
protocols. 
4.3.2 Information theoretic analysis 
Since the channel mutual information, I,, is a function of the random fading coefficients, the 
mutual information is also a random variable. The event I < R is defined as the channel 
being in outage and therefore Pr[I < RI is referred to as the outage probability of the channel. 
Moreover, as (J) is a random set of relays, the probability of outage conditioned on each 
possible relay set can be summed to give the total probability of outage for the channel. The 
total probability law can be employed to write 
Pr[I <R] = E Pr[c9(J)]Pr[I <RlU(J)] 	 (4.17) 
0(J) 
This condition for inclusion in the relaying set satisfies the channel matrix and mutual 
information formulas (4.11) and (4.12). Note also that if there are no relays with a suitably 
strong signal to decode the information and then retransmit it to the destination in the second 
phase, the channel matrix takes the form of the single-hop channel (Protocol V). 
In the following section Protocol I is the primary protocol to be considered since all other 
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protocols can be considered to be derivatives of it. From the channel matrix for Protocol I given 
in Table 4.2 and equations (4.8) and (4.11) the mutual information for Protocol I operating in 
MIMO mode and conditioned on the relay set (J) can be derived for a single relay by 
'lM = log2 det (12 + 	 (H1,) 	(H 1 )) 	 (4.18)No 





\/A1 M ESDhSD 	0 	 ..JA1 M ESDhsD 	0 
+ 
VC1 M ERDhRD ./ -B1 M EsDhsD 	/C1 M ERDhRD VB1 M  ESDhSD 
=10 2 det( I 	A1MEsDhD+l 
[ /A1MC1MESDERDhSDhRD 
(4.19) 
\,/Al, C1 M ESDERDhSDhRD 
B1 M EsDhD + C1 M ERDhRD +1 
(4.20) 
1 
 1092 - 	( A1 M B1 MDhsD I 4 + A1 M ESDIhI2 No 	 No 
+ 
B1MESD Ih 1 2  + C111) lhRD I 2  + 1 	 (4.21) 
	
No 	 No 
where the power transmit levels are denoted Al m , B1 M  and  C1M  to indicate that they are used 
for Protocol I MIMO transmission. 
More generally for multiple relays, the mutual information for Protocol I in MIMO mode can 
be written as 
I1 M =log2 Alm
BE SD 	A1MESDIhI2 
2 	No 	 No 
B1 M ESD  
+ 	
No 	
I'lSD I + 	Cj'lmERDj Ih RD I 2 + 1)bIs/z (4.22) 
7 1 e8(J) 
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Equally the MISO mutual information for Protocol I conditioned on the relay set (J) can be 
found from (4.12) as 








where the power transmit levels are denoted A 15 , Bi 5 and Ci to indicate that they are using 
for Protocol I MISO transmission. 
From (4.22) and (4.23) by inspection the MIMO case will always outperform the MISO case 
under identical channel and power constraint conditions due to the extra IhsDI 4 term in the 
equation. However, this gain comes at the expense of extra decoding complexity and, as was 
previously noted, this is a prime topic for future research. 
The mutual information equations for the remaining protocols can be found from the individual 
channel matrices in Table 4.2 and are shown in Appendix A along side the channel matrices 
and a diagrammatic view of the protocol's relay channel. 
4.3.3 Optimal transmit power allocation 
4.3.3.1 Protocol I MISO analysis 
To optimise the transmit power levels Ai 5 , B1 5 and C1 so the probability of outage is 
minimised at a particular SNR while meeting the power constraint on the network, initially 
consider the Protocol I MISO transmission case with one potential relay. Using a single relay 
in the network ensures that the results can be visualised in two dimensions and potentially 
extended to the full J set of relays in future. Furthermore, the MISO transmission case is 
considered prior to the MIMO case as it can readily be described analytically. In the remainder 
of this chapter it is assumed that all network channel links have the same SNR, specifically 
ESR/N0 = ERD/No = ESD/N0 = SNR. 
Since A1 5 ,B1 5 and C1 5 are limited by (4.6), by varying A1 5 and B1 5 between 0 and 1 
independently, the entire range of results are explored. Expanding (4.17) for the single relay 
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case gives 
Pr[I1MJSO <R] = Pr[ô(Jb)]Pr[ 11 5 <RIO(Jo)] 
(4.24) 
+ Pr[ô(Ji)]Pr[Ii <R1 9(Ji)] 
where c9(Jq)  denotes the decoding set that has q relays in it. Substituting the required mutual 
information equations into (4.24) and rearranging so the random variables are on the Left Hand 
Side (LHS) of each individual probability inequality gives 
-1 1 
Pr [Ii  <R] =Pr [hsRI2 < AigS 
221 - 1 
] 
Pr I IhsDI 2 < 	
22R_1 
(A + Bi)SNRj 
•1 	2 2R 
+Pr [IhsRI2> 221 - 1 
AissNRj 
Pr 	+ B1)lhsDI2  + C1IhRDI2 < 
- 11 
 SNR j 
(4.25) 
The probability inequalities with a single channel coefficient on the LHS can be solved 
analytically as they are single Rayleigh random variables for which the Cumulative Ditribution 
Function (CDF) is well known as [1 - exp(—x)] when the standard deviation is 1 (as it is in 
this case). Moreover x for the Rayleigh CDF is given by the Right Hand Side (RHS) for each 
probability inequality. 
The CDF of the more complex joint distribution of the two random variables 
(A1 + Bl)IhsDI 2 + CiIhjwI2 is not so well known. To find an analytical 
expression for the probability of outage conditioned on a single relay an expression for the 
CDF of the joint random variables must be found. This is done by convolving the PDF of each 
random variable to obtain the joint PDF, which is then integrated to obtain the required CDF. 
To start this process note that the PDF of (Ai d + B1)IhsDI2 is given by 
1 -S 
e"s's. 	 (4.26) 
Al,+ Bi 
The PDF of CiIhjwI2 is found in a similar fashion. Convolving these PDFs leads to 
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fox 	
1
(f*g)(x) =A,5 +BlSess . —e 	dv C's 
1  
CI S (Ai  +B,5 ) f eA1s1s dv 
1 CI S  
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S e (Als+Bjs)Cls 
Finally integrating the resulting PDF (4.27) to give the CDF 
/ -z 	-x 	Aiç+8l5+C15 
(e's eA1s1s [X \\ — )
e_X _ls+Bls)Cls — 
Jo 	 A1 5 +B15 —ci s 	— 
-x 	 -x 
A 15 (1 — e A1 s ±B1s)+B,(1 — e A1 s +B1s) — Ci 5 (1+e C1 s) (4.28) 
A, 5 + B15  — C, 5 
It can been seen that (4.28) does not apply if Ai 5  + Bis = Cis due to the zero term in the 
denominator. This special case, due to the power constraints placed on the system, is only 
possible when Ai 5 + B,5 = C1 5 = 1. Under these conditions the combination of the fading 
coefficients becomes hSD + hRD which is a Chi-Squared random variable with four degrees 
of freedom. Therefore from the Chi-Squared law it can be shown that the CDF for this special 
case is given by 
1 - e_X+l, 	Ai + B1 8 = C1 5 . 	 (4.29) 
From the Rayleigh CDF functions and (4.28), and also letting x = (22R_ 1)/SNR, an analytical 
expression can now be written for (4.24) such that 
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AIS  (1 - e) (1 - eA1s:B1s) + (e). 
-z 
(Ais(l - eA1s+B1s ) + Bi(1 - eA1S+1S ) - C1(1 + eC1S )) 
A1 5 + B15 - Ci 
Pr[Ii5 <R]= 
A1 5 + B1 5 Ci s  
Al S (1 - e) (i - e A 1s 1s) 
+ (e) (1 - e_x(x + 1)), 	 A1 5 + B15  = Cia . 
(4.30) 
4.33.2 Numerical results 
To conclude the discussion of optimal transmit power levels for MISO Protocol I, results are 
presented from numerical calculation of the outage probability (4.30) derived in the previous 
section. This is done by calculating the probability of outage for a high accuracy range of 
possible combinations of A1 5 , B1 5 and C1, specifically varying A1 5 and B1 5 between 0 and 
1 with an incremental step of 0.001, to find the lowest outage level for specific values of SNR at 
a particular spectral efficiency. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the probability of outage surface 
obtained at 0dB and 10dB for an RRDF required spectral efficiency of lb/s/Hz, respectively. 
Contours are displayed with the surface to easily identify the surface gradient. 
Optimal power levels for Aid,  B1 5 and C1 5  results are presented in Figure 4.6 for a required 
spectral efficiency of lb/s/Hz. 
As the results show the initial transmit power level from the source in the first phase, A1 5 , 
is always preferred to utilise full transmit power and therefore the remaining power is 
split between the two second phase transmitting terminals. Figure 4.6 shows that below 
approximately 5dB SNR it is preferred that the relay not transmit and all of the available power 
is used by the source in both transmission phases. This is due to the fact that at low SNR the 
required spectral efficiency is less likely to be met by the relay link than the single-hop link. 
At higher SNIR it can be seen that the transmit power levels B1 5 and C1 5 tend towards an 
asymptote. 
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Figure 4.4: Probability of outage surface for Protocol I MISO mode DF relaying with power 
control levels Ai5  and B I , for 0dB SNR and an RRDF required spectral efficiency 
of lb/s/Hz, with contours shown for clarity of the surface shape. 
source transmitting in both phases to high power levels used by the source. At this point is can 
be seen that the relay link starts to offer the required spectral efficiency and the protocol starts 
to make use of the extra diversity offered by the cooperative relay. 
Due to the fact that at all SNRs, Ai, is preferred to transmit at the full power available, the 
optimal transmit levels can be characterised by either B 5 or Cl , . Figure 4.7 presents a general 
overview of the optimal power level for BI, where the spectral efficiency constraint is relaxed. 
Therefore Figure 4.6 can be seen as a cross section of Figure 4.7. As can been seen in Figure 
4.7 at lower capacities the sharp change between use only of single-hop transmission and use 
of the available relay moves to lower SNRs, while the opposite is true at high SNRs. 
4.3.3.3 Protocol I MIMO analysis 
Following the previous section, now consider Protocol I operating in MIMO transmission mode. 
Similar to the expanded probability equation for MISO mode relaying, (4.24) is now expanded 
for MIMO transmission such that 
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Figure 4.5: Probability of outage surface for Protocol / MISO ,node DF relaying with power 
control levels A1 5 and B1 5 for 10dB SNR and an RRDF required spectral 
efficiency of lb/s/Hz, with contours shown for clarity of the surface shape. 
Pr[Ii,1  <R] 
22R - ii - 1  2 2R = Pr 
11hSRI2 < ASNR] I ,,AiMBlSNRIhSD 4 + (AiM + B1A.J)IhsD2 < SNR j 
- 1 12 2R 
+ Pr [hsRI2> 
AIMSNR] 
22 - 11 
Pr [Aif Bi AI sNRhsDI 4 + (Al A! + B1M)lhsDI 2  + C1 M  IhRD2 < SNR j 
(4.31) 
As can be seen (4.31) is considerably more complex than (4.25) due to the additional IhSDI 4 
term for the probability of outage whether there is a relay available or not. Due to its complexity 
an analytical expression is fully explored in Appendix B. As is shown in Appendix B.1 a 
closed form solution cannot be found for the probability of outage (the CDF) when one relay is 
available to support the source. However, the closed form solution for the PDF where one relay 
is available can be evaluated using numerical integration methods to find the optimal transmit 
power levels. This expression is available in Appendix B.1. 
Results from the numerical evaluation are shown in Figure 4.8 for a required spectral efficiency 
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Figure 4.6: MISO Protocol I optimal power control levels A1 B 1 and C1 against SNR for 
an RRDF required spectral efficiency of lb/s/Hz. 
of lb/s/Hz and show a similar trend to the MISO mode transmit power levels. Below 
approximately 6dB SNR only the source is preferred to transmit since the relay cannot support 
the required spectral efficiency and all of the available power is dedicated to the source's 
transmission over both time phases. Above the 6dB point the relay power allocation increases 
sharply while the second phase source transmission power level falls off proportionally and 
both approach an asymptote at high SNRs. Note that the transmit power levels for B1M  are 
lower than that used in the MISO mode for a comparable SNR, which is due to the IhsD 4 
term being dependant on B1, 
It is important to consider that the numerical integration used to calculate the optimal transmit 
power levels for Protocol I operating in MIMO mode is very computationally intensive. For this 
reason a similar graph to Figure 4.7 for Protocol I in MIMO mode is is not presented, although 
from Figure 4.8 it is possible to say that B1 1 will be very similar to the surface for B1 in 
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Figure 4.7: MISO Protocol I optimal power control level B1, against SNR and bandwidth 
efficiency. 
4.3.3.4 Protocol III analysis 
The final protocol to be considered for the optimal transmit power levels is Protocol III. From 
Appendix A it can be seen that while Protocol 111 can transmit in both MISO and MIMO 
modes, the mutual information for the two modes is exactly the same. This suggests that 
the optimal power level for Protocol III transmission is the same for both MISO and MIMO 
transmission. Furthermore, in this scenario MISO would generally be preferred as the decoding 
at the destination would be simpler. 
As for Protocol 1(4.24) is expanded to give the probability of outage for Protocol III such that 
1 1 
	











Pr IB3 hsD 2  + C3IhRDI2 < 	1 SNR j 
Similar to the analytical approach for Protocol I MISO transmission, the variables B3IhSDI 2  + 
C3hRDI 2  can be combined through convolution of the respective PDFs to obtain the combined 
PDF and then integration to give the CDF. Due to similarity of the analysis previously presented 
the full working of this approach is not reproduced here but is available in Appendix B.3. The 
combined CDF conditioned on one relay being available can be written as 
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Figure 4.8: MIMO Protocol 1 optimal power control levels Al m , B1AJ  and Cl, against SNR 
for an RRDF required spectral efficiency of lb/s/Hz. 
B+C3 	 B-,-Cp 
{ B3-C3 (e_x 93c5 " (B3 - C3) - B
3ec3 + C3e) e_X 93C3 
Pr[13 <R9(Ji)] 	 B3 C3 
B3C3 
(4.33) 
Following this the full analytical approach can be found by combining (4.32) and (4.33) to give 
-x 
e) (1_e  
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Figure 4.9: Protocol II! optimal power control levels A3, B3 and C'3 against SNRfor an RRDF 
required spectral efficiency of Ibis/Hz. 
Numerical results for the optimal transmit power levels for Protocol III at a required spectral 
efficiency of lb/s/Hz are shown in Figure 4.9. The trends shown in Figure 4.9 are significantly 
different to those observed for both MISO and MIMO Protocol I, the most striking of which 
is that the first phase source transmit power level is not constant at 1. Rather the second phase 
source transmit level is constant using the full transmit power available. This is due to the fact 
that in Protocol III the source only communicated directly with the destination in the second 
phase. This emphasises the importance of the single-hop link in cooperative diversity channels. 
Furthermore, there is no sharp charge in the values of the transmit power levels as previously 
observed for Protocol I, but a smooth transmission between the low SNR regime where the 
source is primarily used, and the high SNR regime where the relay and source share the 
available transmit power in the second phase. Note also that unlike the Protocol I power levels 
for the relay in the second phase, C3 for Protocol III is less that B3. Finally, is can also be seen 
that at both high and low SNR the transmit power levels A3 and C3 tend towards asymptotes. 
The characteristics noted above can also be observed over several capacities as shown in Figure 
4.10. The surface shown in Figure 4.10 is the value of A3 since, as was previously noted, B3 is 
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Figure 4.10: Protocol II! optimal power control level A3 against SNR and bandwidth 
efficiency. 
4.4 Performance results 
In the following section the performance of the complete set of relaying transmission modes are 
analysed in terms of outage, diversity and bandwidth efficiency. Initially, the performance is 
evaluated by inspection of the information theoretic framework developed earlier in this chapter. 
Numerical results are then presented and discussed as the conclusion of this work. 
4.4.1 Information theoretic performance 
The system constraints placed on the system were made to ensure that all relaying protocols can 
be directly compared to the single-hop (Protocol V) case. For this reason we take the single-hop 
scenario as the base line for analysing the performance of the other protocols. In the following 
discussion of the bandwidth efficiency of the protocols, the optimal transmit power levels for 
lb/s/liz as previously presented are used. Moreover, it is important to note that the ordering 
of the protocols in terms of bandwidth efficiency does not consider the diversity offered by the 
cooperative diversity protocols. Rather, this situation is considered later in this chapter. 
Protocol I operating in MIMO mode would generally be expected to outperform Protocol I 
operating in MISO mode as it transmits different information in the second phase, and this 
would be expected to be particularly noticeable at high SNIR. At low SNR note that Protocol 
I operating in MIMO mode would be expected to match the single-hop case to approximately 
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7dB SNR since the source transmits at full power during both phases (Ai  s = Bj s = 1) and the 
relay is not utilised. Above 7dB SNR due to the split of power between the source and relay, 
the single-hop case will outperform the Protocol I MIMO case. Similarly Protocol Tin MISO 
mode will benefit from the additional diversity and subsequently is expected to outperform the 
other cooperative diversity protocols, but not the single-hop link. 
Next Protocol II is considered. Protocol I will always outperform Protocol II due to the 
additional transmission from the source in the second phase. However, Protocol II will 
outperform Protocol III due to the power constraint on Protocol III, which does not apply to 
Protocol II due to the destination listening to the source in the first phase rather thanthe second. 
Protocol IV is always outperformed by the cooperative diversity family of protocols since 
Protocol IV has no single-hop link from the source to destination in either phase. Finally, note 
the single-hop link is expected to outperform all other protocols since the source not required to 
share power with any available relays and is available to transmit different information in each 
phase. This can be summarised as 
15> 'lMIMO ~! I1,so >12>13>14 	 (4.35) 
4.4.2 Comparison from a diversity point of view 
Considering the relaying protocols from a diversity point of view, the simplification that the 
S -* R link is very good (i.e. the link supports the required rate R) is made. Defining 02 = 
min{ESD/No, ERD/NO} it is a simple matter to - verify that for large /32  the outage probability 
for Protocol II can be upper-bounded by 
Pr[12 <R] 	
f2 2R -  1 	
(4.36) 
02 
which demonstrates that Protocol II extracts full diversity in the effective SNR 02.  In this 
context, full diversity refers to the fact that the outage probability decays proportional to 
1/SNRI0(J) I + ' at high SNR. It is likewise straightforward to verify that Protocol I and Protocol 
III also extract full diversity. Protocol IV however extracts diversity of order (J) I since 
there is no single-hop link between the source and destination. Finally, it is well known that a 
single-hop link extracts only first order diversity. 
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Figure 4.11: Simulation results for cooperative diversity where the spectral efficiency is fixed 
at 1 b/s/Hz. SNR (fixed for all links) and outage probability are compared for 
all relaying protocols including both MJSO and MIMO based transmission for 
Protocol I. 
4.4.3 Numerical results 
To conclude the discussion of the performance of the complete family of relaying protocols, 
numerical results are presented for the probability of outage, the bandwidth efficiency and 
the capacity at a fixed level of outage for each individual protocol. The assumption that all 
terminal links have the same SNR is continued here, as is the assumption that there is only one 
relay potentially available. These assumptions are made for simplicity of presenting the results 
graphically. but can be readily relaxed using the framework developed earlier in this chapter. 
Consider initially the probability of outage metric for comparison of each relaying protocol. 
Figure 4.11 shows the probability of outage against SNR, where the SNR for all links is the 
same, for all five protocols at a fixed required rate of lb/s/Hz. As was previously noted. 
the optimal power levels which were obtained earlier in this chapter are optimal in terms of 
outage (rather than capacity), which can be seen by the ordering in Figure 4.11. Protocol I 
while operating in MIMO mode matches the performance of the single-hop link in terms of 
probability of outage at low SNR but, due to the additional diversity offered by the relay in 
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Figure 4.12: Simulation results for bandwidth efficiency of cooperative diversity. SNR and 
bandwidth efficiency are compared for all relaying protocols including both MISO 
and MJMO based transmission for Protocol 1. 
full transmit and receive collision its it outperforms all other protocols in outage terms at high 
SNR and therefore is the preferred protocol to be implemented in a wireless network where the 
smallest possible probability of outage is critical. 
Figure 4.11 also clearly shows the diversity benefit offered by the cooperative diversity 
protocols over the single-hop and two-hop links. At high SNR all cooperative diversity 
protocols outperform the non-cooperative links due to the extra diversity offered by the relays. 
This shows again how using cooperative diversity in a Rayleigh fading wireless environment 
can be beneficial to the quality of the communications available. Also note that Protocol II 
outperforms Protocol III at all times due to the power level transmit constraint of Protocol III. 
even although the two protocols are similar. This suggests that Protocol III would only ever 
be used in a situation where the destination is not available to receive information in the first 
phase. 
In terms of bandwidth efficiency performance, the ordering of (4.35) can be observed in Figure 
4.12. Since the transmit power levels are optimised in terms of probability of outage, they 
can't necessarily be directly applied to the bandwidth efficiency performance metric. However, 
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Figure 4.13: Simulation results for bandwidth efficiency of cooperative diversity at the 5% 
outage level. SNR and bandwidth efficiency are compared for all relaying 
protocols including both MISO and MItvlO based transmission for Protocol I. 
it is illustrative to consider the ordering of the results, and as such the bandwidth efficiency 
is measured using the optimal transmit power levels as calculated for lb/s/Hz. In-particular 
Protocol I (in both MIMO and MISO modes) matches the capacity of the single-hop link at 
low SNR7  as was suggested by the fact that only the source transmits in both phases due to the 
power constraint. 
Figure 4.13 is of particular interest for consideration in a practical wireless communication 
network where a certain level of signal outage is tolerated, as it shows the achievable capacity 
for a set SNR at the 5% outage level. This simulation was made by calculating the optimal 
transmit power levels for each protocol, at each SNR and attempted capacity, on the fly. This 
is an ideologically similar method to pre-computing a range of optimal power levels and 
using a look-up table' type approach to finding the correct power levels for certain channel 
characteristics. In terms of practical implementation this is the most likely approach due to the 
computational complexity of computing the optimal transmit power levels on the fly. 
As can be seen from Figure 4.13 the cooperative diversity protocols offer a considerable 
7 Note that MIMO converges to the single-hop link at higher SNR than the MISO mode 
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increase in the capacity of a link, with the extra diversity offered by the relay effectively 
combating the Rayleigh fading at low SNR. A significant gain of 3.4dB can be observed when 
comparing the achievable capacities of Protocol I (MIMO mode) with the single-hop link at 
low SNR. Protocol I (MISO mode) offers a similar increase in capacity at low SNR, however 
cannot match Protocol I (MIMO mode) or the single-hop link at high SNR due to the lack 
of new information in the second phase of transmission. Protocol II can obtain an increase 
in capacity of 3dB at low SNR over the single-hop case. Protocol III can only offer a 1.7dB 
increase in capacity over the single-hop case, which is due to the power constraint placed on 
the protocol, despite its similarity to Protocol II. It can therefore be concluded that Protocol 
I (MIMO mode) it preferred over the other available protocols, where the SNR between all 
terminals is equal. 
From this discussion it can be seen that there is a trade-off between optimising for probability 
of outage as has been pursued in this chapter and optimising for capacity at a specific outage 
level. The following chapter explores the possibility of combining the protocols optimised for 
probability of outage as derived in this chapter, in such a way that the protocol that is optimal 
for the instantaneous channel conditions is the one that is employed. 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter a general framework for the complete family of relaying protocols was 
introduced for an ad-hoc network which consists of a single source, a destination terminal 
and 1,71 potential supporting relays under three basic system constraints: time, bandwidth 
and power. The proposed framework was then specialised for decode-and-forward relaying 
and the complete set of mutual information equations were presented. Further to this, an 
analytical approach was taken to derive the optimal transmit power levels for Protocol I 
(MISO mode) and Protocol III and a numerical approach was used to find the optimal transmit 
power levels for Protocol I (MIMO mode). Finally, the complete family of relaying protocols 
were compared in terms of bandwidth efficiency, outage performance, capacity and diversity. 
Protocol I (MIMO mode) was found to be the optimal protocol in terms of outage, where the 
SNR between all terminals is equal, when averaged over a large number of independent fading 
samples as found by Monte Carlo simulation. 
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Chapter 5 
Optimisation strategies for relay 
networks 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter considers two optimisation strategies for the family of relay networks introduced 
in the previous chapter, which maximise the potential benefits offered by relaying. This 
optimisation is performed by expanding the framework previously developed, initially to 
frequency selective fading channels and then to consider adaptive protocol selection based on 
limited feedback from the receiver. 
Multi-carrier transmission methods were introduced in chapter 2 as a method for combating 
the adverse effect Rayleigh fading has on wireless communications by transmitting data over 
multiple channels separated in frequency. This is made efficient in terms of spectrum use by 
utilising orthogonal transmission methods which ensure that the carriers can be closed spaced 
and is consequently termed OFDM. Methods which combine the diversity offered by relaying 
methods and OFDM have attracted considerable interest as this can lead to much more reliable 
communications [83,97,98]. This has also lead to research involving cooperative diversity 
methods and OFDM transmission [99, 1 00]. 
In the first part of this chapter, the framework previously developed for the relay network 
is used to answer the question of what effect a frequency-selective fading environment has 
on the performance of the cooperative diversity protocols. This is done by modelling the 
fading channel as a set of OFDM tones, each of which is subjected to appropriate signal 
fading to simulate the effect of frequency-selective fading. Since the signal received by the 
destination, for each tone, may have arrived by several paths the received signal is modelled 
by a finite-impulse response filter with an appropriate set of tap weights to model a suitably 
correlated signal. In this chapter the COST-207 channel model is considered with the 
corresponding tap weights. Furthermore, each path modelled for each OFDM tone is subjected 
to independent Rayleigh fading, as would be expected from the properties of the wireless 
channel. 
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Before the question of how the cooperative diversity protocols perform in the 
frequency-selective channel can be answered, another important question must be 
posed and answered first. As was noted in the previous chapter Protocol I and Protocol III 
make use of full receive collision (in frequency) at the destination in the second phase and it 
is not known if this is optimal for the OFDM case. Other scenarios which are fully explored 
later in this chapter include no-collision in the second phase and partial collision. As in the 
previous chapter, Protocol I (MIMO mode) is the primary relaying protocol considered since 
all others are effectively derivatives of it and it was shown to have the best performance of 
the cooperative diversity protocols in a quasi-static fading environment when averaged over a 
large number of independent fading samples. The three system constraints of time, bandwidth 
and power are also continued in this chapter to make a comparison with the single-hop case 
fair and therefore the optimal power level methods derived in the previous chapter are used 
through the remainder of this work for Protocols I and III. 
The second part of this chapter considers an adaptive method to select the optimal protocol, 
in terms of capacity, based on the instantaneous channel conditions. As was noted in the 
previous chapter, the transmit power levels considered were optimal in terms of outage rather 
than capacity, so to see the full benefit of using cooperative diversity to combat Rayleigh fading, 
now consider optimising the relay channel in terms of capacity. This is done by using limited 
feedback from the destination terminal, which has knowledge of all reverse channels, to the 
source. This approach is already used in practical wireless communication systems to make 
the best possible use of the channel based on instantaneous channel conditions, such as the 
High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) system. 
This chapter is structured as follows: section 5.2 expands the channel models and framework 
developed in the previous chapter to consider the frequency-selective fading environment. In 
section 5.3 the effect of collision in frequency (signal) space is examined. The effect of the 
frequency-selective environment on the cooperative diversity protocols is then considered in 
section 5.4. Section 5.5 considers an adaptive method to select the optimal relaying protocol to 
use based on current channel conditions and finally conclusions are drawn in section 5.6. 
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5.2 Frequency selective cooperative diversity strategies 
5.2.1 Channel model 
In this section the quasi-static fading channel model used in the previous chapter is extended to 
consider a frequency-selective fading model. To take account of the frequency-selective fading, 
the channel transfer coefficient for the kth tone is given by the Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT) [101, p.243] as 
L-1 
-2,rlk 
hxy(k) = 	hxyieFY 	k = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1 carriers 	 (5.1) 
1=0 
where the subscript hy denotes the channel between source X and destination Y, and 
hy,j is the time-domain channel impulse response coefficient recorded at discrete delay 
1. The frequency-selective fading model considered is restricted to quasi-static Rayleigh 
fading channels with fading coefficients hxy,j being circularly symmetric zero mean 
complex Gaussian random variables. Furthermore, the channel coefficients are assumed to be 
uncorrelated across taps. 
Each phase of transmission employs OFDM with N tones and the length of the Cyclic Prefix 
(CP) satisfies L p > L, which guarantees that each of the frequency-selective fading channels 
de-couples into a set of parallel quasi-static fading channels. 
From the, previous assumptions (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) can be rewritten for the kth tone as 
YD 1 (k) = /A1EsD k hsD(k)x1,k + nD1 	 (5.2) 
YR, 1 (k) = .JA1EsRj khsRj  (k)x1,k + nR, 	 (5.3) 
YD 2 (k) = VBI 	+ E JCj,1ERDjk hRDj (k)xj+1,k + TID 2 (5.4) 
JjO(J) 
where (5.2) is the received signal by the destination in the first phase for the kth tone, (5.3) is the 
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signal received by the relay j in the first phase for the kth tone and (5.4) is the signal received by 
the destination in the second phase from the source and all available transmitting relays for the 
kth tone. Furthermore EXYk  is the average signal energy received by the destination terminal 
over one symbol period through the X - Y link on the kth tone. Similarly, EXYik  denotes 
the average signal energy received by the destination Y as transmitted by the jth relay, and Xj,k 
denotes the information symbol transmitted in the jth transmitting terminal on the kth tone. 
Moreover, the Protocol I channel model can now be summarised in matrix notation similar to 
(4.16) as 




/C1 M ,jERDhRD(k) \/B1 M ESDhsD(k)] 
5.2.2 Multiple access scheme 
To fully analyse the effect that signal collision in the second phase has on the performance of 
the cooperative relaying protocols, consider a MA scheme similar to the MIMO MA scheme 
used in [97]. The MA channel is simplified significantly in this work since each terminal is 
assumed to have only one transmit/receive antenna. Furthermore, both the source and the set 
of relays are assumed to make up the MA channel, so the number of terminals communicating 
with the destination is 1a(J)I. The information rates that the MA channel can support are 
split into two; R1 denotes the information transmitted in the first phase (Xl) and R2 denotes the 
information transmitted in the second phase (x2). The sum of the information transmitted over 
the two phases of transmission is called the sum rate and denoted R sum . 
The family of MA schemes used is obtained by assigning each OFDM tone k = 0, 1, ..., N - 1 
to a subset of the transmitting terminals, Uk, in the second phase. During the first phase all tones 
are assigned to the source and none to the relay, hence there can be no collision in frequency 
in the first phase. The full collision-based MA scheme where all tones are assigned to both 
the source and the relay during the second phase (i.e., Uk = { S, R} for k = 0, 1, ..., N - 1). 
Conversely, the no collision case is defined by the tone assignment pattern such that each tone 
has one or less (zero) transmitting terminals assigned to it, which satisfies jUk I < 1 for k = 
0, 1, ..., N - 1. The variable amount of collision employed in the second phase transmission 
is shown graphically in Figure 5.1. It should be noted that unlike most cooperative diversity 
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Figure 5.1: Variable amount of transmission collision in individual OFDM tones in the second 
phase, in frequency where (a) shows the no collision case, (b) shows the part 
collision case and (c) shows the full collision case. 
figures in literature, time is on the vertical axis in Figure 5. 1, to clearly show the OFDM tones 
on the horizontal axis. 
By considering the terminals transmitting on each tone over the two transmission phases in 
Figure 5.1 it can be seen that each tone can be split into one of the five relaying protocols 
introduced in the previous chapter. In particular 
. Tones where there is no collision in the second phase and the relay transmits information 
in the second phase can be considered to be Protocol II. 
• Tones where there is no collision in the second phase but only the source transmits can be 
considered to be two single-hop transmissions from source to destination (Protocol V). 
• Tones where there is collision can be considered to be Protocol I as the full degree of 
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Protocol 11 	 Protocol I 	 Protocol V 
Time 
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Figure 5.2: Variable amount of collision in the second phase (Figure 5.1(b)) split into the 
component rates using the collision derailed 5.1(b). (a) shows the component R1, 
(b) shows the component R2 and (c) shows the full suin rate, Rsum . The type of 
relaying for each pair of tones is also shown at the top of the figure. 
The information rate Ri is obtained from all tones in the first phase and the tones in the 
second phase where the relay transmits, including the collision tones. Similarly, the rate R2 
is obtained from only the tones in the second phase where the source transmits, including the 
collision tones, and the sum rate, Rsum , is obtained from all tones regardless of the transmission 
type. This is shown graphically in Figure 5.2 which considers the part collision case shown in 
Figure 5.1(b), and it can therefore be seen that each MA channel consists of (possibly) multiple 
relaying protocols. 
5.2.3 Bandwidth efficiency 
To analyse the bandwidth efficiency region of the fading relay channel, the case where all 
available OFDM tones are used and assigned to either the source, relay or to both terminals 
(C) 
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is investigated. Both the source and relay have the same number of tones Nu > E 
= {S, R}) out of which bN tones with b = L, i E {O, L ..., N121 are assigned to both 
transmitting terminals in the second phase. Consequently, the case of b = 0 corresponds to full 
collision and b = 1 describes no collision in the second phase. The transmit power used by 
the terminals is unity in the non-collision tones, and uses the Protocol I (MIMO mode) power 
control factors, as found in the previous chapter, in collisions tones. Under these assumptions, 
bN tones are assigned to both the source terminal and the set of relaying terminals, leading to 
collision in signal space. Subsequently these tones are termed collisions tones. Both the source 
and the set of relays and are assigned tones independently, where no collision occurs 
(termed non-collision tones). Subsequently both the source and set of relaying terminals are 
each assigned tones. 
Subsequently the following MA rates are obtained 
I 	A1 M ESD 	2 	C1MERD ! I2 
No 
) 
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R1+R2 < b109 (i + A1MB1MED  h I 	IhsDI + 
A1 M ESD 	2 
No 	 No 





ESD 	 ERD 	' + 	log2 1 + I hSD I 2 + 	j2 hRD I 2 2 N0 N0 
- 	l+ ) +(1 b) 1092 ( 
	
ESD 
No IhsDI2  
where R1 is the maximum information rate that can be transmitted by the source in the first 
phase, Figure 5.2(a), R2 is the maximum information rate that can be transmitted by the source 
in the second phase, Figure 5.2(b) and Rsum is the maximum information that can be obtained 
from the MIMO channel that is formed, Figure 5.2(c). Furthermore A lm , B1 M  and  C1 M  are 
the Protocol I (MIMO mode) transmit power levels as found in the previous chapter. 
Channel rates (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) are presented in a fully expanded form (rather than in 
channel matrix form) to avoid ambiguity between tones which have the power control factors 
Ai M , B1 M  and C1 M , and those that do not. 
5.3 Effect of second phase collision 
To conclude the discussion of the effect of'second phase collision on the capacity regions of the 
cooperative relay network in an OFDM framework, numerical results are presented as recorded 
from a Monte Carlo simulation. It is assumed in the simulation that there is a maximum of 
one relay terminal potentially available to support the source's transmission. Furthermore 
it is assumed that all terminal links have the same SNR. As in the previous chapter, these 
assumptions are made for the simplicity of presenting the results, but can readily be relaxed to 
the more general case used in the developed framework. 
As the achievable channel capacity is bound by (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) the capacity results are 
presented as an envelope of the achievable rates. Specifically the envelope boundary between 
admissible and impossible rate combinations is found by numerical simulation. Furthermore, 
note that higher envelope boundary values are preferable, as this indicates that higher channel 
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Figure 5.3: Multiple-Access bandwidth efficiency regions for no, half and full collision (b0, 
b0.5 and b=1 respectively) at -10dB SNR. The rate achievable in the first phase, 
R.1, is shown plotted against the rate achievable in the second phase, R2. 
capacities can be achieved. 
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the MA channel rates for -10dB and 10dB SNR respectively. 
As can be readily seen from both figures, full collision in the second phase is the preferred 
method of MA in order to maximise the bandwidth efficiency. Moreover, this is true not only 
for the sum rate, but also for R1 and R2. It is interesting to note from Figure 5.3 that the effect 
of collision in the second phase has very little impact on R1 at low SNR. 
The benefit of using full signal collision in the second phase is also seen in Figure 5.5 which 
shows the capacity region for the sum capacity region at various SNR and collision levels. It 
is clear that full collision is always preferred in the second phase in an OFDM environment for 
the relay channel. 
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Figure 5.4: Multiple-Access bandwidth efficiency regions for no, half and full collision (b=O, 
b-0.5 and b= I respectively) at 10dB SNR. The rate achievable in the first phase, 
R1, is shown plotted against the rate achievable in the second phase, R2. 
5.4 Frequency-selective fading relay network analysis 
In the previous section, the frequency-selective channel model was introduced, (5.1), and it 
was shown that full collision is the preferred method of cooperative transmission in the second 
phase over the OFDM channel. This is now used to explore the effect that frequency-selective 
fading has on the performance of the cooperative relay protocols. 
To model the effects of the frequency-selective channel the COST 207 model is employed [41] 
which states the channel tap weights that should be used to simulate several environments, 
including the typical rural environment (RA) and the typical urban (non-hilly) environment 
(TU). The tap weights for these two environments are given in Appendix C. COST 207 does 
provide other tap weight specifications for several other environments, however only the RA 
and TU scenarios are considered in this chapter as these are two common environments where 
wireless communications are used, and also to reduce the complexity of presenting several other 
frequency-selective environments. 
Note that the performance ordering of the cooperative relay protocols does not change in 
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Figure 5.5: Simulation results for the bandwidth efficiency region for the sum capacity region 
of the MA channel with one potential relay, for no, half and full collision (b=O, 
b=0.5 and b=I respectively). 
the frequency-selective environment from the quasi-static fading case derived in the previous 
chapter, for both bandwidth efficiency (4.35) and diversity (4.36). Rather, what is of particular 
interest is the numerical results of the protocols. Furthermore, although the ordering of the 
protocol's diversity performance does not change, the order of diversity is now not only 
dependent on the number of available relays, but also on the inverse of the normalised coherence 
bandwidth, which is modelled by multiple taps in the COST 207 model. 
5.4.1 Numerical results 
To fully investigate the effect of a frequency-selective environment on the relay protocols, 
numerical results from a Monte Carlo simulation are presented. A channel with 64 OFDM 
tones is considered and the DF decision as to whether a relay can take part in the second phase 
or not is made on a per-tone basis. Both COST 207 RA and TU environments are considered 
and the bandwidth efficiency results as a function of SNR are presented in Figure 5.6 and Figure 
5.7 respectively. 
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results for bandwidth efficiency of cooperative diversity in a 
frequency-selective environment using the COST 207 RA model. SNR and capacity 
are compared for all relaying protocols including both MISO and MIMO based 
transmission for Protocol 1. 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show that the ordering of the capacity does not change due to the 
frequency-selective fading, although a large decrease in the achievable capacity is noticeable 
when compared to the non-frequency selective case. At low SNR for Protocol I (MIMO mode) 
the decrease in the achievable capacity is 3.3dB for the RA case, and 9.1dB for the TU case 
compared to the non-frequency selective fading case considered in the previous chapter in 
Figure 4.12. As would be expected, all available protocols perform considerably worse in 
terms of capacity in the TU scenario. 
Similarly, the outage results as a function of SNR for a required spectral efficiency of lb/s/Hz 
are presented in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 respectively. 
The effect of the additional diversity offered by the multi-path frequency-selective fading is 
particularly apparent in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. The additional diversity offered by the 
supporting relay can be observed clearly in the RA case, but it is not so clear in the TU case, 
which already has 12th order diversity for the single-hop case due to the number of paths 
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results for bandwidth efficiency of cooperative diversity in a 
frequency-selective environment using the COST 207 TU model. SNR and capacity 
are compared for all relaying protocols including both MISO and MIMO based 
transmission for Protocol 1. 
modelled. The diversity ordering derived in (4.36) can also be observed here. 
5.5 Adaptive optimal relaying protocol selection 
When selecting which relaying protocol to utilise it is important to consider the trade-off 
between the complexity of the system and the advantages that each protocol can offer. In 
a situation where it is desired to get the maximum possible data transfer rates that can be 
achieved, the system designer might be willing to use Protocol I (MIMO mode) despite its 
complexity. However, in a situation where the wireless communication devices must be kept as 
simple as possible (for example for battery life reasons). Protocol II might be sufficient. In both 
of these scenarios the relay transmission protocol is fixed from design to implementation, and 
the transmission type based on wide-ranging general assumptions about the channel conditions 
that will be encountered during the network's operation. 
In the previous chapter it was noted that under certain channel conditions one protocol might 
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results of cooperative diversity outage in a frequency-selective 
environment using the COST 207 RA model where the spectral efficiency is I 
b/s/Hz. SNR and outage probability are compared for all relaying protocols 
including both MISO and MIMO based transmission for Protocol I. 
be preferred over another, for example if the source to relay signal is very poor in comparison 
to the source to destination signal, it would be wise to transmit using the single-hop (Protocol 
V) method only. Due to the fact that the relay network has 2IJ + 1 random fading channels 
for jjj relays, an adaptive method to select the optimal protocol based on the current channel 
conditions can be envisaged. Such a method would require feedback from the destination to the 
source, containing information about the current state of the channel links which lead from 
the source to the destination. This information would be contained in a control or header 
packet sent from the destination to the source which is used to maintain the communication 
between the two terminals, for example a TCP packet [1021. Such a method for selecting 
the optimal transmission technique is already used in HSDPA [103] and certain 801.11 [104] 
communication systems, which change the modulation used to carry data based on available 
channel measurements. 
For the purposes of the development of this adaptive relaying protocol, consider only a Rayleigh 
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Figure 5.9: Simulation results of cooperative diversity outage in a frequency-selective 
environment using the COST 207 TU model where the spectral efficiency is I 
b/s/Hz. SNR and outage probability are compared for all relaying protocols 
including both M1SO and MIMO based transmission for Protocol I. 
second phase, which is the same as a narrowband system which uses full receive collision in 
the second phase. Furthermore, the system constraints previously placed on the relay network 
are continued in this section. 
5.5.1 Protocol selection 
Before developing an analytical solution to the selection of which protocol should be used at 
any one time, consider which protocols might be preferred under certain channel conditions. 
Protocol II will always outperform Protocol III due to the power limitation on Protocol III. 
Protocol II will also always outperform Protocol IV as it has the advantage of utilising the 
single-hop source to destination link in the first phase as well as the two-hop relay link, which 
Protocol IV is limited to. Similarly the relay link (Protocol IV) will always be outperformed by 
Protocol II due to the additional single-hop transmission in Protocol II. Furthermore, although 
Protocol I in both MIMO and MISO modes would generally be expected to outperform Protocol 
II, this generalisation cannot be made here due to the system transmit power constraint as this 
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prevents Protocol I (in either MIMO or MISO mode) from transmitting at full power, therefore 
reducing the achievable rate. Equally, Protocol I (MIMO mode) would generally be expected 
to outperform Protocol I (MISO mode), however again this generalisation cannot be made. 
Finally, the single-hop link (Protocol V) would be expected to be the optimal protocol if either 
the source to relay or relay to destination link is poor. In summary the four protocols which can 
be considered in the selection of the optimal protocol for adaptive relaying are: 
. Protocol I - MIMO mode 
. Protocol I - MISO mode 
. Protocol II 
. Protocol V (single-hop) 
The analysis of which protocol is optimal under certain channel conditions is complicated 
considerably by the fact that the optimal power levels are not fixed, but depend on the current 
link's SNR and the attempted spectral efficiency. Due to this, the analysis is implemented by a 
simulation similar to those carried out in section 4.4.3. Specifically the simulation considers the 
capacity achievable at the 5% outage level. Consider a relay channel with one relay potentially 
available to assist the source. For each set of channel conditions it is possible to calculate the 
capacity that each of the four candidate adaptive protocols can achieve. The percentage of time 
that each protocol is used can then be analysed for each SNR, the results of which are shown in 
Figure 5.10. 
The results shown in Figure 5.10 are particularly interesting, although not necessarily 
surprising. It is shown that Protocol I in either MIMO or MISO mode is never the optimal 
protocol to be considered. Although it might be expected that Protocol I in MIMO mode would 
outperform the other protocols, due to the power constraint on the system this situation never 
arises. This would not be the case if the power constraint was not in place, as shown in [78]. 
It can also be seen that generally single-hop transmission is the preferred option, although 
Protocol II is used a significant amount of the time, particularly at low SNRs. This is due to 
the extra diversity offered by the relay, and the roughly 1/3 to 2/3 split that can be observed 
between Protocols II and V might be expected as there are three randomly fading channels. 
However, as the signal quality improves the single-hop case becomes dominant due to that fact 
that it utilises full-time transmission, while Protocol II can use only half-time transmission. 
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Figure 5.10: Simulation results of the percentage of time each ofthe four candidate bandwidth 
efficiency optimal adaptive protocols are used for 5% outage level. 
An important issue which arises from the fact that only Protocol II and Protocol V are used 
in the adaptive optimal protocol is that the overall complexity of the system in considerably 
reduced when compared to a system which employs Protocol I in either MISO or MIMO mode. 
This is due to the fact that neither Protocol II or V utilise receive collision at the destination 
(unless there is more than one supporting relay), therefore making the decoding at the receiver 
easier. 
5.5.2 Analytical selection 
Due to that fact that only Protocols II and V are used in the adaptive transmission protocol, an 
analytical selection algorithm can readily be obtained, and used in a practical implementation. 
Initially it can be said that if the mutual information achievable by Protocol V is greater than that 
which can be achieved by Protocol II. then Protocol V should be used. Likewise the converse 
is true. Therefore the inequality 15 > 12 can be written. This can be expanded and simplified 
as follows 
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15 > 12 	 (5.9) 
1092 (i + SNRIhsD I 2) > 	1092( 1 + SNRIhS D I 2 + SNRIhRDI 2 ) (5.10) 
	
(1 + SNRIhsDI 2 ) 2 > 1 + SNRIhSDI 2 + SNRIhRDI 2 	(5.11) 
1 + 2SNRIhSDI 2 + SNR 2 IhsDI 4 > 1 + SNRIhSDI 2 + SNRIhRDI 2 	(5.12) 
hsDI2 (i + SNRIhsDI 2 ) > Ihi I (5.13) 
Furthermore, it is important to note that (5.13) assumes that the relay can successfully decode 
the signal transmitted at the attempted spectral efficiency from the source in the first phase, 
which is not always true. This decision bound comes directly from the RRDF framework that 
the considered relaying network employs, and is given by 
1092 (1+SNRIhsRI 2) < a 	 (5.14) 
1+SNRIhSRI 2 < 2 2R (5.15) 
IhsR I 2 
 < 22 - 1 
	 (5.16) 
SNR 
If either inequality, (5.13) and (5.16), is true, then Protocol V is the optimal protocol to use. 
However, if both inequalities are false, Protocol II should be used. These inequalities are 
relatively trivial in complexity, and can be readily implemented and calculated on-the-fly, 
by the processors of a mobile terminals, which receive feedback from the destination. In 
this way it can switch into and out of cooperative mode when it is attractive to do so. It 
is also important to note that using the adaptive protocol presents interference issues which 
are synomonous with cooperative diversity relaying networks and must be considered before 
practical implementation, although this is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
5.5.3 Numerical results 
To conclude the discussion of an adaptive protocol which makes use of both Protocol II and 
Protocol V, depending on the instantaneous channel conditions, results are presented which 
compare the adaptive protocol to several other relaying protocols. The performance of the 
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Figure 5.11: Simulation results for cooperative diversity protocols, including the adaptive 
protocol, where the spectral efficiency is fixed at 1 b/s/Hz. SNR and outage 
probability are compared for all four candidate protocols. 
adaptive protocol is measured for the probability of outage and the capacity at a fixed level of 
outage. 
Although it was shown in the previous chapter that Protocol I (MIMO mode) is preferred if only 
a single transmission protocol is used in the relaying network, it would be expected that the 
adaptive protocol would outperform all other protocols, including Protocol I (MIMO mode). 
This is clearly shown in Figure 5.11 which directly compares the adaptive protocol with the 
four candidate protocols, where the attempted spectral efficiency is fixed at 1 b/s/Hz. At high 
SNR the adaptive protocol outperforms Protocol I (MIMO mode) by 1.92dB, making it very 
attractive for high reliability wireless communications. The diversity offered by the supporting 
relay is also clearly observable, which allows the adaptive protocol to considerably outperform 
the traditional single-hop link, particularly at high SNR. 
As in the previous chapter, the results where the achievable capacity, where a certain level of 
outage is tolerated, are of particular interest from the point of view of how the adaptive protocol 
might perform in a practical wireless network. These results are presented in Figure 5.12. As 
can be seen, the adaptive protocol offers a significant increase in capacity at low SNR over all 
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Figure 5.12: Simulation results for the bandwidth efficiency of the cooperative diversity 
protocols, including the adaptive protocol, at the 5% outage level. SNR and 
bandwidth efficiency are compared for all four candidate protocols. 
of 4.25dB over the traditional single-hop case at low SNRs, compared to the 3.4dB offered by 
Protocol I (MIMO mode). At high SNR, due to the fact that the single-hop case is usually 
preferred as shown in Figure 5.10, the capacity approaches that of the single-hop case. 
The results presented here show that an adaptive cooperative diversity protocol which can 
switch between Protocol Ii and Protocol V dependant on instantaneous channel conditions can 
offer a significant increase in the performance of the channel. 
5.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has considered two methods to optimise the family of relaying protocols 
introduced in the previous chapter. Initially a frequency-selective fading environment 
was considered and then an adaptive protocol which uses the optimal protocol based on 
instantaneous channel conditions was developed. 
Initially the channel model previously used was extended to consider an OFDM channel with 
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phase collision upon the bandwidth efficiency was then considered by varying the amount of 
signal collision in the OFDM tones at the receiver through a control parameter b. It was shown 
that the different combinations of collision types on each tone across the two time phases 
could be considered as either Protocol I (MIMO mode), Protocol II or Protocol V. Protocol 
I (MIMO mode) was the main protocol considered as it was previously shown to offer the 
greatest benefits in both terms of capacity and outage. The conclusion drawn here is that full 
collision is preferred to maximise the bandwidth efficiency at all SNRs. 
The effect of frequency-selective fading on the full family of relaying protocols was then 
considered by using the COST 207 multi-path model. It was shown that the capacity and 
outage ordering derived in the previous chapter holds for the frequency-selective scenario and 
numerical results were presented for two COST 207 channel models. 
The second part of this chapter considered choosing a protocol to maximise the capacity of the 
network by using information from the receiver fed-back from the destination to the source, 
about the status of each individual channel in the network. Four relaying protocols were 
considered as candidate protocols which might be preferred under certain channel conditions, 
however it was shown that only Protocol II and Protocol V (single-hop) were ever preferred. 
An analytical approach was then introduced to select the optimal protocol on-the-fly, using a 
method which could be readily implemented in a practical wireless system. Finally, numerical 
results were presented showing that the adaptive protocol can offer significant benefits over the 




This final chapter summarises the work that has been conducted in each of the previous chapters 
and draws conclusions from the results and contributions presented. The limitations of this 
work and several avenues for future research are also considered. 
6.1 Summary 
Chapter 1 gave an introduction to the history of wireless communications and an overview of 
the currently deployed cellular networks. It was shown that as wireless telecommunications 
technology has progressed there have always been demands for increased capacity of the 
network. In early development and until the deployment of second generation cellular networks 
this demand was for increased user capacity of the networks, primarily due to poor frequency 
reuse. This concern has been addressed in 2G networks as seen by the large numbers of 
subscribers to the GSM protocol. The demand for capacity has now turned to demand for 
increased data capacity for higher quality, communications and new services such as music 
and video downloads and full internet access. Although this has been met to some extent by 
the development and deployment of 3G networks, consumers have continued to require higher 
data rates as services evolve. Meeting this demand is highlighted as a key goal for future 
generation networks and is subject to several avenues of research, inluding relaying, which 
was considered in this thesis. 
To continue a more rigorous discussion of technologies, which harness the wireless channel, 
and methods to offer increased capacities, chapter 2 initially presented the properties and effects 
observed in the wireless channel. It was shown that the signal received by a mobile terminal 
is the superposition of all the paths (rays) that the transmitted signal will take between the 
transmitter and receiver due to scattering. In a high scattering environment, such as a city 
centre, this superposition can be modelled accurately by the Rayleigh distribution probability 
density function, and gives rise to a phenomenon known as fast-fading. Fast-fading makes the 
wireless channel uniquely hostile for communications, but also offers diversity in the channel. 
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By utilising this diversity using multiple antenna element techniques, each antenna element can 
receive an independent fading signal, which has been shown to offer considerable potential for 
increasing data capacities. 
As the number of antenna elements in a mobile device is limited, several authors have proposed 
that MTs could co-operate to form a VAA, effectively combating fast-fading through sharing 
information in a cooperative diversity protocol. In an ad-hoc cooperative diversity scenario 
the source's transmission will be supported by at least one potential relay, which will forward 
information about the signal from the source to the destination. By necessity, transmission in 
a cooperative network is split into two time phases whereby the relay will receive information 
from the source in the first phase, before transmitting it to the destination in the second phase. 
Several methods have been proposed for how the relay can support the source, and research 
has primarily focused on the RRDF method. MRDF has been proposed as an alternative and 
a comparison of bandwidth efficiency showed that RRDF offers greater benefits in terms of 
capacity, and was used throughout the remainder of this thesis. 
Chapter 3 initially expanded the work available from cooperative diversity literature, where 
a single antenna is used, to consider the effect on the capacity of the network as well as 
the probability of outage. Following this, the advantages of cooperative diversity where 
each MT is equipped with two antenna elements, which is the maximum number that is 
suitable for application in a device the size of a mobile phone, were characterised. This 
approach effectively combines the diversity advantage of multiple antenna elements with that 
of cooperative diversity relaying. The protocol used involved the source transmitting in the 
first phase but not the second, while the relay listens in the first and transmits information to 
the destination in the second assuming the RRDF criterion is met. Three system constraints 
were introduced to enable a fair and direct comparison with the traditional single-hop channel 
to be made; transmit time, power and bandwidth must not exceed that of the single-hop case. 
The concept of full-time and part-time cooperative diversity was also introduced and explored. 
In part-time transmission the amount of information the source can transmit, compared to the 
single-hop case is limited to 1/2 due to the system constraints, while in full-time transmission 
the source is able to transmit the full amount of information that it would be able to in the 
single-hop case. Spatial-Multiplexing methods were considered, in particular V-BLAST, as a 
method of achieving full-time transmission, effectively allowing the source to transmit twice 
the information in the first phase as the single antenna case, recovering the 1/2 constraint factor. 
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STTD was also considered as a transmission method, and is typically more suited to improving 
the reliability of the communications channel. 
The numerical results presented in chapter 3 show that although cooperative diversity is limited 
by the necessity of having two transmission phases, it can offer considerable benefits in terms 
of capacity in a Rayleigh fading environment. Using the techniques presented it is possible to 
counter the effects of the Rayleigh fading channel effectively, by employing a combination of 
the diversity offered by the relays and that which is offered by the multiple antenna elements. 
It was shown that although SM can achieve full-time transmission, the half-time STTD method 
is preferred due to its use of data redundancy in the Rayleigh fading environment. 
Chapter 4 focused on developing an information theory framework which could be used 
to fully characterise the cooperative diversity channel. The entire family of cooperative 
diversity protocols, initially presented by Nabar et al., was introduced and an information 
theory framework suitable for RRDF relaying was developed. This framework also supports 
the single-hop and two-hop channels as special cases, and allows multiple relays to support 
the source. Furthermore, the three system constraints placed on the system in chapter 3 were 
continued in this chapter and throughout the remainder of this thesis. The introduction of the 
additional cooperative diversity protocols presented the opportunity to apply MIMO techniques 
to the cooperative channel, in particular where the source transmits to the destination in the 
second phase. In this case the source could send extra information rather than repeating the first 
phase information similar to the relay's transmission. Subsequently, Protocol I and Protocol 
III, where this condition was met, could be considered to be full-time cooperative diversity, 
termed MIMO cooperative diversity in this chapter for clarity of transmission technique. The 
remaining protocols, including Protocol II, which was also considered in chapter 3, are only 
able to transmit using half-time cooperative diversity techniques, and therefore termed MISO 
cooperative diversity. 
The effect of the power constraint on the system was noted to be particularly important for those 
protocols, which transmit information from the source in both time phases. In order to ensure 
that the power constraint is met, the transmitting terminals must reduce their transmit power 
in a manner which is optimal in terms of probability of outage (the channel not being able to 
support the required rate). An analytical approach was taken where possible to find the optimal 
transmit power values, and numerical results were presented. It was found that a closed form 
expression could not be derived for Protocol I in MIMO mode and a numerical approach was 
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taken to find the optimal transmit power levels for this case. Capacity and probability of outage 
simulations were presented, which show that Protocol I in MIMO mode offers 3.4dB gain in 
capacity over the single-hop case at low SNR, while also offering full diversity. 
Chapter 5 considered two approaches to further optimise the cooperative diversity channel. 
Initially OFDM transmission is considered to analyse the effect of second phase collision on 
the capacity of the channel. As Protocol Tin MIMO mode out-performed the others in chapter 
4, and also utilises the full degrees of collision in the second phase, this was the main protocol to 
be considered. The framework developed in chapter 4 was extended to consider the frequency 
selective OFDM channel, whereby the amount of collision in the second phase was controlled 
by the parameter b. That full collision is preferred to maximise the capacity of the channel was 
shown by numerical results. 
The second approach that was taken in chapter 5 was to develop an adaptive cooperative 
diversity protocol, which uses the optimal protocol in terms of capacity based on instantaneous 
channel conditions. Four protocols were considered from the family of relaying protocols, 
including Protocol I MIMO, Protocol I MISO, Protocol II and Protocol V (single-hop). Initially 
a numerical approach was taken to analyse the frequency of which each protocol was used. 
This showed that only Protocol II and Protocol V were ever used, the proportion of which 
is dependant on the SNR modelled. An analytical method was then derived to select which 
protocol should be used. The capacity and probability of outage results for the individual 
protocols from chapter 4 were compared with the adaptive protocol, which shows that the 
adaptive protocol, as would be expected, offers improved performance over the other protocols. 
Significantly, at the 5% outage level the adaptive protocol gives a 4.25dB improvement in 
performance over the single-hop case. 
6.2 Conclusions 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the work presented in this thesis. Most importantly 
is that it has been shown that under the constraints imposed upon the network to make a direct 
comparison with the single-hop case, the cooperative diversity protocols can offer benefits in 
terms of both probability of outage and capacity. This is particularly evident in chapter 3 where 
each MT is equipped with two antenna elements. The combination of the diversity offered 
by the multiple antenna elements and the VAA show clear advantages of using STTD based 
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half-time cooperative diversity. 
The cumulative effect of work in chapter 4 and chapter 5 is particularly interesting as it shows 
that although Protocol I in MIIvIO offers the greatest benefits in terms of a single protocol, 
an adaptive protocol consisting of Protocol II and Protocol V would be preferred. This is 
important as Protocol I in MIMO mode is comparatively complex both in terms of decoding 
the signal at the receiver in the second phase and also the transmit power allocation. As a 
numerical approach cannot be taken to calculate the Protocol I MIMO mode transmit power 
levels they would have to be pre-calculated in a quantised manner and stored in a look up table 
at each transmitter. The advantage of the protocols, which make up the adaptive protocol, is 
that they only have a single terminal transmitting at any one time (assuming that there is only 
one supporting relay). This means that each transmitting terminal can transmit at the full power 
available to it, thereby reducing the complexity of the protocol. Also there is no collision at the 
destination during the second phase making decoding of the second phase signal much simpler. 
As the adaptive protocol gives a gain of 4.25dB over the single-hop case in the scenario 
considered in this thesis, the assumption that relays would be provided in a cellular environment 
by subscriber units would have to be closely considered. If two subscriber units co-operate 
together to support the transmission from the source, any gain greater than 3dB would represent 
an increase in capacity which is shared between each user. In this case, a gain in capacity of 
1.23dB would be recognised by each user. Due to the extra signalling overhead required by 
the cooperative diversity protocol it is unclear as to whether this benefit is enough to see an 
increased capacity in a deployed product. Note also that cooperative diversity can effectively 
be used to increase the coverage area of a cell as the capacity that is achievable at any particular 
SNR for all links would require a much higher SNR for the source to destination link in the 
single-hop case. 
One possibility for cooperative diversity deployment is to use fixed relays, which are installed 
and managed by the network operators, in hotspot areas, such as city centre offices or cafes, and 
support a number of MTs in a limited geographical location. This would effectively increase 
the coverage area-of the cell and remove the security concern of sharing information with other 
users. Furthermore, this method could increase the battery life of an MT as, under certain 
channel conditions, during the uplink transmission from the subscriber unit to the base station 
the MT would only transmit for half of the time slot, while the fixed position relay would 
transmit for the second half. The benefit to users of the network would be a considerable 
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increase in the network capacity due to the abilities of the adaptive cooperative diversity method 
to combat Rayleigh fading and the benefit to network operators would be the increased coverage 
of the cell. 
6.3 Future work 
Although the benefits of using cooperative diversity are significant, there are a number of 
areas that future research can pursue using the information theory framework developed in this 
thesis. In particular, the numerical results in this paper have generally assumed that the SNR 
of all channel links in the network are identical. This is impractical in any realistic wireless 
environment (particularly where there is more than one relay) and a full study where the relay 
is mobile in the ad-hoc environment is needed. It is interesting to note that the method used in 
this thesis, where links have the same SNR, is non-optimal and therefore the capacity benefits 
of the adaptive cooperative diversity protocol may be considerably higher than reported here. 
An example of this is if the relay is positioned exactly between the source and destination 
terminals, then ESR/NO and ERD/NO  are likely to be much higher than ESD/No. Under the 
conditions of which transmission method the adaptive protocol must use, (5.16) and (5.13), the 
probability of the relay being actively used becomes much greater, thereby offering the benefits 
of the additional diversity to the communications channel. 
The analysis of the case where ESR/NO, ERD/NO and ESD/No are not all equal can readily 
be carried out using the information theory framework developed in this thesis. The assumption 
ESR/NO = ERD/No = ESD/No = SNR made in section 4.3.3.1 must simply be dropped. 
Also note that when this constraint is relaxed, the relative merits of each protocol may change 
significantly and is an interesting avenue for future research. 
Similarly, it was assumed that the relays available to support the source were able to transmit 
with up to the same transmit power as the source. Although this might be true in the uplink 
channel where the source and relays are both mobile terminals, it is not a reasonable assumption 
for the downlink where a mobile terminal may be acting as a relay, or even if the fixed relay 
deployment method presented in the previous section is utilised, to support the transmission 
from a base-station. In a cellular network it would be expected that a base-station would be 
able to transmit at much higher power than the relays. This is a further power constraint on the 
system which must be considered in future work. 
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Further to the consideration of the constraints placed on relay transmit power, as stated in 
chapter 3, throughout this thesis it was assumed that all relays transmit with 1/(IJI - 1) of 
the full power available. In the case where the link quality is known, such as is required for 
the adaptive protocol, power could be allocated in a manner which would maximise the signal 
power at the receiver. One possible method which could be used is the well known water filling 
power allocation technique [105]. 
It has been assumed during the discussion of the adaptive cooperative diversity protocol that 
the source's knowledge of the forward channels in the network is perfect and that it will always 
make the optimal decision. Relaxing this constraint and exploring the effect of the level 
of channel knowledge required is an important consideration for deployment of an adaptive 
cooperative diversity network. As previously noted HSDPA makes use of such a system already, 
modifying the modulation used depending on channel conditions, and use of the techniques 
used by HSDPA may prove fruitful for a cooperative diversity study. Furthermore, another 
important constraint placed on the system is that all networks are perfectly synchronised. Again 
this is not a practical assumption in a deployed wireless network, and the effect of relaxing 
this constraint to include timing synchronisation data in the protocol must be fully explored. 
A suitable signalling protocol must also be developed for the cooperative diversity protocols, 
with particular emphasis on developing suitable STCs. An evaluation of the signalling overhead 
that the cooperative diversity protocols require in order to perform effectively, is also required, 
considering the impact on the gain in capacity that can be achieved. 
Furthermore, Protocols I-V describe the full range of possible transmit protocols in a two 
phase transmission system. However, note that the number of possible protocols increases 
dramatically as the number of transmit phases increases. As an example consider a protocol 
under a three phase transmission, in phase one and two the source transmits to both relay and 
destination, in the third phase the relay repeats a combination of the two signals it received 
previously (sending only parity bits is one possibility to reduce the data requirements for 
the third phase). Along with the increased complexity of such a system, previous work has 
shown that repetition based cooperative diversity, which splits the available transmit phases 
time between each transmitting terminal in the network, is spectrally inefficient due to the 
limited information that can be transmitted in such a network [76]. However the benefit of extra 
diversity in a high scattering environment is significant for high reliability communications and 
this is an area where future research may prove useful, particularly in an ad-hoc environment 
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where many relays are available such as in a military theatre. Note that the information theory 
framework developed in this thesis can readily be expanded to include multiple transmission 
phases by increasing the number of rows in the channel matrix (4.8). 
As well as the possibility of increasing the number of transmission phases in a cooperative 
diversity network, it is also possible to consider a situation where the duration of each 
transmission phase is unequal. Throughout this thesis it was assumed that the two transmission 
phases utilised were always of equal duration, however unequal transmission phases may 
prove to provide additional benefits. An example of this is the situation where the source 
and relay have a very good link, while neither the source nor relay have a good link with the 
destination. In such a situation, a short transmission from the source to the relay, followed by a 
longer second phase might prove advantageous. 
It is clear that cooperative diversity and, in particular, an adaptive protocol, which uses 
cooperative diversity techniques, offer the possibility of significant enhancements to wireless 
networks. This is done by using the properties of the wireless channel to the advantage 
of communications through spatial diversity techniques. There is considerable research and 
development interest in this area and with further development it can be concluded that 
cooperative diversity is a suitable candidate, in parallel with several other techniques, for 




This appendix presents the full family of relaying protocols used in Chapter 4, in both channel 
matrix and diagrammatic form. The capacity equations for both MIMO and MISO modes are 
also presented where one relay is available. Note that the subscript to identify which protocol 
each power control level (A, B and C) applies to is not shown in this appendix as the the tabular 
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Table A.1: Mutual information equations and channel descriptions for Protocols 1 and 11 relay channel cooperative diversity and DF mode for 
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Table A.3: Mutual information equations and channel descriptions for Protocol V relay channel cooperative diversity and DF mode for both 
MIMO and MISO realisations. 
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Appendix B 
Joint distribution functions 
This appendix presents the derivation of the PDF for the channel fading randOm variable for 
Protocol Tin MIMO mode, and the CDF of the channel fading random variable for Protocol III. 
B.1 Derivation of joint PDF for Protocol I (MIMO mode) 
As was discussed in Chapter 4, the derivation of the PDF, and subsequently the CDF, is 
considerably more complex in the Protocol I MIMO case than for either Protocol I in MISO 
mode or Protocol III. This is due to the additional hD  term in the capacity equation. The 
probability for outage of the relay channel, operating with a single relay available, is given by 
- 11 
	
Pr IAlMBlsIhsDI4  + (Al m + B1M)IhsDI2  + C1MIhRDI2 < 	j 	(B.1) 
Before a PDF can be derived for the joint hSD  and hRD terms of (B.1) a single equation must 
be found for the hSD  term. Begin by defining 
Y = AlMBlqSNRIhsDI 4  + (Al m + B1M)IhsDl2 	 (B.2) 
which shows that Y is a function of the single random variable hSD. To find the PDF of a 
function of a random variable employ (5-15) and (5-16) as presented by Papolius and Pillai 
[106] where the equation Y = g(X) is solved. Denoting the real roots by X, 
Y = g(Xi) = ... = g(X,) 	 (B.3) 
Papolius and Pillai show that the PDF of a single random variable is given by 
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fy(Y) 
- fx( 1 ) 	 fx(2) 	fx(ri) 	 (B.4) 
- 	+ lg'(X2)I + + Ig'(Xn )I  
where fx(X) is the function of the single random variable in question, and g'(Xi) is the 
derivative of g(X). For the case in question let X = IhsD I 2 to give 
g(X) = A1 M B1 M SNT(X 2 + (Alm + B1M)X - Y 	 (B.5) 
To find the roots of (B.5) use the standard quadratic equation where a = Alm  B1 M SNR, b = 
A lm + B1M and c = —Y. 
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(B.7) 
2A1M B1MSNR 
\/( 4 lM + B1M) 2 + 4A1MB1MYSNR -(AiM + B1M) 	 (B.8) 
2A1 M B1 M SNR 
where in (B.8) discard the negative term since the interest lies only in probabilities (i.e. between 
0 and 1 inclusive) leaving only one root. Furthermore the derivative g(x) is found as 
g'(x) = A lm  B1 M SNRX + Al m + B1 M 	 (B.9) 







 + (Ai M  + B1M) 
2A1M B1M SNR 
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+ B1M) 2  + 4A1MB1MYSNT( - (AiM + BIM) 
L 2A1 M B1 M SNR 
/(A1M + B1M) 2 + 4AI M B1 M YSNR 
Since hD  is a Rayleigh distributed random variable, the PDF of which is given by Pr[x] = e_x, 
the PDF of the joint hsD  term is given by 
(v' AlM + B1 M ) 2 + 4A1MB1MXSNR - (AiM + B1 M ) 
exp 	 A 'u1M DiM 
(B.12) 
\/(A1M + B1M) 2 + 4A1 M B1 M XSNR 
where the value of interest is denoted x. 




Under the above conditions x is given by 
22 - 1 
 
SNR 
Therefore the joint PDF is found by convolving the two PDFs according to 
exp (\/A1M  + B1M) 2 + 4A1MB1MXSNR - (AiM + B1M)) 
2A1 M B1 M SNR 1 = 
(f*g)(x)= 	 .___eC1M dv 
\/(A1 M + B1 M ) 2 + 4A1 M B1 M XSNR 	 C1 M  
 
As can be seen by inspection of (B.15) this is a non-trivial integration. However, symbolic 
computer algebra can be employed to find a suitable integral which is given as 
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where erf(z) is the Error Function and csgri(z) is the sign function is used to determine in 
which half-plane (left or right) the complex-valued number z lies. It is defined by 
Ii 	ifRe(z) >0 or Re(z) = 0 and Im(z) >0 
csgm(z) = 	 (B.17) 
1_i 	if Re(z) <0 or Re(z) = 0 and Im(z) <0 
It can be seen that the derived PDF for the joint distribution (B.16) is very complex. To find the 
CDF of the joint distribution it is necessary to integrate this expression again, however it is not 
of a standard form and a closed for solution can not be readily found. Due to this, Runge-Kutta 
numerical integration methods are used to approximate the integral. 
B.2 Derivation of CDF for Protocol I (MIMO mode) with no 
available relays 
To be able to fully calculate the probability of outage for Protocol I operating in MIMO mode, 
consideration must also be made for the situation where no relays are available to support the 
source in the second phase, for example when the source to relay signal is itself in outage. The 
previous section of this appendix has already derived the PDF of the hSD  term as (13.12). To 
find the CDF (B.12) simply needs to be integrated. Again using symbolic computer algebra 
the CDF of the probability of outage where there are no relays available for Protocol I (MIMO 
mode) is shown to be 
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(B.18) 
The necessary components to fully construct (4.31) are now available using numerical 
integration of(B.16) and the closed form solution (B.18). 
B.3 Derivation of joint CDF for Protocol III 
This section presents the derivation of the CDF used for the Protocol III probability of outage 
where one relay is available to support the source. 
IPr[ 	 SNR - 1  B3IhSDI 2 +C3IhJWI2 < 	 (B.19) 
Start by noting that the PDF of B3IhSDI 2  is given by 
1 = 
B3 
—e B3 (B.20) 
The PDF of C3IhRDI2 is found in a similar fashion. Convolving these PDFs gives the joint 
PDF as 
	
cx 1 	1 B3 ._ec3dv (f*g)(x) =j B 
C3 	 (B.21) 
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It can been seen that (B.22) does not apply if B3 = C3 due to the zero term in the denominator. 
This special case, due to the power constraints placed on the system in Chapter 4, is only 
possible when C3 = 1. In this case the probability of outage is given by 
i 
Pr I IhsDI 2 + hRDI2 < 2 21 	i B3SNRj 	 (B.23) 
As was shown in Chapter 4, the combination of the, two independent rayleigh fading variables, 
hSD + hRD, are Chi-Squared randomly distributed with four degrees of freedom. Therefore 
from the Chi-Squared law it can be shown that the CDF for this special case is given by 
_x
1 
1_e(j _+1) 	B3=C3 	 (B.24) 
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Tap Number Tap weight Power (dB) 
1 	0.575 	0 
2 	0.362 	-2 
3 	0.057 	-10 
4 	0.006 	-20 
Table C.1: COST 207 tap weights for the typical rural environment (RA). 
Tap Number Tap weight Power (dB) 
1 0.090 -4 
2 0.113 -3 
3 0.226 0 
4 0.142 -2.6 
5 0.113 -3 
6 0.072 -5 
7 0.045 -7 
8 0.072 -5 
9 0.056 -6.5 
10 0.029 -8.5 
11 0.018 -11 
12 0.023 -10 
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Abstract—In this paper a number of techniques which can 
be used for performing cooperative diversity in a cellular based 
network are presented. Initially the idea of cooperative diversity, 
and the constraints on the system are introduced. Two differ-
ent implementations using space-time techniques are suggested 
and compared with the non-cooperative case. It is shown that 
cooperative diversity can dramatically improve performance of 
a network in terms of outage probability. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the biggest problems faced by designers of mobile 
telecommunication systems is the multi-path nature of the 
communications channel. The very multi-path that creates 
difficulties also offers us diversity [1]. This can help mitigate 
the problem as a result of the transmission of redundant 
information over independent fading channels in conjunction 
with a suitable receiver. There are three types of diversity 
which can be used in cellular communications systems [21: 
• Time diversity - Due to multi-path fading the communi- 
cation channel will change its characteristics over time, 
therefore transmitting at different times leads to diversity. 
- Frequency diversity - Channels at different frequencies 
have different characteristics due to frequency selective 
fading, hence transmitting at different frequencies leads 
to diversity. 
• Space diversity - Channels used from different points 
in space have their own unique fading characteristics, 
leading to diversity if transmission occurs from several 
different points. 
In recent years space diversity has been suggested as a route 
to improve capacity of cellular systems through the use of 
multiple antennas. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) 
communication systems have the transmitter and intended 
destination equipped with antenna arrays [3].  Through this 
method information can be sent through more than one inde-
pendent fading channel, if the antenna elements are separated 
by a suitable distance and sufficient multi-path diversity exists 
in the channel. This can potentially result in either very 
high spectral efficiencies or a low probability of incorrectly 
decoding any data. 
Although the equipment at the base Station in a cell can 
readily be equipped with a multi-element antenna array, physi- 
cal size limitations of cellular mobile terminals preclude fitting 
more than two antenna elements. In general it would be 
preferable to use only one element at the mobile terminal 
to keep the complexity and hence cost to a minimum. The 
challenge that is now presented to wireless network designers 
is how to achieve the high capacities offered by MIMO in a 
cellular or ad-hoc environment. 
One proposal for this was made by Laneman and Womell 
[4], where they proposed a scheme using available mobile 
terminals as relays; forwarding the original message from 
the source to the intended destination. The relays co-operate 
together to form a virtual antenna array, hence the name 
cooperative diversity [5]. Where this method suffers is that 
although it can decrease the outage probability considerably, 
as it will be shown later, it does so at the expense of the 
data transfer rate that can be achieved. In this paper two 
methods for performing cooperative diversity are analysed and 
compared to the basic direct transmission method. Section 
II introduces cooperative diversity and the different relaying 
schemes used in the paper. Section III then presents results 
and draws comparisons between the different schemes. Finally 
conclusions are drawn in section IV. 
II. COOPERATIVE DIVERSITY - RELAYING TECHNIQUES 
To analyse the different relaying techniques, consider a 
wireless network with a set of transmitting terminals denoted 
M = (1,2.....m ). A source terminal, se M has information 
to transmit to a single destination terminal d(s) E M 
potentially using terminals M - ( 5) as relays. Thus there are 
in co-operating terminals to d(s). All of our relaying schemes 
require that the relay can fully decode the source signal if it 
is to relay it on to the destination. The subset of M – (s) can 
decode the signal is defined as a Cs>. 
The method described here of implementing cooperative di-
versity consists of two transmission phases shown in Figure 1. 
During the first phase the source will transmit information to 
all available mobile terminals in the network. Those terminals 
will then attempt to decode the signal, and if successful they 
will take part as the decoding set in phase two, transmitting 
information to d (s). 
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Figure. I. Illustration of the two phase cooperative diversity method. In the 
first phase (a) the source transmits information in an omnidirectional manner 
to all terminals. In phase two (b), those terminals which can decode the signal 
then relay the signal on to the destination. 
In the system model below (equations (1)-(4)) aj,j can 
capture the effects of path-loss, shadowing and multi-path 
fading. However, only multi-path fading is considered in 
this paper to keep calculations simple. Statistically, a1, is 
modelled as a zero-mean, independent, circularly-symmetric 
complex Gaussian random variable with variance Aij, so that 
the magnitudes are Rayleigh distributed and the phases 
_aj,j are uniformly distributed on ),2r). Furthermore, Zj ] 
is modelled as zero-mean mutually independent, circularly-
symmetric, complex Gaussian random sequences with variance 
N 0 . The scalar z )i) captures the effects of receiver noise and 
other forms of interference in the system. In this paper it is 
assumed that quasi-static fading where the fading coefficients 
are constant over the example time and frequency occurs. The 
scenario considered here assumes the fading coefficients are 
known to the appropriate receivers, but not known, or exploited 
by the transmitters. 
During the first phase, each potential relay r E M - S 
receives 
Yrlti = asrxsi)+ Zrh] 	 (1) 
in the appropriate channel, where x 5 Is] is the source transmit-
ted signal and Yr  h 3 is the received signal at r. If the relay can 
then decode the source transmission, r will serve as a relay 
for the source, so that r E 8(s). 
The destination receives signals during both transmission 
phases. During the first phase, the received signal is modelled 
at d(s) as 
Yd(s)I1l 	as,fi(s)xsfi]+ z5101h] 	 (2) 
in the appropriate channel. During the second phase, the 
equivalent channel models are different for repetition based 
cooperative diversity and space-time coded schemes. For rep-
etition based, the destination receives separate re-transmissions 
from each of the relays, where the received signal d (s) is 
yd(s ) Vil = ar,5lslxr I1]+ 5dtsl  Is] 	(3) 
in the appropriate channel, and Xe ji ]is the transmitted signal 
of relay r. For space-time coded schemes, all relay trans-
missions occur in the same channel and are combined at the 
destination, so that 
i0 STX 
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Figure. 2. cooperative diversity relaying methods, with MACS and illustrative 
transmission diagrams. (a) The direct transmission scenario (the classical case) 
where there are no relays, (b) half-time space-time coded cooperative diversity 
where the relays all transmit in the same sub-channel during phase two and 
full-time space-time coding where the source transmits using space-time 
coding and two decoding sets are formed. 
Yd 	I'] = 	ar.d(s)XrI]+ dlsll) 	(4) 
re  (s) 
in the appropriate channel. 
Two important parameters of the system are the received 
signal-to-noise ratio, S  R (dB) and the bandwidth efficiency, 
R (bIsIHz). It is natural to define these parameters in terms of 
the continuous-time channel with non-cooperative diversity as 
a baseline. In this paper, the simplistic ideal of normalising the 
attempted rate to Ib/sfHz, and assuming that all mobile termi-
nals are equidistant from one another is assumed. Obviously 
this is unrealistic, but it serves as a baseline for comparing the 
results. All transmission schemes are constrained to transmit 
at a maximum power of unity, and transmit period T. 
There are a number of different methods which can be 
employed to implement cooperative diversity. The Medium 
Access Control (MAC) used in each method compared in this 
paper is shown in Figure 2. 
Direct transmission 
In direct transmission, no extra mobile terminals are avail-
able to relay the signal in phase two. This is termed the 
classical scheme where the source transmits information at 
full power for all of the available time slot. The classical case 
is included to act as a baseline reference, for comparison of 
the advantages and disadvantages offered by the cooperative 
diversity schemes. The mutual information equation for the 
direct transmission case was found by Shannon [6] to be 
'di, = :bg2 (1+ SN R 5 ,35) 	F) 	(5) 
Half-time space-time coded cooperative diversity 
Space-time coding allows the transmission of different in-
formation in the same sub-channel, at the same time. In the 
case of half-time space-time coded cooperative diversity this 
means that during the second phase, all of the participating 
relays can transmit in the same sub-channel. 
In this scheme, during phase one the source is able to 
transmit at full power for T/2 of the time (hence half-time). 
During the second phase the relays can also transmit for T/2 
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to make up the full time slot, however they are limited to 
transmit at 1/ on - 1) of full power due to the power constraint. 
Note that the fraction is one less than in because s does not 
take part in the second phase. The relays do not add any 
new information to d (s): they do however act to decrease the 
probability of outage. The mutual information for this scheme 
is given by 
'bcstr 	 SNRS)4(.)F 
SNRr)r)i2 ) (6) rn - i 
rES (s) 
The mutual information between sand r for i.i.d. complex 
Gaussian code-books here is given by 
b%(1+ SNR5,rlas,rF) 
under this rule the probability of a relay being r C O (s) is 
given by 
225 - 1 
PVC 5(5)1= P 	s,r I2 > 	 (7) 
SN R sr 
C. Full-time space-rime coded cooperative diversity 
Although half-time cooperative diversity can potentially 
dramatically reduce the outage probability at d(s) due to 
the added SNR, it suffers from the fact that the source can 
only transmit information for a limited amount of the time. 
This leaves the direct transmission scheme with a distinct 
advantage, because it can always transmit new information, 
unless it needs to retransmit due to data-loss. In order to 
transmit all of the information that can be transmitted in the 
direct case, during phase one, space-time coding techniques 
can be used in a similar manner as used in phase two of the 
half-time case, 
Orthogonal Transmit Diversity (OTD) can be employed 
to send information over two spatially orthogonal channels. 
Through this method the source can transmit the full set of data 
during phase one (hence full-time). However, it must transmit 
at half power from each antenna element to meet the power 
constraint. 
The destination will then receive 
Yi = a1x11]+ a2x215]+ Z1 111 	(8) 
ys = aixl'i]+ a2x1s]+ z211 1 (9) 
during phase one (7), as will each of the relays. Again at is 
defined as the channel coefficients, x i Cs]  the data symbol and 
z1 Cs] the additive noise. Each relay can then attempt to decode 
the two signals and pick which one to retransmit. If it cannot 
decode either signal it will not take part in the second phase. 
In retransmitting a relay will join similar relays to form one 
of two decoding sets, 51 (s) and 52 (s). If a relay can decode 
both signals it will pick which the stronger. 
In a similar manner to phase two in the half-time scheme,in 
this scheme mobiles participating in phase two will only be 
able to transmit at 1/ tin - 1) of full power. 
For the OTD full-time case the mutual information is given 
by 
1+ SNRs),lCs), 
S  Rr.j(s)1 rd (s),1 F - 1) 
rEO (s) 
+ 	10g2 1 + SN Rss)2 s4).),2 F 
S  R r ,o)s ),2 ard(s)2 F 	(10) tin - 1) 
rEt (5) 
The mutual information between s and r for i.i.d. complex 
Gaussian code-books here is given by 
b%(1+ SNRsIasrF) 
and therefore the probability of a relay being able to reach 
each of the two information streams is given by 
Pe1 ] = P 	
2 (2R -1) 	
(11) 
SN Rs,n 
2 (211  -1) 




III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In order to discover the performance properties and practical 
suitability of the two cooperative diversity relaying techniques, 
Monte-Carlo simulations are presented, based on the capacity 
equations for each of the relaying schemes. The capacity 
equation of each is analysed in three different ways: 
Outage probability against SNR (bandwidth efficiency 
fixed at lb/s/Hz) 
Bandwidth efficiency against SNR (outage fixed at 5%) 
Outage probability against bandwidth efficiency (SNR 
fixed at 100). 
Each combination of the three communication link charac-
teristics has been included since analysing them all leads to a 
deeper insight. For example, the outage probability is expected 
to drop significantly for the half-time scheme when compared 
to the classic case. However, it would also be expected that the 
capacity of the link would drop significantly since redundant 
information is being transmitted. 
For each relaying scheme the results are compared directly 
to the classical case of direct transmission, then indirectly 
between each other. For the case where the bandwidth effi-
ciency is fixed, lb/s/Hz has been chosen in order to make 
the calculationssimpler, and since it is a reasonably practical 
value. Where the outage level is fixed, the 5% level has been 
chosen since this is likewise a practical value in a wireless 








Figure. 3. 	Simulation results for the half-time spare-time coding based 	Figure. 5. 	Simulation results for the half-time space-time coding based 
cooperative diversity scheme where the outage level is fixed at 5%. Spectral 	cooperative diversity scheme where the spectral efficiency is fixed at t b/s/H7. 
efficiency and SNR are computed for ut = 1,2. .5. 	 SNR and outage probability are compared for In = 1,2. a 
0o 	il/jo., 
better performance since extra information is transmitted and 
the probability of outage is much lower, Figure 4. 
Figure 5 shows that it is advantageous to use as many relays 
as possible to achieve a lower outage probability for a given 
SNR. Low SNRs are an exception, where the classical case out 
performs the half-time scheme. At higher SNRs diminishing 
returns for each relay added is noted. This is due to the fact that 
each relay's transmission power is constrained by 1/ n - 1). 
/1/ 	 I 	B. OTD Full-time STC cooperative diversity 
/ 1/I 
hi 
Figure. 4. 	Simulation results for the half-time space-time coding based 
cooperative diversity scheme where the SNR is fined at 10dB. Outage 
probability and spectral efficiency are compared for In = 1,2. 5. 
the case where the SNR at each receiver is fixed could have 
been selected, 10dB was chosen since it is in the middle region 
of signal quality. Results for networks with up-to four relays 
(m = 5) are presented. 
A. Half-time space-rime coded cooperative diversity 
In half-time space-time coded cooperative diversity the 
source will transmit information for exactly of half of the 
available time, the impact of which can clearly been seen 
in Figure 3. The half-time scheme offers improved spectral 
efficiency over the classical case at low SNRs, but is out 
performed at high SNRs. This is due to the fact that at high 
SNRs the probability of outage in the classical transmission 
is low enough to not suffer serious signal degradation and 
subsequently the source can transmit more information over 
the available time. At low SNRs the half-time scheme offers 
The half-time cooperative diversity scheme suffers from not 
being able to transmit the same amount of original information 
over the same limited amount of time as the classical single 
transmit antenna case. Full-time space-time coded cooperative 
diversity attempts to overcome this problem by using OTD 
transmission from the source in the first phase as well space-
time coded transmission from the relays in the second phase. 
Two co-operating sub-sets are then created to perform the 
phase two transmission. This is done at the cost of splitting the 
available transmit power at the source between two antenna 
elements. 
Figure 6 clearly shows the benefit to the probability of 
outage offered by the full-time 011) scheme. In the region 
below 12dB it would be preferable to transmit using a direct 
OTD link between the source and destination. This is because 
with no relays the source is free to transmit at full power all 
of the time. Again the diminishing returns for higher number 
of relays, due to the relay transmission being constrained by 
- 1), can be observed. 
When the outage probability is compared with the spectral 
efficiency in Figure 7, it can be seen that the full-time scheme 
offers large improvements when compared with the half-time 
and repetition schemes. This again translates into improved 
spectral efficiency over the direct transmission case as the SNR 







Figure. 6. Simulation results for the 0fl) full-time space-time coding based 	Figure. 8. Simulation results for the CYD full-time space-time coding based 
cooperative diversity scheme where the spectral efficiency is fixed at I b/s/liz. 	cooperative diversity scheme where the outage level is fixed at 5%. Spectral 
SNR and outage probability are compared form = 1,2. S. 	 efficiency and SNR are compared form = 1, 2. .5. 
hoc Trunking (MAT) to extend the range of terrestrial cells, 
or a purely ad-hoc network, will be possible. 
V. CONCLUSION 
This paper has introduced cooperative diversity and pre- 
I 
1 	 based full-time cooperative diversity. Through simulations of 
sented two different schemes for performing it in a commu-
nications network; half-time cooperative diversity and OTD 
the derived capacity equations for each scheme it was observed 
that both methods offer advantages over the traditional direct 
link method. In particular the OTD based full-time scheme 
introduced in this paper, where space-time techniques are used 
I 	 ' 	 in both  nhnceu can offer ,rianifirant imnriwements --- r 
Cooperative diversity is intrinsically limited by the need to 
FJdn7.4tfl 
have two transmission phases, and the limit of two antenna 
Figure. 7. 	Simulation results for the OTI) full-time space-time coding elements in any hand sized mobile terminal. Due to these 
based cooperative diversity scheme where the SNR is fixed at 100. Outage two factors the techniques fall short of achieving the capacity 
probability and spectral efficiency are compared for us = 1,2. .5. 	
offered by MIMO theory. 
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Abstract— This paper presents a family of cooperative diversity 
strategies for the fading relay channel in an initially frequency 
flat fading environment. The relay channel used in this paper 
operates in what is termed as MIMO cooperative diversity mode, 
where the source transmits to both relay and destination termi-
nals in the first instance. Both the source and relay then transmit 
to the destination in the second instance. Initially the current 
cooperative diversity frameworks are extended to consider system 
constraints to make a direct and fair comparison with the 
single-hop case. In-particular a power constraint is put on the 
system and the optimal transmit power levels are presented. 
The framework is then extended to consider the frequency 
selective channel by consider an Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM) framework. The amount of collision in 
frequency can be varied and then analysed. This paper shows 
that full collision is the preferred transmission scheme. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the biggest problems faced by designers of mobile 
telecommunication systems is the multi-path nature of the 
communications channel. The very multi-path that creates 
difficulties also offers us diversity [1]. This can help miti-
gate the problem as a result of the transmission of redun-
dant information over (ideally) independent fading paths (in 
time/frequency/space) in conjunction with a suitable receiver. 
Spatial diversity techniques are particularly attractive as they 
provide diversity gain while incurring no penalty of extra 
transmission time or bandwidth. Spatial diversity techniques 
such as Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) wireless 
systems [2] have been shown to significantly increase the 
spectral efficiency of point-to-point wireless links, including 
cooperative diversity relay channels [3]. 
Contributions and relation to previous work. The first part of 
this paper is devoted to extending the framework developed in 
[4] to consider the system constraints introduced in [5] to make 
a fair and direct comparison between the cooperative diversity 
relay channel and the single-hop channel. This section of 
the paper develops an optimal power control based relaying 
system. The second part of the paper extends the cooperative 
diversity framework to a frequency selective environment. The 
model used is this paper implements a variable amount of col-
lision in frequency between the source and relay by assigning 
(potentially overlapping) subsets of the available Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [6] tones to the 
Relay terminal 
0 	h50 
Source terminal Destination terminal 
Figure. 1. Relay fading channel 
two different transmitting terminals [7]. The ergodic capacity 
region for variable amounts of collision in the framework is 
then analysed and the results presented. 
Notation. The superscripts T  and H  stand for transposition 
and conjugate transpose of a matrix, respectively and e denotes 
the expectation operator. The random variable Z is a circularly 
symmetric complex Gaussian random variable where Z = 
X + jY CJV(O,a 2 ), where X and Y are independent 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) P1(0, 2/2).  Finally A -.. B 
denotes transmission between terminal A and terminal B. 
II. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTIONS AND SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS 
A. Protocol Description 
Consider the fading relay channel shown in Figure 1. Data 
is transmitted from the source terminal, S. to the destination 
terminal, D, potentially with the assistance of the relay, R. All 
terminals in this paper are considered to have single transmit 
and single receive antenna elements although this constraint 
can potentially be relaxed. Additionally, a terminal cannot 
simultaneously transmit and receive information. Although it 
is possible for the relay to assist in either an Amplify-and-
Forward (AF) or Decode-and-Forward (DF) manner, only DF 
is considered in this paper. In DF mode the relay demodulates 
and decodes the signal before re-encoding the signal and 
retransmission occurs. 
Due to the constraint of terminals not being able to transmit 
and receive information at the same time, the transmission of 
information from the source to destination, in a cooperative 
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TABLE I 
COOPERATIVE DIVERSITY PROTOCOLS. THE SOURCE, RELAY AND 
DESTINATION TERMINALS ARE DENOTED BY S. R AND D RESPECTIVELY 
I and phase 11[8]. This paper considers the scenario where 
the source transmits different information to the destination in 
the second phase than that which was transmitted during the 
first phase. The destination can therefore potentially receive 
two different information streams during the second phase 
and this scenario is termed MIMO cooperative diversity due 
to the similarity to MIMO wireless systems. Note that it 
may be necessary for the destination terminal to have two 
antenna elements to be able to fully decode the second phase 
transmission, however this area is left open for future research 
and it is assumed in this paper that the receiver can fully 
separate the two information streams. 
The relaying framework extended in this paper was derived 
by Nabar et al [4] and considers three cooperative diversity 
protocols, shown in Table I and are now described. 
Protocol I: In the first phase the source terminal signals to 
both the relay and destination. Following this in the second 
phase both the source and relay communicate with the desti-
nation. This is the only protocol available to utilise both the 
maximum degrees of broadcast and receive collision. 
Protocol II: The source communicates with both the relay 
and destination in the first phase, but where only the .relay 
signals to the destination in the second phase [ 9]. 
Protocol III: Here the source transmits to the relay in the 
first phase but not to the destination. Both the source and relay 
then communicate with the destination in the second phase. 
B. System constraints 
To be able to fairly and directly compare the performance of 
the cooperative diversity network with the single-hop channel, 
several constraints are placed upon the channel model: 
• The time used must not exceed that used by the single- 
hop transmission case (I unit) 
• The bandwidth used must not exceed that used by the 
single-hop transmission case (1 unit) 
• The total transmit power of the complete system (power 
used by the source and relay for transmission) must not 
exceed that used by the single-hop case (1 unit) 
The effect of the time and bandwidth constraints is that the 
transmission of the two phase cooperative diversity must take 
place in the same amount of time as the single-hop system. 
This typically involves a factor of 1/2 when considering the 
spectral efficiency of the system. An important point that arises 
from this constraint is that the Rayleigh block-fading is now 
considered to be flat over the two time phases due to the 1/2 
factor. 
The effect of the transmit power constraint is particularly 
important when considering Protocols I and Ill since they use 
three transmissions (the source in both the first and second 
phase and the relay in the second phase only) and are therefore 
must reduce their transmit power to the power constraint. 
Protocol II however uses only one terminal transmitting in 
each phase and is therefore free to transmit at the full power 
available to it. 
• A - first phase transmission from the source 
• B - second phase transmission from the source 
• C - second phase transmission from the relay 
To constrain the transmit power to be the same as the single-
hop case, first recall that the transmission in the relaying 
network has been split into two phases, it therefore follows 
that 
A+B+C=2 	 (I) 
A transmit power constraint is also placed upon each 
transmitting terminal such that it cannot broadcast with more 
power than the single-hop case would (1 unit), i.e., 
A<1 	B<1 	C<1. 	(2) 
C. Channel Model 
Throughout this paper it is assumed that the receivers have 
perfect channel state information of all the reverse channels 
and that timing synchronisation in the network is ideal. It is 
also assumed that there is limited feedback to the source and 
relay from the destination of the average channel Signal to 
Noise Ratio (SNR) which is required to perform power control 
for Protocols I and III. 
The signals transmitted by the source during the first 
and second phases are denoted x1[n] and X2[n] respectively. 
Symbol-by-symbol transmission is considered so the time 
index is can be dropped to simply give x1 and x2. Note 
also that for the data symbols transmitted is it assumed that 
= 0 and e{lxl2} = 1 for i = 1,2. The signal received 
at the destination terminal in the first phase is given by 
YD,1 = \/XhSDXs + 75D,5 	 (3) 
where yyl is the received signal at the destination (Y) in the 
first phase, Exy is the average signal energy over one sym-
bol period. The scalar hxy is the random, complex-valued, 
unit-power channel gain between the source and destination 
terminals, and Thyj ' S.' 11(0, N0) is the additive white noise 
for transmitting terminal X and received terminal Y, in this 
case S and D respectively. Note that Exy and hxy does 
not have a phase subscript due to the earlier assumption of 
flat fading across the two transmission phases. Similarly the 
signal received at the relay in the first time slot is given by 
YR,s = \/ATh$RXl +flR,l 	 (4) 
Finally assuming that the relay can fully decode the signal 
from the first phase source transmission, the signal received 
by the destination in the second phase is given by 
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YR,2 = 	 + /ãEhRDx2 + flD,2 (5) 
The input-output relationship can now be summarised as 
y=Hsx+n 	 (6) 
where y = [yD ,s yD ,2]T is the received signal vector, H1 is 
the Protocol I 2x2 channel matrix 
E - 	 /ThSD 	0 
H1— 
., 	 (7) 
'-' RD0RD SD(ASD 
X = [x1x2 ]T is the transmitted signal vector and n is additive 
white Gaussian noise. The channel matrixes for Protocol II 
and Protocol Ill are denoted H2 and H3 and can be found by 
zeroing the second h50 term for Protocol H and by zeroing 
the first hsD term for Protocol Ill. 
D. Information-Theoretic performance 
In the following the transmission rates over the first and 
second phases are denoted as R1 and R2 respectively. For the 
relay to be able to fully decode the signal from the source in 
the first phase, R1 must satisfy 
R5 <_ 1092 (i + AESRIhI 2) 	 (8) No 
Further to this R1 must also satisfy 
R5 5 1092 (i + 
AESD  JhSD 12 + CERD 	(9) No 	No 
as the achievable rate over the source to destination (first 
phase) and relay to destination (second phase) links, assuming 
that (8) is satisfied. The rate R2 is then given by the achievable 
rate over the source to destination (second phase) channel, 
specifically 
10
92 (i + BESDIhI2) 	(10) 
No 
Finally the sum rate for Protocol I is given from the vector 
notion as 
R 1 + 1?2 S 1092 (i + _H 5 H1 H) 	(11) No 
Note that the sum rate for Protocol 11 and Protocol III can be 
derived using the channel matrixes H2 and H3 respectively. 
Following the notation used in previous literature we denote 
the right-hand side of (8), (9), (10) and (11) as 
R max,  R"0 and 	Due to the double constraint of R1 to 
under certain channel conditions the sum rate R Q 	is not 
always achievable. Following this if the second phase source 
to destination link cannot support the required rate to make up 
the sum rate, the maximum achievable rate is limited by the 
source to relay (first phase) and source to destination (second 
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Figure. 3. Power control levels showing A against B for 30dB SNR. 
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R 	R 	~ R 	- R"  totalR 	
-	total,  
Rmax  + RbBu, R 	<R — R50 . V 
(12) 
E. Power Control Analysis 
Consider now the problem of maximising the channel rates 
as functions of the power control levels A, B and C. An ana-
lytical analysis of this maximisation problem is non-trivial, and 
is the subject of current research. A Monte Carlo simulation, 
however, provides interesting insight to the behaviour of the 
three power control variables and initial results. 
Since A,B and C are limited by (1), by varying A and B 
between 0 and 1 independently, the entire range of results are 
explored. The results presented here are considered at the 5% 
outage level and are found from a Monte Carlo simulation, 
Figure 2 and Figure 3. For simplicity the SNR level between 
all terminals is considered to be equal. Note that the key has 
been omitted from these figures since the interest lies in the 
maximum of the surface rather than the specific values. Results 
for various levels of SNR are also shown in Table 11. 
From the results presented it can been seen that at high 
SNR levels (> 30) it is preferable put all the available power 
into the single-hop source to destination link. Also of interest 
is that just below 30dB SNR the power levels move quickly 
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-20 0.715 0.875 0.41 
-10 0.715 0.875 0.41 
0 0.72 0.87 0.41 
5 0.72 0.85 0.43 
10 0.72 0.83 0.45 
15 0.72 0.815 0.46 
20 0.725 0.81 0.465 
25 0.745 0.805 0.45 
30 1 I 0 
TABLE!! 
THE OPTIMAL POWER LEVELS FOR A, B AND C TO MEET THE UNITY 
POWER SYSTEM CONSTRAINT AT VARIOUS SNR LEVELS WITH AN ERROR 
OF 0.0025. 
away from the single-hop case and settle towards the low 
SNR levels. At SNR levels below 30dB it can been seen 
that the gradient near the maxima is very low, so one can 
therefore conclude that small changes in the power control 
levels A, B and C would result in only a very small decrease 
in performance. Finally note that at low SNRs (< 10) the 
power control levels stay constant, which is in line with the 
capacity curve expected from such a network. 
III. FREQUENCY SELECTIVE COOPERATIVE DIVERSITY 
STRATEGIES 
Channel Model 
In the remainder of this paper the flat fading channel model 
is extended to consider a frequency selective fading model. 
To take account of the frequency selective fading, the channel 
transfer coefficient is modified according to 
hxy(k) = 	hxy,,eñ 	k = 0,1,...,N - 1 carriers 
(13) 
where hxy is the channel coefficient between source X and 
destination Y, and hxy,i is the channel coefficient recorded 
at tap 1. The frequency selective fading model considered is 
restricted to Rayleigh block-fading channels with fading coef-
ficients hxy,, being circularly symmetric zero mean complex 
Gaussian random variables. Furthermore, the channel coeffi-
cients are assumed to be uncorrelated across taps. Although 
it is trivial to rewrite the channel transfer equations (3) to (5) 
they do not appear here due to space constraints. 
Each phase of transmission employs OFDM with N tones 
and the length of the Cyclic Prefix (CP) satisfies L,, > L, 
which guarantees that each of the frequency-selective fading 
channels dc-couples into a set of parallel frequency-flat fading 
channels. 
Multiple Access Scheme 
The family of MA schemes used is obtained by assigning 
each OFDM tone k = 0,1.....N—ito a subset of the 
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Figure. 4. Variable amount of collision in the second phase in frequency. 
first phase all tones are assigned to the source and none to 
the relay, hence there can be no collision in frequency in 
the first phase. A fully collision-based MA scheme where all 
tones are assigned to both the source and the relay during 
the second phase (i.e.. Uk = { S, R} for k = 0,1..... N - 1) 
is referred to as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). 
Conversely, Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is 
defined by the tone assignment pattern satisfying IUk I 1 for 
k=0,1..... N—i. 
The variable amount of collision employed in the second 
phase transmission is shown graphically in Figure 4. From 
Figure 4 it can been seen that in the tones where there 
is no collision in the second phase and the relay transmits 
information in the second phase can be considered to be 
Protocol II. Equally for the tones where there is no collision 
in the second phase but only the source transmits can be 
considered to be two single-hop transmissions from source 
to destination. Finally the section where there is collision can 
be considered to be Protocol I as the full degree of receive 
collision is used. 
Information theoretic performance 
To analyse the ergodic capacity region of the fading relay 
channel, the case where all OFDM tones available are used 
and assigned to either the source, relay or to both terminals is 
investigated. Both the source and relay have the same number 
of tones Nu > 	E N(u = JS, R}) out of which bN 
tones with b = 	,i E {0, 1..... N121 are assigned to both 
transmitting terminals in the second phase. Consequently, the 
cane of b = 0 corresponds to FDMA and b = 1 describes 
CDMA in the second phase. The transmit power used by 
the terminals is unity in the non-collision tones, and uses 
the factors A, B and C as found previously in this paper 
in collisions tones. Under these assumptions, bN tones are 
assigned to both transmitting terminals and each receives 
The notion of fl1 and R2 being the rate transmitted in 
the first and second phase respectively and R1 + R2 being 
the maximum sum rate achievable over the two phases is 
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continued in this section. Subsequently the the following rates 
are obtained 
R'<blog2(1 AEsn 
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Figure. 5. Access rates for full, half and no collision (b=l, b=0.5 and b=0 
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	 (16) 
- 	 \ + 	log2  (i + ._A_lhSDI ) 
EM 
R 1 + R2 < blog2 (1 + H1H') 
1-b 	I 	ESD 	2 ERD 	2\ 
	
+--log2 il+ -- 
No thsoI + --IhRDJ ) (17) 
SD 	2 - b) 1092 	+ --- Ih5DINo 
Note that (14), (15), (16) and (17) are again denoted as 
R?V, 	R,'°' and 	and that (12) still applies. 
to 
D. Numerical Results 
To analyse the performance of different levels of collision 
in the second phase results are presented from Monte Carlo 
simulations at the 5% outage level. Full collision, half collision 
and no-collision is considered and the results are presented in 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 for -20dB and 20dB SNR respectively 
as a multiple access channel for R 1 , R2 and Room. From 
the results it can be seen that full collision is the preferred 
transmission technique. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented a cooperative diversity framework 
which is directly comparable with the direct transmission case. 
In particular the power constraint was considered and values 
for the optimal transmit power control values were found for 
several SNR levels. The cooperative diversity framework was 
then extended to the frequency selective fading channel to 
consider the effect of signal collision in the second phase. 
It was shows that full collision is the preferred method of 
transmission. 
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Figure. 6. Access rates for full, half and no collision (b=I, b=0.5 and b=O 
respectively) at 20dB and 5% outage level. 
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IJualantenna cooperative diversity techniques 
A J. Jardine, JS. Thom pron, S. M  cLaugh]±3 and PM .Grant 
Akract This papa- pits the appfrathn of two Epatialtcansn bn taswhih can be 
urei in a anopaa diersIy wire network, where each mobib term i -ial has two antenna 
elba-its. Tnitb1' the oitbody ofwoñc ±i sng antanna oopaati'e diteasity is expanded to 
±icbde the effect of onoperab.'ediassity upon the capaciy of a lbk. This is to rerve as  bare]iie 
o ode1fircn parbn with the dualantanna mods. This paper than ithoducre two tedmiques 
whth can be ureI forcoopEsatmedvetskywheremcbib tern ii&s era anch aujpet with two 
antalna ehn ants. U shg the erm e in €tris as the sngb anterna care, a ccm parson s made  
between the rani]ts thin sla ubthns of each tathninue. ]] is thown that dual antenna ebu ants 
offErconsilerabhadvantage over the srig:b anta -Ina a"en ant care, and that two antalna ebn ant 
aca-thi e tiansn tdiity TTD ) bared cooperative di'ersity inpfliid at bw Sti R S. 
1 Ioductbn 
One of the bigest 	hcerl by dasgners ofmobib 
tshonm un±nthn sjan se the in u]dpath natne of the 
am  un±atbns charine]. The very in ulipath that czer 
dfilbi]tlb is alb an advantage as it o 	diia-siy CL]. 
D iansily can help In itjate the problbi s curei by in 
path as a rerflt of the tianan iEbn of mdundant 
±ihmi awn over indEPEndEnt fadng channes in conjnc-
thn w in-i a s.iitabb rerai'er. There are three tper of 
diilywhithcanbeobsmved ii w ire coom uniatbns 
9JRflS ): 
Tine diiersity - owing to mulipath thdiig the 
crium unrbthn dianneiw l]lchange is diaxacterb±s over 
tine, thehie trenan itt±ig at diait tin as ii]in in 
dierinty. 
Fua-rcy diiersity - channels at dimt fra-u&iche 
have dit chaxacinrin±s owing to ftj.ia-icy rektE,e 
hding, hanca tranan itthg atdiuit üa-juancha reru]ts n 
dierinty. 
Space diiainty - channels beiwani direit points n 
mace have their own uninue fading diarederb±s, :±ig 
to d.i,amity if tranan isbn oomns fron reveal diant 
lcatbns. 
h recent seas, mace diieaity has ban -i aiggsi as a 
route to in prove capacity of wiin cu-nm unistinn 
networks through the use- ofmuls antalnas. M uJls-
input mu]tlsoutput f4 ]M 0) cnnmunisthn &jern s 
have both the transnitler and ntmdel d±atbn 
eupad w is anterna an's, an aim of irdi whifin 
was uiifittai by [3-5]. Through thin m eihod, inbim athn 
can be ant through m ore than one indapandant fading 
diannel, if the antenna elsn ants are sspainted by a suitable 
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dinance and s35t in ulipath diteraity ectas in the 
channel- Thin can potmthi' ran]t in very hh qethal 
efi9chacre [4). 
In a caDibrnwork, although the eujin entat the bare 
atbn can imdl'beadapted with am u]ielbi antanta-mna 
anay, pb/sbal site and can pèdty ito itathns of in obib 
Lain inmain in both ceflibr and ad-hoc networks tipiaIk' 
prathdefitthgin ore than two antenna elan ante. h gala-al, 
twouU beprehrabls to ureon].' one ortw o eist ante in the 
in obib tarn inalto kn the can pisity and ha-ice cost tD a 
m±thi urn . The thaibige that in now pndto w ire 
network dasners in how to adiise the hh capadtbo 
oad by  IM 0 in a cehhlsr or ad-hoc anviinnrn ant 
Sa-idonarba1 [4)±1txodu cooperative ditainity era 
method hr incrersing the uplink capacly in a nwoc, 
uthg a singe mlsy.Thinaxer hasbre-i the a.nb±of a gnat 
deal of cinh and Selonais et al expanded on their 
oxinalproporel i-i [7, 81 for ceD..ilsr networks. Lanai an 
et a]- ±1 P-12J ecteidad the proposal  i-iclide in ulsb 
relays and hund the outage lb its for iagei±bn-baecI 
cooperatitie ditersity and xace-tmn e code arc HDasad  
cooperative dirersity. Moyer et a]. ada-id the pre.cbus].' 
proposed cooperative diassity a-han an to the m u]thop 
care P3]. 
C oopeattie diversity maker use of avaibbin m obib 
tern inalsas relays, Eph=g the avaibbls tine suit into two 
phaan. The erurce transit its dr.u±ig the first- ph&9 a, and the 
relsy(s) transit tdurbg the econd phare, anditig a veabn 
of the rereivad srig:e to the intaidad d±rathn .The relsys 
co-operate togher to him a virtualantenna array VA A) 
(L4], hence the nem a cooperative divesiy. ]bwas thown in 
) that fi]ldirersity can be athiserl by both en plbj-and-
brs aid and dde-end-hae and cooperative tezhm4ues in 
the relays. N abar et a1 can PlEted the coopa-atbe diversity 
he i' of protocols in [L5). R idi on thea protocols in 
oinavi}3p proving fruitfi3las tin thown that the capacity of 
the network in incnaasi if the eruxte transit is a dimt 
sonbol±i the arondphare (16,17). 
W hen more than one relsy in uad, 9pecal in odulsth 
and eaor mn3act= La±nn±uer are raiuirid, nero e' 
STC -bared cooperative diversity. Specfica]' co-oid±iachn 
am ong the relsys in required to him co-opematton groups 
and txsnsnt sinultenerus].' durbg the re:ond phare. 
Space-bit e coding and co-ordinathn hr mom than one 
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rey s atia an open topr of irti (Li, 18). A S  ore 
resareaddod, thework prtnd n thipapeand fran 
previ)ussh irl EhcK thatdta ii±ig imsareomvad. 
Subasue-it' node retaibn is the sabiazt. of onnsb 
neswarh 119,20]. 
1.1 Cont3±utbns and relation to prev ious 
work 
The flirt part of this paper a de voted to aand±ig the 
work pxitod xi V ] on m ob2a bean iiah equipped with 
mgh an -inas to ±iclide aipacity In asaixen ant In rks. 
Them axl onnun, in the second part, is to ntroduce 
two In hods br pe(birn rig coopaxative diassly n an 
anviannm ant where an In obila taxin ±ia2s axe eufppad 
with two antoine etan ants. These two modiods axe than 
ana],jrei and can pared to the basb dite± bsnsn !asbn 
ni ethod, ushg the astandai m dxis, ann iiathg xi a 
in ethod wh.th can oboth reduced probability of outage 
and higher capacities . 
12 Organisation ofthe paper 
Saxthn 2 nbuduces the an mode], the con.thaiits 
pcnd upon tend the dirm± transn bn in l -iod. Sjn 
3 than presents sngh antenna acs-th e code CSTc )-barei 
cooperative diiity, whi wilibe used as the basis for 
oan pan be mm the srigis antenna and dual antoine 
ca. Section 4 introduces two diit dual antenna 
tacimiques; whith can be urei for =-isnisshn xi an 
STC cooperatie nwork. Saxn 5 pits iasflts and 
draws crnparirons brt.iasi the diffaxait coopest)'e 
divsity and bnsnbn sthanas. Future rth is 
d ii xi Sethn 6 and finally ornclisbns are dxe,n xi 
Section 7. 
2 System model 
To ana're the dimt rainying tadmi4ues, consider a 
wiia nwoik with a sat of transit ittiig terminals 
danotadN '4 fl; 2; ... ;mg.A anuxca tarn ira], s2 H has 
inthan athn to transit it to a sisgin d±iathn tarn tel 
dP8 H , pohel' ushg term inaisM fsg as rainys to 
perbun cooperathe diiersily. If in s the cairl±an]ity of the 
setM thasararn 1 terrninalsco-opasthgwith dsl'.AIL 
of the rainy±rg sthern aspitad ±1 this paper raguire that 
the rainy can fi]' daxode the souse sia1iftin to rainy it 
on to the desthathn. The subset of M fap which can 
decode the sjnal is dnad as @thP. 
Them adiod dasrbeil here of in pinn anthg cooperative 
diversity consiss of two transit tebn phases, thown itt 
Fg.l. Duñig the flirt phase the soutre will bansnt 
® -s 
0 • 
phase I 	 phase II 
Fig .1 IlLthathi of the tojtiare cxxatie d)sty m ediod  
xi the flirt phase- (a) the s)uxre transit its iithrm aton ±1 an 
cm nilirerthnal m amer to all tarn itak xi phasi two (0), those 
tarn kiak whith can deode the styiaithai rey the snaion to the 
dthathn 
.bfDimathntoanavaJbbL-mobJ3atam inaisn thenwork. 
Thore tam iiainwilLthan atiBn ptto daxcde the sina], and 
if sifiuithej will take partas the derod±ig ii phere 
two, transit itt±ig fn±mn atirn to dCst'. 
i the sjsn in odel below arpethns (1)- (4)) ajj can 
capture the effeis of path-loss, shadow ing and in u]tipath 
bdiig 1wam transit Iter iand rsoaver j. H cojej, on' 
ni ultipath bdiig ansdaxaxl xi thin paper to keep the 
calmnntinns sin pin. Statis±a1', fag ism odelbo as a 
of -sn asn, indopeidait, ciroin4'-enm etdc can pta 
G auxeisn randan varisbin w iii variance i.j, an that the 
m agnitudas j are R ayinijh du and the phases 
are uniftrim ly dinduto on 1,Q); 2p. Fuxthann ore, the 
coeff9its zi are model as inasn mutual ly 
ind -idant, ci uin4'-mm d, can pbc G auraisn ran-
dam sequences with variance N 0 . The s:ainr zj½1 captu 
the effais of =AEr noise and other bans of iitadrraics 
i-i the sjan . W e aini note thatn dEnotes the tin e 
In this pap it is ara.nn ad that ojiassth bthig occ.irs 
where the bd±ig coeffictaits axe constant over the 
considered tote and fasuancy. The sraiarb presented xi 
thin paper arairn a the bdiig coefflicits are 1airan to the 
appioprints cameras, but not known, or exploited by the 
tanan 	. 
D ur±lg the flirt phase, each poteitisi rainy r 2 M S 
nxxn~ea, at tin en 
whas x s the ani.ms transit iliad sneland YrXa is the 
moadved snalatr. If the rainy can than decode the source  
transit ission, rwilLse rve as a rainy for the anurorn, an that 
r2 @fsp. 
The dhalthn xnobiis tacit tel (4 T) raraitac st3nais 
duri-ig both transit tebn phaaw. D udig the flxrtpbera, the 
readiad ainaiinm odelind atdthP as 
Yu 	'4 a5 Qis J> 7,ar,½1 	MP 
itt the epproprinte dianne]. D uriig the arond phere, the 
euivataitdienneim odein axe d.imt for tthn bear] 
cooperathe diversity and acs-tun e coded stheii as. For 
rqnd±bn bean, the dad±ietthn arairax arate re-
transit tebns fran each of the rainys, wham the rareiral 
snald in 
14 ar )ç 	drt" 
itt the appropriste dianne], and ç'ii is the transit tad 
signal of rainy r. For space-tin e coded sthan as, an rainy 
transit Jasons occor in the ran e d -iannelend are corn biiei 




in the eppmpta channel. 
Two in portintpararn sims of the ajsri axe the raraiad 
sna1ts-note ant), SN R 3.B) and the bandwidth 
efflctaiy, R H z). 111 in natural to define these 
param sims in teams of the conthuous-Un e diennel 
with non-coopereti'e diversity as a bara]iie. In this 
paper, the sin phsdc ideal of norm a]iniig the alias ptad 
ants to lbM*iz, and earimlig that all mobiis terminals 
axe elulitent  from one another in araim ad. Obvinus' 
this in unxait, but it rervan as a baseline br com pag 
the ras.iIn. A  transit tebn sthenas axe coninad 
to tranantata mexurtnn power of unity, and transmit 
period T. 
To m eke a fax can parkin bsiwasi the nsiw ork m odein 




between auiceand dhathn M Ts, asiea1onn±itea 
upon the cnopati,e diisly in cdel 
The tin e I iml In ua not e>reed that used by the diret 
tiansn bn 	(1 unIt). 
The total of transuit pawac of the cenpe sjn 
(pow er used by sDuroe and the paw ac used by the xeys) 
In ust e<casi that used by the diract txansn n3im caas 
CL unit). 
The bandw iJth used in ua not sri that used by the 
dire±transn bn ca CL unit). 
2.1 Direct tian sin ission 
]h direct transnassm, no ecto mobile hen inait axe 
available to ieity the signal in p1-wax two. The it hen ed 
the cbaxhalsthan e,whe the suxre transn its inthirn athn 
atbLpowaxbraLof the available the sint. Fig. 2.The 
cb1caax E included to act as a baseline xemce, for 
the coopatie d±iers1y en as. The in uWal±ibnn at±,n 
iathn for the dire± trsnsn xEmn caxe was thund by 
Shannon 1] to be 
14 2& 







Fig 2. D kecttiansnrenwithno rnpatiedieity 
3 Coopemtbe diversity - single antenna 
Tobe able to add addIthna]J Tsto the ndwoñc to act as 
relays for a partb.iinr target M T them it a need br a 
in dI-iod whith albws this addition to the odwoñc without 
axoFthig the am ount of inbnn atbn which can be erit 
whib ak mthg the the coninisItit. Fuxe 3 thaws a 
network with thxas rainy taxini-iainoantd2uthg to the signal 
rexeivaci at the indented destination, dP. Space-tine 
coding ETC) it a tathnue to utffim Epathl dItii', 
whth anatito hbimatinn ficin axvaal suxtas to be 
transn Ittei to a single dthatbn. The receiver can than 
nbine the eraxivei signals to retrieve the original 
ninirn athn. Since ipace-th e codas CSTC s) use Epatial 
dItsalBity, all transn ittes can tr5nsn it on the rain e 
fieuanqy with the rain e in oduintinn sthen e at the rain e 
the. 
With the tianan imbn ofiibnnathn Eplit into the two 
anopeatine diaxsity phases, transn asbn firm the source  
can occur brsact' one half of the avaibbin the c5r=2P, 
and relaying finn available M Ts taker place in the second 
half of the tin e sint, F ig.3. 
U sing STC s brtiansn isabn during the sxmd pIwax the 
relays Gain ak txansnitbrT=2 to makeup the blithe 
sbt,howe,mrthWamhahadft3t2rmkatl=dn 1P of 
fun pow erowing to the power con.ra±lt.Note that the 














Fig 3 	Stnalaab37,ia 	cocpetatiediamly 
phase two. The relays on' xjansn It the inbmi athn that 
they xeet,eI fixn the su, if they axe able to daxode the 
signal. Then ulnalirthan atbn br the SFC snalantmna 
ebteitcaxewasdeby Lanenan ctal 9]. 
W Ith these amsbahts in posed on the ST  caxe,ST  s 
albw the power, the and banctw ilth sjen canraints to 
alLbemet.whibalmaDowxignfDimatbnftn the axuxce 
to be tmnsn itted br half of the avaibbe the. Each 
henan asbn shen e it tern ed either fifl]rth e or half-the 
dapethig on how in uth of the inthirn athn the source can 
tiansa it crznpaxacl to the dItact tansn bn caxe. For 
ease pin, If the sauxce can on' transn It half the infxrin a-
thn the dircaxewoui bra parthiinrsthen e, twilLbe 
temeihaif-the. 
4 Cooperative diversity - dualanterma in ethods 
It it likely that in flrtrre w 	sysbn S tw lILbe poaxbin 
brm oblin tern bait the size of ammt hand heti in obib 
phones to have two antanna elm a -itS, each of which w 
ia-abe an independent snalflrmn the tmrisn ItterIti a high 
szettig aivironm a-it. Tn the blbwi-ig two anopeatiie 
diesity sinanas it it aamrnai that all  Ts have two 
inheaJ ante-ma elm ants available br tranan ja3ion and 
erthn, including the saure. W Ith M Ts which are 
axuigpe:1 with two anhena elm ante, txansn lmbn bweri 
M Ts and between a baax-eIathn and N Ts can use ipatiti 
divasity transn 39-.bn tehniguas to he in prove pe-br-
In ance. Two dImt ipace-th e tiansn it ai-iem as axe 
evaluated in thit paper for the dual antenna anopeative 
dierabycasa: 
ipace-thetiansaitdina-lEit,' STTD) 
itixelBeILLaboxetor ityanal --pace-tin e axthltactme 
(V-BLAST) ipathlmuItlming (SM). 
IL the proposed coopeatbe diversity sthan as the rain e 
transn tsbn teduLque is used in both phase-., Ia. the STTD 
stheneuSTTD to transn Itfina thesaurreto the relays 
and d±iaUan during phase one, and also firm the relays 
to the diathn during phase two. D uüig phase two 
SrCs are used in a sin ibrwayas in the single anterna casa 
to al aliinbysto tiansnitattherame tine, in therarne 
channeL 
4.1 STTD half-tin e STC cooperative 
diversity 
STTD it am ulpin anterna transit iasbn and erxthn 
technique that it used to provtie robust con in un±athns 
channels. The ±ibnn atbn to be tiansn lEe-I it iplIt into 
147 
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to I 	s whith- axe ±1iti, dan1 to the or±ia1 
xiban atthn sb3EEm , ffidi ofwh±h Js. than encoded to in eke 
than in utuai' orthogonal to the two antenna STTD 
tannan i IDn cam, the mce~ivtex and Ieysw ilL xaco 
y1 1A t4 al Xa 	a2thi zilk 	66P  
Y21' 'A  a1½ix 1,i a21,ix1 ID  z'Ai 	67P 
duxhg phase one at each antenna yi and Y2 ). H eva-
al& a dinad as the channel onethcits, xi the data 
s.sn b1 and 41A the additive no. fl-1 the blbw jig, 
m bo1by-nbo1bansn i I Econsit3aad, aibuant, 
the brie i-idec n can be dropped h=n the txansn ittafi 
m bob, d nelanefiirts, iivad sna and additive 
noai. 
Each iay can than attnptto decode the SFTD signal 
fl)r rdxansn issiDn. If it cannot deride either signal it  IlL 
not take part it, the asond phaas. ]h ransn itthg, a nay 
w illuas STTD to transn it the two orthogonally axend 
±m, achn sbmn S on to the jitaidefi dthachn, n 
nb±athnwhusing itsown STC to aiba itto tianan it 
at the asn e tin e as the other iakys, F p.4. 
In this athene M Ts parathg in phase two wilL 
only be able ti tannan it at 1=On 1P of Sill powan The 
in utaalhbmn achn for the danme1gt'ai by an acctaisbn 
of the in utual tibmn athn equation dad by Lanan an 
elal9Jas - 





The—ivr h,, dsi5nas the channel coefficbots bwasi the 
ith tianan iand the fri ramwerantEnna ehai ants. In this 
caxe both iand j am1jnJted trD 2 sinca on' two tranan it! 
caaiiei antanna paiis elan ants axe used n each MT. We 
aIn' nota thattivaanm ad thatnacsis±ig teen haivhave SilL 
channel know ledge of their backwards dianneIn. Tbe 
aanm plthn eitmds throughout the paper .  
In this athene, the iiburnathn b eta an-i s and r for 
hdapandant and tteitrI' divxbutad (lad.) cnn pc 
G auarivn codebooks branch --pace-t±1 e coded jibmi a-





phase 1 	 phase 2 
STX 
Fig 4 H aitthie STTD -tend ci cçeiatiar diassut'  
Under this nih the probability of a iey being able to 
dande the i-ilban achn sbEam as 
22R 1 	
(29P P%Pah4 
4.2 SM flr]1-tim e STC cooperative diversity 
A Though STTD coopacatlie d.iassity, using two transu it 
antanas, can dana athal' raduan the oue probability at 
dP ow hg to the hcnaaxl SN R, it aifferS finn the Si 
that the rourca can on' tianan it nbmn atSin bra ha itaS 
an ount of the tine. The haves the d±ai: tiansn ieibn 
athan e w ith a diact advantage, baauar it can aliays 
tianant new jibmnal±,n, unless it needs to relcanant 
owng to data-bee. In order to Iransat all of the 
i-ibxm atinn that can be tenrisa iliad in the dicath caxe, 
during phase one, it is posable to enpby SN , Fg.5. 
sources 
______________ 	• destinatid,J 
IQ relayr 
power 
phase 1 	 phase 2 
TX 
S 2 TX 	 8 2 b)TX 
T 
Fig 5 FuJitine STC -tearS czcçeiatha diarsuty 
U sing SN , the origital  snua data eleern is den ulti-
pad into two data thxem s,wh±h axe each half the iatsof 
the origitial  Each sbEem a than trsnsn lIeS firma a shg 
antaina eha ant, and saxeivel via the two antamna elm ants 
at the rarieijer. The tmnsn tebn -ique is known 
as V-BLAST. To use V-BLAST and enm meet the 
in pond power o3ne2a t on the coopacative diveisity 
nsuwomSc, each bananjamn antanna ebn ant m ust  
now tiansn it at half power. The mutual nbmn athn 
channel avacage of a V-BLAST ,tian, at the reiaer, 
ingianby2]as 
I'A2 miidl;JP 	 MOD  
whmin,j]inthem±iinurn mutualinbnniachnof 
the  t40  hbmnathn  SUrzamSCT lI them utialjibmnathn 
of the V-BLAST channeland 
11% 
I 'A b92 C' ID SNR5 2 
whea SNRj, denotes the SN R reroidad firma souire iat 
destination j for andi spatalm ultigtachg  data sbmn k 
i5c 'A l;2; . . . ;N P. N is the ni.mm ber of txansn tend nere±ie 
antenna elm antsund, in this caeeN 'A 2. The notation  Sir 
the channel Siding iv siri 1iv4' ante -ideS, a,, for npathl 
in ultacthg. 
The deSthatinn wilLie both inbnin atirin sb1EEM S 
during phase one, as will alL reiv,'s. The aim capacity of 




relays tj ote 11, rather the relays sin p' decode the rec eived  
athiin u]tinciig data sbrem s, if it in porabin to do an, 
and bansn it the to sspamte spatbRI in 
itbrrn aln sta5m s on with as high a rate as porabin. 
The rainys thbre add their sina1 pcx.,er to what the 
diatbn reraaas. it a not unbi the aid of the asx,nd 
phase that the datbn in obib train ital in akas the 
decision ofwh itfirnnan sbBxn ca the mitEum 
itthrin attn and thbre the capacity of the oaIL 
onopatte diannel 
It thouti be noted that the channel rats in asairen ants 
would be made durhg a ]ik -up phase and thin 
sin plfiratitn was in ade for capady cahiintbn sin uin-
tbns. itinaki no thatusing in is l;C 2PofV-BLA ST 
channel capacity, rsduaas the fiBadback ruind to the 
anue firm the d±iattn, as the rain e in nduinttn and 
coding is urel for both antennas. This also nducre 
n pbdty n the relays since the ram e danth-ig and re-
Encoding in ural for both itbmr attn Sm S. H caJ aver, 
using thinV -BLA ST a)orithm reduces the thk capacity as 
dbad n f231. 
D uñig the second phase we areim e that the relays an 
have pertst channel knowledge and can choose which 
itfr)mr attn nnm to trsnsn itflrmn each antenna elan ant. 
The rainy wilL tranan it the highest capacity stream it 
rereinason thehhcepaciy lhk ithasto the dthatbn. 
The baer capacity sUmain w i]Lbe tranan ittarl on the sb.'i er 
link. If a stream cannot be decoded, Ue all the other 
oopind'nworksdkii n thinpaper, itw I]]. 
not be tiansn Ited on to the dthattn. fri thin care, to 
keEp the sin ublthn sin pin, no infrmn attn in transn itind 
finni the antrana einn ant that wou have basi used if 
deroding was axx Pat iL 
fr1 a sinfar manner to phase t'o in the half-die 
a-hen as, harem cb:DEs paxttathg it phase teo w 21 only 
be able to tranan tat l=n 1P of ñ.iILpcser. Again the 
source does not take part it the second phase. 
For the SM fli]kin e care the itthnn attn capacity in 
gian by 
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an 1P r2rAi2J2 	
fl3p 
The probability of asd-i i-ibm attn I rasrn being decoded 
jean ectensirn of the dice±tiansn lain in adiod. Since the 
rra]la mutual inbmr attn between s and r br ifri. 
com pèc G aurelen oidebDoks in gina-i by 
N oa ic ahfotie ta aim cnpii'ofttaaiuirm to my hban aten sutan S 
wouU make it pombb In immnbe the nfo,m aWn at the Why arct ffim 
it iaI' bEWeEn the antmna eta ails for mcord phamn 
as 
lEE Pttc.-Canmmi. 
Under thin ruin the panbabfluty of a rainy being r 2 MP :s 
gmianby 
2mR 
PW2@P4P 	 el4P 
43 Extens±rns to the proposed schern es 
]tinpoasbin for the fli]lth e a-hen e to be asteidad an that 
the anu transn its diit hbrmn attn to eary rainy. 
This would allow us to approach the M 3M 0 capacity 
thr its, whth w lithe tram ad max-tine. H ce.'ever thinwoulf 
ma-um that the both the antcoe and dnattn have a 
nun bar of antenna einn ants equalto the nun ber of reinys 
it the nwodc, in 1. As pre,tbus' din -Fed this in not 
porabin owing to the sire cnnraitta of in obib tern lain, 
and the reiuiren ants thatantraina einn anton ustbeatbast  
half a wavethgth apart to maintain indqxndEnt kdrig 
channels. 
The in ax-tine alien e would be applicable to a in obib 
tern hal whars yOU coin fix in ore antenna eki ants, for 
raisin pin liptop omnput, or  ran otsflxad rey. 
One porabin astra-isbn of all the coopematine dinarsity 
si-ian as dthji above, itmd of the reinys sin ply 
deroding the i-ithmi attn and then rsiransn ith-ig it to the 
intandad dsithattn, in that the reinys could lransn I 
dient i-ibm-i attn aid-i aspary bits cab.iinnd fltm the 
ia-inbei sna1 Tutho aiding P43 in also an opttn ow hg 
to the parallel nature of the rininying sinak This could 
poteithlr dram at±aI' dasre the probability of outage 
at the dthattn, how aver I in beyond the scope of thin 
paper. 
5 Results and analysis 
In order to da-over the pedorm ance properties and 
prad±al aritabihy of the dimt cooperade diresity 
reinying hehninuas,M onteCarb sinuintbnsaxepdei, 
bared on the capacity equations for each tebyhig sien e. 
The capacity euathn of ench inana'asi in thras diant 
Ways: 
outage probability agaitia SN R Ooandw ilth eTiciancy 
bar] atlb,Mi z) 
bandwidth efficlency against SN R (outage flxa-1 at 5% 
outage probability against bandw Jdth ebcleicy tR'T R 
Ibemiat 5dB). 
Each omnbi-iattn of the three conmun±atthn Ink 
chaiacierin±s has been ircirderl since anaising than 
all ds to a d€rer itsht For raram pin, the outage prob-
ability in aipeind to drip snficantly for the rEpebbon 
sthenewhen crmnparai to the cbreb care.However, I 
would aki be acreiad that the capacity of the Ink wouH 
drop srthcantly since redundant inbrm attn in being 
nsn tad. 
For each rainying a-bane, the rasi]ts are crmepaxarl 
diarily to the cbadralcare ofdiieibnsn kbn, and than 
hidier4' bw en-i each other. For the ca re when the 
bandwidth ethclexy is. fixed, lbiM z has ben-i thoarr in 
order to make the calainttns sin pk-, and since it in a 
rassinably pracl±alvalre. W has the outage level in lila, 
the 5% inrethasbeni chore -i since thin in ]Ice,jama pradial 
value in a w ima am in un±attns flW 01k. A ]though a 
number of vainas br the care wham the 94  at arch 
rerererinfixed could have been rebind, 5dB was choari 
since tin in them ±1db iagtn of styraiquahity. R autofor 


















Note ak, that it wouU be poasbh, using the anaVsis  
by Lanan an etaL V1, to cathinte the a9sn ptot 
of the outage piobability. Ow mg to in& of mace wehave  
not r4)anta-1 the tedmigues u, whith can be randij 
ExtEnded to the ains consüa-a1 in thin papa-. 
5.1 Single antenna STC cooperative 
diversity 
-i single antaina STC ba 	cooperative dina-sly as the 
nun ber of iebys n the network is ±inuas, a]though the 
transn tpce for di rainy Js 232duaad to in eet the pow er 
onnraint, anoth aob1dr of friau is adda-1. ]]s 
cr that as the diia-siiy dap of fian ±icrara w Iftl 
In, thepbabllfty of outage wia.ice, F.6. Owing to 
the de3easal tTinsn ± pow Er as in in, din inEüig 
rinns can be obva-1 as in one rainys axe addel into 
the nwoñ. Note that at mw SNRs Fg.6 mows that 
the crata1 siren e pann s beter. This is due to a 
csn binathn of the tin e onnoaint, the paw er wns±1t 
and poti itin1'poor s)unm to rainy Ink in the first pham. 
Note that thE in a-ia1' 1ke' as a poor anua to 
dslinatbn i±ik and a poor rainy to destination ]iik since 
it is arajrn si that aRM Ts axe auaIj lpacai. If the anuiie 
to rainy link Epoor then the reby witL not be abin to 
dende and tjansn it the i-ibmi athn in the rand phara, 
theiathra the pow Er of the tiansn 3smon that woum have 
beni ural by the rainy in phara two is notusEd atany point 
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SNR dB 
Fig 5 Sinu:bttn oas)s thr srè antanna STC -laraf oxa-
dty sJm ewiree the qDectzaleTumaicy infixed atlb,teO z 
SNR and 	 rm'A 1,2y ,5 
F juxe 7 thow s that the sngin antema STC -barai 
wopeisobe diia-sity siren a ors in pven alto in outage 
probabflity when deihig with bo axtxal efficinic, 
n paxei to the cinratalcaoe. This in due to the factthat 
xeiundantinfosin athn intiangn ittaxi, and tha-ethra inn ore 
]ice' to be rereei ascxfiiBy. However, at hnax 
a-tral eff=cies the cinaxtal toanan bn care bins 
to outpaxfinn the SrC barai siren e. 
ThinetEc4' 	n Fb.8whetzatbw SN R sthe 
shgin antenna SrC -barei siren e ots in psvan ante ovar 
the rhi-n1 care. However, ath.har SNRs again, the 
cinretalcare os in provsi na-toalethccj. 
52 Dualantenna STTD cooperative 
d±.'exeiby 
The dualantaina SrTD ha1f-tin e care bufUson the shgin 




0 	02 	0.4 	06 	0.0 
speclad efficithsO44z 
Fig 7 Sinuintkii ooai(s thr the shgti antanna STC ox.çaatiu.e 
diays±ane where the SNR it fixed at 5 d 






-20 	-15 	-10 	-5 	0 	5 	10 	15 	20 
SNR, dB 
FigS Sinuint±n ire , for oh7è entanna STC ccatke 
diasly sines e whaz the outage iniel is fixed at 5% 
Sps1efficicj and SNR ascamparei for m% 1;2;...;5 
to use EpatialdiABSjty thrtoansn kO. The etofUsing 
STTD on the pnibandiy of outage in c4' thown in 
F.9 whas it can be ' that dual antenna FTD 
transn ismin gimt' deixerai the probability of outage at 
hhax SN R s. A gain dna-a in a rajinn at bsO EN R s where 
direct trensn irsizin inpreabin. 
Them uch 1axpnnbabiIity of outage that dualantarina 
STTD can or txanabtre into behg abin to handin hhar 
data rates than the C intel and sngin antenna ca, 
F. 10. Fuxe 11 thows that the capacity of a coopa-atitie 
d±rasity nwoiic w iii dual antenna S'rTD toansn tebn 
a10 bante. ]]in inteitig to note thatFg. 10 thcws that 
using dEath STTD transn Eabn thin the anuxce to the 
d±iaobn is praiabin over using one rainy. Haw evEr,  
ding in ore than one rainy into the noiic gives 
peiitmn anra benthts over the dEath STTD transit kbn 
care. 
53 Dualantenna SN cooperative diversity 
The dual antairia STTD half-tin e siren e --us fxtrn 
not being abin to txnnsn it the ran a am aunt of original 
infomu atinn over the ran e lie itsi an oimt of tin e as the 
care. FuR-tie e SN cooperat±s'e diia-stty attan pte 
to oreirnun e thin piobinn by using SN finn the anuxce in 
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cost oflb±ig the avaibbè transn it pm 	at the xeulre 
bde 	i tw o antanna elon ants.  
0. 
Frjum 12 c4'  thcMs the huge bantht to the 
pbab' of outage offirard by the fi1Ithse sthene. classic N. 
O no 
rel There r. stiILa sna1LDn at bw SNRs 	than 5dB) 
0.03- =N. 
ta the fi2]1pc,ax tianan b3ion that the su 	u 	ii the 
ri1 Mee . Agan the din ±33E9 nduins for higher 
2 	0.00 num ber of rbys, owiig ta the rey tango 	bn behg 
norhaxby1=än 	1P can beobv. 
0.000 W hen the outage pbabitIy 	ctxepaind with the 
thatthehaif-tine 
1 dual antanna STTD ethen e offEgs inge inpioven ants 
le-0 when ainpaxnd with the SN 	dual antxeina and STC 
-20 -10 	0 	 20 	30 
silgè antana 	H oeor, when anpthg hher do 
Epecbalefficincim,r3ir-rtbznsnmEibnushgc-M wouldbe 
Fig 9 	Sinuthi 	is for dIal antana STTD STC -tsxel pmeffetred. This is agan due to the gilL banso 	bn pow 
cocçaxate dixesiy ndarn ew1 	the qxctral eficbyr. fixed at at the 
1b,0i Z D eEpjba thin, when the spectral efticoj is on pared 
SNR and ouWkgepiDbab3IWaxeo3mpa1 	form % 1;2;...;5 wIh the SNR in Fg.14, it can ban man that the fia]kin e 
coopetatk7e dinersity s±len em atthenorbei the c1)-i1 
tango JqEbn cata, and offas inge in prover ants at SN R S 
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Fig 10 Sfotthtitn ranits for dial antana STTD STC-lxexel 
cxçerati.e diesity stanewhas the SNR is fixed at 5 d 
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Fig 11 Sinutixe anus for dual antaina STTD STC -(uaxel 
oxeatie d±xesy ofoane wbem the outage bvelz fixed at 5% 
Spa leifictacy and SNR are oxepand form V. 1;2; . . 
000 	
classic link-. 
norejra --- i   re1 	(44)--- 	 0=5 \\ • 
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soco, do 
Fig 12 Siouidn aniks for dual antenna SM STC -luaxe. 
oxçaatise diy sdiane wham thu ipatxel eifIcbxy fixed 
atlb,B4 z 






















the firEt 	n additthn ta form the xeys in the second 
pham. Two o-opaathg sub-es ate then rymtFd to 
pedomi the phase two (range 33siotl. This a done at the 
lEE Pmc.-Ccmmin. 
Fig 13 Sinuhdn anuin for dial antaina SM STC oxpaatit.e 
diersity sianewI 	the SNR is fixed at 5 d 




10 	 thitfiu1 anzn of fture ixth. Nabar et al [iS] have 
onsdnd basb ae-th1 e sina1dasn for the aop-
tue dimity they ntioduce. 
1 	 -.- - 
	 flsnd thateansbn on thwoñc to diaiactia1sa  
pools of in ulihoop re 	thinugh an idea calini in oblè 
0.1 	 ad-hoc tuunkiig '1 AT) to sctmd the range of t1 
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Fig 14 Sinutbe imisforWalantiTm SM STC crcreate 
diassity an ewhina the cutage ina1 is fixed at 5% 
Speim1efiic1cyand SNR U1BO25PU2B rm V4 1;2; .. 
Theres , ]topiitad in thepperconflurn the Ias.1]B of 
51 wham twas bi,ind that SrTD barren bn can be 
pr.4.s r..1 to SM tranan bn under carin±r docum stances. 
5.4 Degrees of freedom 
One i1 thatoni be obasvad finit the cab.itBi rre]ta 
is that the brjest perthmi anca gain does not ncrn, 
omne frzn theaddin oftheflxarpky n thenectwodc, 
2Bthe%7jta:rnesfi=n the fiadditna1dias of fraslatt 
induced to the network. The dajx of fldan 
considered it thin paper, owing to the thias consaints 
n posad on the anditn ,omi e fran opatbi diversity. Th. 
can be Epatal thiersily ilt]DdUced by using multph  
antonna etas ants at the bsnsn iter and ierei,er or it could 
stEm firit ushg other N Ts as qatin1' sq3amtEd res 
for cmoperatite di.iersity. The xrei]Is piind thctw that 
add±bnal degrees of fireican that an iatimducer1 to the 
nidwoñc gi'e din iiining rethiris it perfoxim ance, as 
pxeibus}' noted frradd±inrralzebys. This can beobrerved 
from a]1of the .i Its ofthe smnarbspzes:ntEd, how aver, it 
can be sam paxth4' well it Fs. 9-11 where the fira 
dapras of frasican bshg STTD transn iarbn ixed of 
the cal sanarb) provides the bmjgest perfrm ance 
iicrrexe. U shg cooperetbe diteraly to add additional 
dx of frrakri , although it hcreases the perbom ance 
of the network, doer not prnvide snflcant add±bnal 
perbrm anca. This would aqinin why STTD provides the 
b rer.j]ts, as it has the highest degr of fidan of the 
sanas considered ±3 this paper. 
6 Furtherwoñc 
The sin uthn 	]tspited in ft ispaperwerebamd on 
a Jargenum beof sin plficaidnns, and were iltonded only to 
daxecterbe the cocpexatme diieraity diannelwhan using 
dualanlanna eèn ants for bansn bn and rarapt±n. The 
anal,rsis pited it tim paper w Ill ar urafi1 as a 
ann parinn for whet can be adiEed under ilerl cnnth-
thns, therefore, taki1g thio wodc thither w ID. ±7volie 
rmating a mom rxelinit sin uinthn through the use of a 
channeim odeliicoiporathg thadcm rig to ann parew Th a 
xerjin± rindml transn bn sthen e. src shave aTh beri 
ectansiJe)' used n this paper to aibe the dind±iathn 
train iial to deode the sina1s finn the dit transn it-
thg tram iia. N ote harejer, that the design and us-- of 
dinrbeted SIC s thr a rey situation sith as the one 
deri±a:1 hen is not  skeI probn ,and wuid prove a 
7 Conclismns 
Th paper has xitioduosd dualantanna elan ants brM Ts 
n a coopemde diiesily nwork, and pzind to 
dit sthen as thr using the antB'ina elan ants to bandit 
wire onnmunThthns. Through sin uEtbns of the 
derEted capacity euatbns for each sthan e itwas observed 
that the use of two antanna eEn ants ±1 M Ts can add 
considerable- capacity and outage benefits over the singE 
antanna care. 
C oopeiatbe diiersity s xitimsm1V ]in kad by the nerd 
to have t'o transit bebn phases, and the hit it of to 
antenna elan ants it any hand-sired on ob± tam iial U sing 
the two antanna STTD orSM thadmiiquespiBEEntad ii thE 
paper tpoaibE to oveixun e thenprobEn sand narere 
the capacity of thena,'onc. Thhasber -i thcMn thatbnth in 
tern s ofpxobabThty of outage and speiinaleflicbeoj STD 
bared cooperative diersity is prered over ,94 . The ak 
noted that the ingaimsonn e finn theflxaarppEn an-
tary degme of flan, and din ±mE'ming ichims are 
oberved br additbnaldapea of foerdcan. 
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Abstract— This paper considers a fading relay channel where 
the total transmit power used is constrained to be equal to that of 
the standard single-hop channel. The relay channel used operates 
in what is termed as MIMO cooperative diversity mode, where 
the source transmits to both relay and destination terminals in 
the first instance. Both the source and relay then transmit to 
the destination in the second instance. Initially the cooperative 
diversity framework is introduced to consider system constraints 
so a direct and fair comparison with the single-hop case can 
be made. In-particular a power constraint is placed on the 
system and the optimal transmit power levels are derived and 
presented. The derived technique for finding the optimal transmit 
power levels is then used to demonstrate the advantages of using 
cooperative diversity in a wireless network. The results presented 
show that MtMO cooperative diversity offers a 3.4dB increase in 
spectral efficiency at 5% outage, with no additional cost incurred 
in transmit time, power or bandwidth. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the biggest problems faced by designers of mo-
bile telecommunication systems is fast-fading of the received 
signal due to the multi-path nature of the communications 
channel. The very multi-path that creates difficulties also 
offers us diversity [I]. This can help mitigate the problem 
as a result of the transmission of redundant information over 
(ideally) independent fading paths (in time/frequency/space) 
in conjunction with a suitable receiver. Spatial diversity tech-
niques are particularly attractive as they provide diversity 
gain while incurring no penalty of extra transmission time 
or bandwidth. Spatial diversity techniques such as Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) wireless systems [21 have been 
shown to significantly increase the spectral efficiency of point-
to-point wireless links, including cooperative diversity relay 
channels [3] which are designed to take advantage of spatial 
diversity where Mobile Terminals (MTs) are limited to a single 
transmit/receive antenna. 
Contributions and relation to previous work. This paper 
considers the advantage of using cooperative diversity in an 
environment where the total transmit power is limited to that 
of a single-hop communication channel [4]. This allows a 
fair and direct comparison between the cooperative diversity 
We  acknowledge the support of the Scottish Funding Council for the Joint 
Research Institute with the Heriot.Watt University which is a part of the 
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Figure. I. Relay fading channel 
relay channel and the single-hop channel to be made. The 
power constraint placed on the system is an important factor 
to be considered for any practical deployment of a cooperative 
diversity network, both due to interference concerns [5] and 
to ensure battery life prolongation of the relay terminal. 
The first part of this paper introduces the cooperative 
diversity protocol and channel model framework, originally 
developed by Nabar et al. [6] and later extended in [7]. A 
jointly analytical-numerical method to optimise the transmit 
power levels of each transmitting terminal within the power 
constraint, in terms of probability of outage, is then developed. 
This extends the work presented in [7] to consider an alterna-
tive Decode-and-Forward (DF) relaying scheme and introduces 
an analytical approach to optimising the transmit power levels. 
Results for the optimal power levels are then introduced. The 
second part of this paper presents a comparison between the 
cooperative diversity protocol considered and the single-hop 
case. Finally conclusions are drawn in the final section. 
II. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTIONS AND SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS 
A. Protocol Description 
Consider the ad-hoc fading relay channel shown in Figure 1 
with three Ml's. Data is transmitted from the source terminal, 
S, to the destination terminal, D, potentially with the assis-
tance of the relay, R. All terminals in this paper are considered 
to have single transmit and single receive antenna elements. 
Additionally, a terminal cannot simultaneously transmit and 
receive information. Although it is possible for the relay to 
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assist in either an Amplify-and-Forward (AF) or Decode-and-
Forward (DF) manner, only DF is considered in this paper. 
In DF mode the relay demodulates and decodes the signal 
before re-encoding the signal and retransmission occurs. The 
DF mode that is used in this paper requires the relay to receive 
a required information rate, R, before it can take part in the 
second phase, which is denoted R E D, where D is the set 
of supporting relays'. If the relay is unable to decode the 
first phase signal from the source, it does not transmit any 
information in the second phase [9], which is denoted R V D. 
Due to the constraint of MTs not being able to transmit 
and receive information at the same time, the transmission of 
information from the source to destination, in a cooperative 
diversity network, is broken into two time slots, termed phase I 
and phase II [8]. This paper considers the cooperative diversity 
scenario where the source transmits in both time phases and 
the relay only in the second having (potentially) received 
the first phase transmission from the source. Furthermore the 
source transmits different information to the destination in the 
second phase than that which was transmitted during the first 
phase. The destination can therefore potentially receive two 
different information streams during the second phase. 
This cooperative diversity protocol was originally intro-
duced by Nabar et al. [6] as one member of a family of coop-
erative diversity protocols. The subject protocol is referred to 
as Protocol I in literature, however as it is the only protocol 
to be considered in this paper, any mention of cooperative 
diversity refers to this protocol unless otherwise specified. 
When considering the complete cooperative diversity model, 
it can be seen that it bears a strong resemblance to a MIMO 
system with two antenna elements at both the transmitter and 
receiver. The fading relay channel from Figure 1 is redrawn 
in Figure 2 to highlight the MIMO characteristics by splitting 
the destination into the two time phases, and adding an extra 
subscript to the channel notation to denote the phase of 
transmission. This is a schematic presentation only and the 
destination terminal actually uses only one antenna element. 
However, its access of the channel is split over the two time 
phases. This scenario is therefore termed MIMO cooperative 
diversity due to the similarity to MIMO wireless systems. 
B. System constraints 
To be able to fairly compare the performance several 
constraints are placed upon the channel model: 
• The time used must not exceed that used by the single-
hop transmission case (I unit) 
• The bandwidth used must not exceed that used by the 
single-hop transmission case (1 unit) 
• The total transmit power of the complete system (power 
used by the source and relay for transmission) must not 
exceed that used by the single-hop case (I unit) 
The effect of the time and bandwidth constraints is that the 
transmission of the two phase cooperative diversity must take 
'In this paper the maximum cardinality of I) is limited to I since there is 
only one supporting relay, however [81 considered multiple relays 
Destination terminal (D) 
	
Relay terminal (R) 	
hRfl 	
Phase II 
Source terminal (S) 	 Destination terminal (D) 
Phase I 
Figure. 2. Relay fading channel shown as a MIMO channel 
place in the same amount of time as the single-hop system. 
This typically involves a factor of 1/2 when considering the 
spectral efficiency of the system. An important point that arises 
from this constraint is that the Rayleigh block-fading is now 
considered to be unchanged over the two time phases. 
The effect of the transmit power constraint is particularly 
important for the cooperative diversity protocol considered in 
this paper since it uses three transmissions (the source in 
both the first and second phase and the relay in the second 
phase only) and therefore must reduce their transmit power to 
the power constraint. The following transmit power constraint 
variables are placed upon the system: 
• A - first phase transmission from the source 
• B - second phase transmission from the source 
• C - second phase transmission from the relay 
To constrain the transmit power to be the same as the single-
hop case, first recall that the transmission in the relaying 
network has been split into two phases, it therefore follows 
that 
A+B+C=2 	 (I) 
A transmit power constraint is also placed upon each 
transmitting terminal such that it cannot broadcast with more 
power than the single-hop case would (1 unit), i.e., 
A<1 	B<1 	C<1. 	(2) 
III. CHANNEL AND SIGNAL MODELS 
Throughout this paper the channel fading model is assumed 
to be frequency-flat, Rayleigh block-fading channels with fad-
ing coefficients being circularly symmetric zero mean complex 
Gaussian random variables. Perfect timing synchronisation 
is assumed. Furthermore it assumed that the receivers have 
perfect channel state information of all the reverse channels. 
It is also assumed that there is limited feedback to the source 
and relay from the destination of the average channel Signal to 
Noise Ratio (SNR) which is required to perform power control 
for MIMO cooperative diversity. 
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The signals transmitted by the source during the first 
and second phases are denoted x i [n] and X2[n] respectively. 
Symbol-by-symbol transmission is considered so the time 
index is can be dropped to simply give x5 and X2.  Note 
also that for the data symbols transmitted is it assumed that 
&{xj = 0 and E{IxI2}= 1 for i = 1,2. The signal received 
at the destination terminal in the first phase is given by 
YD, I = \/XEhsDXs +TSD,t 
where yy, is the received signal at the destination (Y) in 
first phase, Exy is the average signal energy over one sym-
bol period. The scalar hxy is the random, complex-valued, 
unit-power channel gain between the source and destination 
terminals, and fly,j Af(0, N0) is the additive white noise 
for transmitting terminal X and received terminal Y, in this 
case S and D respectively. Note that Exy and hxy does 
not have a phase subscript due to the earlier assumption of 
fiat fading across the two transmission phases. Similarly the 
signal received at the relay in the first time slot is given by 
llft,1 = \/XEhSRXl + Tift,5 	 (4) 
Finally assuming that the relay can fully decode the signal 
from the first phase source transmission, the signal received 
by the destination in the second phase is given by 
f s/Bh5x + VZ 'EhRDx2 + TSD,2 R E D 
1/15,2 = l./EhSDx2 +flD,2 	 R D 
(5) 
The input-output relationship can now be summarised as 
	
y=Hx+n 	 (6) 
where y = [y D,s yD2]T is the received signal vector, H is 
the MIMO cooperative diversity 2x2 channel matrix 
S,/4TEhSD 	0 	R D 
./ThRD S/flEhSD 	
E 
11= 	 (7) 
V'XEhSD 	0 	R D 
0 
X = [51x2]T is the transmitted signal vector and n is additive 
white Gaussian noise. 
A. !nfor,nation-Theorelic performance 
The DF protocol used in this paper states that the rule for 
the relay to be considered part of the decoding set is that the 
relay must be able to support the required spectral efficiency, 
R. Since the source/relay channel mutual information, 1515, 
is a function of the random fading coefficients, the mutual 
information is also a random variable. The event ISR < It 
is defined as the source/relay channel being in outage and 
therefore Pr[ISR] < It] is referred to as the outage probability 
of the channel. Moreover this definition is extended from the  
relay inclusion condition to the general channel such that the 
event I < It is considered channel outage, where I is the total 
mutual information of the cooperative channel. 
The probability of the channel being in outage when the 
relay is available to support the source can be written as 
Pr[R E D]Pr]I < RJR E DJ 	 (8) 
Pr]R V D]Pr[1 < RJR V D] 	 (9) 
Subsequently the total probability of the channel being in 
outage is given by the sum of (8) and (9) as 
Pr[I<R] = Pr[RED1Pr[I< RJR ED] 	(10) 
+ Pr[RD]Pr[I< RJR D] 
The mutual information between the source and relay in 
the first phase, is given by Shannon's capacity equation, with 
a factor of 1/2 due to the two equal transmission time phases, 
as 
'SR = log (i + /_.IhsRI2 ) b/sfHz 	(II) 
Rearranging (11) to give the condition of the relay ,  being 
able to decode the first phase transmission, and substituting the 
mutual information Ij for the required spectral efficiency. It, 
gives 
JhSR 12 	
225 - 1 
> (12) 
SNR 
where ESR/NO = SNR. In the remainder of this paper it is 
assumed that all network channel links have the same SNR, 
specifically ESR/NQ = ERD/N0 = ESD/NO = SNR to 
simplify presentation and simulation results. This assumption 
can be readily relaxed for the more general cane. 
Finally, the mutual information for the MIMO cooperative 
diversity channel is obtained from (6) and (7) as 
I = 1092 dot (12 + ._HH") b/sfl-lz 	(13) 
which is expanded to 
1092 ((ABsNR) 2 IhsDI 4 + ASNRIhSDI 2 
RED 
+ BSNRIh5nI 2 + CSNR]h,w1 2 + i) 
1 = 
1092 ((ABSNR) 2 ]hsD I 4  + ASNRIhSDI 2 
RD 
+ BSNRIhSDI 2 + i) 
(3) 	Furthermore the probability of the channel being in outage 
the when the relay is not available can be written as 
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IV. POWER CONTROL ANALYSIS 
Consider now the problem of minimising the probability of 
outage of the cooperative diversity channel as a function of the 
power control levels A, B and C. Since A, B and C are limited 
by (1), by varying A and B between 0 and I independently, 
the entire range of results are explored, and subsequently the 
minimum probability of outage can be found. 
To begin an analytical approach to this problem, consider 
the channel probability of outage (10), substitute the required 
mutual information equations (11) & (14) and rearrange so 
the random variables are on the Left Hand Side (LHS) of 
each individual probability inequality. This is written as 
F'r(Il M  <R]= 
(ii- [IhsRI2 	
X] 
Pr [ABSNRIhSDI 4 + (A + B)IhsDI2 <x]) 
+(Pr[IhsRl2> 
X] 
Pr [ABSNRIhSDI 4 + (A + B)IhsDI2  + CIhRDI2 
 
where x = (225 - 1)/SNR. 
The probability inequalities with a single channel coefficient 
on the LHS (probability of relaying being able to support 
the source) can readily be solved analytically as they are 
single Rayleigh random variables for which the Cumulative 
Distribution Function (CDF) is well known as (l—exp(—x/A) 
when the standard deviation is 1 as it is in this case. Moreover 
x for the Rayleigh CDF is given by the Right Hand Side (RHS) 
for each probability inequality. 
A. Derivation of CDF with relay available 
The CDF of the more complex joint distribution of the two 
random variables ABSNRIhSDI 4 +(A+B)IhsDI2 +CIhRDI2 
is not so well known. To find an analytical expression for the 
probability of outage conditioned on the relay being available, 
an expression for the CDF of the joint random variables must 
be found. This is done by convolving the Probability Density 
Functions (PDF) of each random variable to obtain the joint 
PDF, which is then integrated to obtain the required CDF. 
The probability of outage of the relay channel, operating 
with the relay available, is given by 
Pr [ABSNRIhSD 4 + (A + B)IhsDI 2 + CIh,w1 2  <x] 
 
Before a PDF can be derived for the joint hSD and !ZRD 
terms of (16) a single equation must be found for the hSD 
term. Begin by defining  
which shows that Y is a function of the single random variable 
hSD. To find the PDF of a function of a random variable 
employ (5-15) and (5-16) as presented by Papolius and Pillai 
[10] where the equation Y = g(X) is solved. Denoting the 
real roots by X,, 
y = g(Xi) = ... = g(X) 	 (18) 
Papolius and Filial show that the PDF of a single random 
variable is given by 
fy(Y) 	fx( 1 ) 	
fx(2)  
(19) 
- Ig'(Xs)I + Ig'(x2)I 	
fx(n) 
Ig'(X)I 
where fx(X) is the function of the single random variable in 
question, and g'(X) is the derivative of g(X). For the case in 
question let X = IhsvI 2  to give 
g(X) = ABSNRX2 + (A + B)X - Y 	(20) 
To find the roots of (20) use the standard quadratic equation 
where a = ABSNR, b = A +13 and c = —Y. 
- b ± Jb2 - 4ac 
0= 	 (21) 
2a 
-(A + B) ± /(A + B) 2 + 4ABYSNR 
 
2ABSNR 
/(A + B) 2 + 4ABYSNR - (A + B) 
 
2ABSNR 
where in (23) discard the negative term since the interest lies 
only in probabilities (i.e. between 0 and I inclusive) leaving 
only one root. Furthermore the derivative of g(x) is found as 
g'(x) = ABSNRX + A + B 	 (24) 
By combining (19), (23) and (24) the general PDF is given 
by 
/(A + B) 2 + 4ABYSNR - (A + B) 
Pr 	
2ABSNR 
1(Y) = 	 (25) 
(A + B) 2 + 4ABYSNR 
Since hD  is a Rayleigh distributed random variable, the 
PDF of which is given by Pr[x} = e, the PDF of the joint 
hsD term is given by 
cx 
(y(A+B)2+4ABxSNR_(A+B) 
p 	 2ABSNR 
(26) 
/(A + B) 2 + 4ABxSNR 
where the value of interest is denoted x. 
Before deriving the final combined PDF, note that the FDF 
of CIhSDI2 is given by the RHS of (16) as 




Therefore the joint PDF is found by convolving the two 
PDFs. 
This is a non-trivial integration. However, symbolic com-
puter algebra can be employed to find a suitable integral 
4AB5NR1-A 2 +2AB+B 2 —2CA-3CB+C 2 
4ABCINR (f*g)(x) = 
2ABCSNR 5J_ 
erf 





(—/4xABSNR + A 2 + 2AB +-B- 2 + C 
I 
I' 	2ABCSNR 5J_ 
(28) 
where erf(z) is the Error Function and csgn(z) is the sign 
function is used to determine in which half-plane (left or right) 
the complex-valued number z lies. 
It can be seen that the derived PDF for the joint distribution 
(28) is very complex. To find the CDF of the joint distribution 
it is necessary to integrate this expression again, however it is 
not of a standard form and a closed form solution can not be 
readily found using either standard methods or symbolic com-
puter algebra. Due to this, Runge-Kutta numerical integration 
methods are used to approximate the integral. 
B. Derivation of CDF with relay not available 
To be able to fully calculate the probability of outage for 
MIMO cooperative diversity, consideration must also be made 
for the situation where no relays are available to support the 
source in the second phase, for example when the source to 
relay signal is itself in outage. The previous section derived 
the PDF of the IiSD term as (25). To find the CDF (25) simply 
needs to be integrated. Again using symbolic computer algebra 
the CDF of the probability of outage where the relay is not 
available is shown to be 





—VA Z +2A8+B'+OAOSSR+A+O/ csp(A+B)(A+B) 
—e 	2ASSNR 	 V e AB5NR 
(29) 
The necessary components to fully construct (15) are now 
available using numerical integration of (28) and the closed 
form solution (29), however the trivial re-writing this equation 
in full is omitted in this paper due to space constraints. 
C. Numerical results 
Results from the numerical evaluation of (15) are shown 
in Figure 3 for a spectral efficiency of lb/s/Hz. Below ap-
proximately 6dB SNR only the source is preferred to transmit 
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Figure. 3. MIMO cooperative diversity optimal power control levels A, B 
and C against SNR for spectral efficiency of tb/s/Hz. 
and all of the available power is dedicated to the source's 
transmission over both time phases. This is due to the fact 
that for SNRs lower than this the source to relay link is not 
suitable for the required lb/s/Hz spectral efficiency. Above the 
6dB point the relay power allocation increases sharply while 
the second phase source transmission power level falls off 
proportionally and both approach an asymptote at high SNRs. 
Interestingly at high SNR it is optimal in terms of outage for 
the relay to use a greater power allocation than the source in 
the second phase. This is due to the extra diversity that the 
relay offers, once it is able to take part in the second phase. 
At lower required spectral efficiencies it would be expected 
that the relay would be be allocated transmit power in the 
second phase at lower SNRs than that recorded for lb/s/Hz. 
This can be seen to be true by inspection of (12), which 
suggests that at low spectral efficiencies the SNR for a similar 
probability of inclusion of the relay in the second phase will 
also be lower. Similarly at higher spectral efficiencies the SNR 
level where the relay would actively be used would be higher. 
V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
Figure 4 shows the probability of outage against SNR for 
MIMO cooperative diversity, the single-hop case and the two-
hop channel (which is included for reference) at a fixed 
required rate of lb/s/Hz. At low SNR it can be seen that 
MIMO cooperative diversity tracks the probability of outage 
of the single-hop channel, as would be expected from Figure 
3, where A and B are shown to be equal to 1, which is 
the same as the single-hop case. At higher SNRs when the 
relay terminal is allocated transmit power, the extra diversity 
offered by having two paths available to the destination makes 
a significant impact on decreasing the probability of outage. 
Figure 5 is of particular interest for consideration in a 
practical wireless communication network where a certain 
level of signal outage is tolerated, as it shows the achievable 







As can be seen from Figure 5 MIMO cooperative diversity 
offers a considerable increase in the spectral efficiency of the 
channel, with the extra diversity offered by the relay effectively 
combating the Rayleigh fading at low SNR. A significant gain 
of 3.41B can be observed over the single-hop link at low SNR. 
At high SNR the spectral efficiency of the MIMO cooperative 
diversity protocol converges with the single-hop case. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented a framework for MIMO cooper-
ative diversity which is directly comparable with single-hop 
transmission. In-particular the power constraint was analyti-
cally considered and values for the optimal transmit power 
	
.10 	.5 	 0 	 5 	 to 	IS 	 20 control values were presented. It was shown that at low 
SNR (dO) 	 SNR MIMO cooperative diversity can offer a considerable 
advantage over the single-hop cane, due to the extra spatial 
Figure. 4. Simulation results for probability of outage where the spectral 	. 	. 	with 
 
efficiency is fixed at 1 b/s/Hz. SNR and outage probability are compared 
diversity of the relay, no additional cost incurred in 
for MIMO cooperative diversity, the single-hop link and the classical relay transmit time, power or bandwidth. 
(two-hop) link. 
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